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PREFACE 
What makes glass structures exceptional and fascinating? A building material that is transparent, 
sustainable and can transfer both tensile and compressive loads seems a dream for every architect. 
On the other hand it is a very brittle and fragile material. This ambiguity creates an innovative 
research field that is continuously developing and I am very pleased to be a part of that 
development.  
 
This master thesis is the end result of a graduation study at Eindhoven University of Technology, 
faculty Architecture, Building and Planning, Chair Product Development. The research is situated in 
the studio ‘Slimbouwen’, guided by prof.dr.ir. J.J.N (Jos) Lichtenberg, further subdivided in the atelier 
‘Flexible Forming’, supervised by ir. A.D.C. (Arno) Pronk. Together with ir. M.T.M. (Michel) van 
Gerwen from Brakel Atmos BV Uden they form the graduation commission for this research. I would 
like to thank my graduation commission for their support, helpful insights and critical view. A special 
thanks goes to Arno Pronk who supervised and guided me in a great way. 
 
This very experimental research combines the diverse qualities of polymers with the strengths of 
glass to develop a totally new connection. Polymer technology is an undereducated field in the 
world of building technology that has great potential. As a result of that prof.dr.ir. Han Meijer from 
the faculty Mechanical Engineering shared his knowledge with me which has been great help and I 
would like to thank him for that. I also would like to thank the Departure of Chemical Engineering 
and Chemistry and in particular Tom Bus for all their help and the ability to use the required 
equipment in the chemical lab. The required strength tests are executed in the Pieter van 
Musschenbroek Laboratory and I would like to thank Hans Lamers and the research staff for their 
help and advice.  
 
In Brakel Atmos BV I found a partner who is willing to think beyond boundaries and invest time and 
knowledge in an eager and motivated student. They gave me a great environment to learn and 
discover the interesting world of glass technology. I want to thank my supervisors, Jan-Willem 
Hermans and Michel van Gerwen, who supported me in a fantastic way, full of enthusiasm. 
 
I would also like to thank everybody who helped me during this graduation research with ideas, 
practical help, reviews and motivation. Finally I would like to share that I am very grateful to my 
parents, Jan van Dooren and Tine Vissers, who always created a great study environment and 
supported me in every possible way.  
 
Teun van Dooren 
March, 2014 
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SAMENVATTING 
Deze thesis beschrijft de ontwikkeling van een structurele frameloze glas-glas verbinding die zowel 
druk- als trekkrachten kan opnemen, en verwerkbaar is op de bouwplaats. Deze ontwikkeling is 
onderzocht door middel van een experimentele benadering en draagt bij aan het hoofddoel van een 
onderzoeksveld welk geleid wordt door Arno Pronk; de ontwikkeling van een frameloze zelfdragende 
free-form glas constructie.  
 
Glas is een van de oudste, door de mens ontwikkelde, bouwmaterialen. Het wordt al eeuwen in de 
architectuur toegepast en domineert vaak de uitstraling van gebouwen. Het basisproduct glas is 
gedurende al deze jaren nauwelijks veranderd, maar de toepassing en bewerking van glas 
ontwikkeld zich continu. Sinds de introductie van computer-aided design hebben architecten de 
mogelijkheid om complexe vormen te creëren welke opgebouwd zijn uit free-form vlakken. Glazen 
free-form oppervlakten worden gekenmerkt door vele enkel- of dubbelgekromde glaspanelen welke 
niet repeterend zijn. Het verbinden van deze glaspanelen op een elegante en constructief 
betrouwbare manier is een onderzoeksveld welk zich al decennia continu ontwikkeld.  
 
De verbinding bestaat uit dubbelglas met een terugliggende spacer, wat resulteert in een groter 
hechtingsoppervlak, een verborgen tussen het glas liggende verbinding en de mogelijkheid om met 
een luchtspouw hogere isolatiewaarden te behalen. De gecreëerde ruimte wordt gevuld met een 
lijm om een structureel verlijmde lijnverbinding te realiseren.  
 
Er zijn 7 hoofdmanieren om monomeren te triggeren tot het vormen van polymeren; hitte, druk, 
twee-componenten, anaerobic, straling, vocht en cyanoacrylaten. Een literatuurstudie in combinatie 
met uitgevoerde experimenten hebben aangetoond dat (UV) licht uithardende lijmen het meest 
geschikt zijn voor deze verbinding. Ze blijken zowel in het lab en de werkplaats goed verwerkbaar.  
 
Delo Photobond® 4468 lijm gedraagt zich op elk gebied gunstig. Het is de enige lijm die uithardbaar 
is bij het gebruik van een 15 mm spacer, behaalde de beste resultaten in de sterkte testen en toonde 
hoge transparantie. De toepassing van wapening is overbodig gebleken tijdens de experimenten; de 
lijm heeft voldoende hoge adhesie en cohesie waarde. 
 
De realisatie van twee piramiden met de toepassing van de ontwikkelde verbinding was een 
leerzaam proces welk twee representatieve modellen met voldoende sterkte en een goede 
verschijning opleverde. Door de succesvolle integratie van transparante PMMA buizen waarin LED-
strips kunnen worden geplaatst, worden zowel de verbinding als het glas een spectaculaire 
verschijning. 
 
Het enige onderdeel dat deze glas-glas verbinding weerhoudt van volledige transparantie is de 
spacer. Twee verschillende oplossingen zijn aangeraden om dit te verbeteren; de toepassing van 
thermoplastische spacers en het gebruik van driedubbel gelamineerd glas met een terugliggend 
binnenblad.  
 
Over het algemeen kan er geconcludeerd worden dat experimenten met vier verschillende 
zorgvuldig geselecteerde lijmen, twee verschillende productieprocessen en vier verschillende 
doorsneden in hoogte en configuratie nieuwe ervaring en kennis heeft gegenereerd. Het heeft een 
nieuw concept verbinding opgeleverd die zowel druk- als trekkrachten kan opnemen en verwerkbaar 
is op de bouwplaats. De combinatie van deze glas-glas verbinding met gekromd glas kan leiden tot 
een overweldigende free-form glas constructie die een bijdrage zal leveren aan de moderne 
architectuur.   
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SUMMARY 
This thesis describes the development of a structural frameless glass-glass butt-joint connection that 
is able to transfer both compressive and tensile loads, and is feasible on site. This development has 
been researched using an experimental approach and contributes to the main goal of a research 
field lead by Arno Pronk; the development of a frameless self-supporting free-form glass structure. 
 
Glass is one of the oldest manmade building materials. It has been applied for ages in architecture 
and often the appearance of buildings is predominated by glass. This basic product glass has nearly 
changed during all these years, but the application and way of processing glass is continuously 
developing. Since the introduction of computer-aided design, architects are able to create complex 
geometries that contain free-form surfaces. Free-form glass surfaces are characterized by many 
single or double curved glass panes which are none repetitive. Connecting these glass panes in an 
elegant and structural reliable way is a research field which has been developing continuously for 
decades.   
 
The concept connection design consists of double glass with a recessed spacer, which results in a 
bigger adherence surface, a hidden connection in between glass and the ability to reach higher 
insulation values due to a cavity. The space which is created is filled by an adhesive to form a 
structurally bonded linear fixing.  
 
There are seven main ways of triggering monomers into forming polymers; heat, pressure, two-
component, anaerobic, radiation, moisture and cyanoacrylates. A literature study combined with the 
performed experiments proved that (UV) light radiation cured adhesives are best suitable for this 
connection. They proved to be well processable both in the lab and workshop.  
 
The Delo Photobond® 4468 adhesive is favorable on all aspects. It is the only adhesive that is able to 
be cured when applying a 15 mm spacer, which performed best during strength tests and led to a 
proper transparency. The use of reinforcements has proved to be superfluous during the 
experiments; the adhesive contains sufficient cohesive and adhesive strength. 
 
The realization of two pyramids with the use of the developed connection was an instructive process 
which delivered two presentable models with proper strength and appearance. The integration of 
transparent PMMA tubes in which LED-strips can be inserted is a success which delivers an even 
more spectacular appearance of the connection and the glass.  
 
The only component that restrains this glass-glass connection from being fully transparent is the 
spacer. Two different approaches have been recommended to solve this esthetic issue; the 
appliance of thermoplastic spacers or the use of triple laminated glass.  
 
In general, there can be concluded that experimenting with four different carefully selected 
adhesives, two different production processes and four different sections in width and configuration 
generated new experience and knowledge, and delivered a new concept connection design that is 
able to transfer both compressive and tensile forces, and is feasible on site. The combination of this 
connection with curved glass can lead to astonishing free-form glass structures that will attribute to 
modern architecture.  
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1.  
OPENING  

 
This chapter gives an introduction about the research topic, problem description and its 
relevance. There will be explained what approach is used to reach the set goal of this master 
thesis.  
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1.1. INITIATIVE AND GOAL 

Glass is one of the oldest manmade building materials. It has been applied for ages in architecture 
and often the appearance of buildings is predominated by glass. This basic product glass has nearly 
changed during all these years, but the application and way of processing glass is continuously 
developing. 

 
Figure 1.1 – Evolution of the building envelope (Strauss & Knaack, 2012) 

  
The introduction of for instance laminated, tempered and double glass gave the material glass and 
the building envelope more opportunities and these developments continue (fig. 1.1). Brakel Atmos 
BV is a company that designs and engineers glass structures in numerous possible ways. The 
development of glass structures is part of their ambition and the initiative for a new 3D grid shell 
system finally lead to this graduation project. Their proposal had an overlap with a research topic of 
A. Pronk; free-form glass structures. This combination evolved into the main goal of this research 
field:  
 
The development of a frameless self-supporting free-form glass structure.  
 
This glass surface distinguishes itself because it will be frameless and able to transfer both 
compressive and tensile forces and therefore also bending moment. This graduation study will 
contribute to this main goal.  
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Figure 1.2 – New trade fair, M. Fuksas, a 3D grid shell supported segmented free-form glass surface 

 
Since the introduction of computer-aided design, architects are able to create complex geometries 
that contain free-form surfaces. Free-form surfaces are characterized by many single or double 
curved segments which are none repetitive. 
 
While exploring the research field it was noticed that free-form glass structures can be divided in 
two simple distinct directions. The first topic is based on the shaping of these free-form glass panels, 
which is achieved by cold- or hot-bending of glass. In this field there are many developments going 
on, but still there is no efficient, affordable and labor-extensive way to produce low repetitive free-
form glass panes. A master 2 project guided by A. Pronk already did research to design an ASM-
system (adjustable surface membrane system). This resulted in the ‘Sierra Papa 2’; a mold with a 
flexible surface that is adjustable situated in an oven. There have been successful experiments with 
hot-bending of glass already, but there is enough space for further development.  
 

 
Figure 1.3 – Sierra Papa 2 (Schuurmans & Pronk, 2011) 

 
The second topic is based on the connections of these free-formed panes. Because the goal is a 
smooth free-form surface, interruptions in this surface are not desirable. A steel or aluminium frame 
therefore is not preferable and other connection concepts have to be explored. During research of L. 
Blandini in 2004 a butt-joint glass connection is developed for an all-glass shell structure (fig. 1.4). 
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This particular connection was mainly loaded with compressive and shear forces and thereby not 
suitable for free-form surfaces where tension is inevitable. Secondly there is the ambition to 
increase the degree of transparency; a dream that many architects pursue. This all has led to the 
goal of this master thesis:  
 
The development of a structural frameless glass-glass butt-joint connection that is able to transfer 
both compressive and tensile loads and is feasible on site.  
 
Combining this connection with curved glass this will lead to bigger achievements in the 
development of free-form glass structures, making architect’s dreams come through with a fully 
transparent continuous curved skin.  
 

 
Figure 1.4 – Frameless glass dome, L. Blandini (Blandini, 2008) 

 
To make this connection interesting for the building industry there has to be attention for its 
feasibility. The conservative image of the building industry should not be a drawback for the 
application of this connection. Therefore processability is an important issue.  
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1.2. RESEARCH QUESTION 

A frameless connection that is also able to transfer tensile loads would be a complement to reach 
full transparent glass structures. The research question for this graduation study is formulated as 
follows: 
 
How to develop a structural frameless glass-glass butt-joint connection that is able to transfer both 
compressive and tensile loads and is feasible on site? 
 
This research question can be divided into three sub-categories; processability, strength and 
esthetics. These categories lead to the following sub-questions: 
 

- Which process of connecting glass is most feasible on site? 
- What is the optimal joint section that is able to transfer forces? 
- What is the most suitable material to deliver the required strength properties? 
- Which combination of process, material choice and detailing can deliver the highest esthetic 

quality? 

1.3. APPROACH 

The research model which is used in this master thesis is based on the approach of D.A. de Groot. 
Each step that is indicated on the right of the research model (fig. 1.5) involves an analysis and a 
synthesis. The framework for experimentation of S. Thomke is used for the experiments to be 
executed. It consists of iteration attempts that are used to find the best combination of parameters 
for the optimal connection.  
 
This experimental research starts with a literature research (chapter 2, 3 and 4) that delivers a new 
connection concept. In chapter 2 the product glass in combination with free-form design will be 
analyzed and its potentiality will be explored. Chapter 3 will research glass-glass connections and 
consider the best strategy to achieve the set goals. In chapter 4 polymer technology will be analyzed. 
This will lead to a synthesis in chapter 5 which will deliver a concept connection design.  
 
In chapter 6 experiments will explore variants of this concept by the iterative design process of S. 
Thomke to find the optimal detailing in section and material. This process consists of designing an 
experiment setup, producing experiment samples, testing and evaluating. With the resulting 
connection a product is developed, which manufacturing process and tests are reported in chapter 
7. In chapter 8 the designed connection and the developed product will be concluded and 
recommendations for further research are given.  
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Figure 1.5 – Research model, top left corner show corresponding chapter numbers  
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2.  
GLASS  

 
In this chapter the material glass and its manufacturing process will be discussed. An 
overview of possible treatments, all relevant intermediate goods and end products will be 
given. Also free-form glass surfaces and associated manufacturing methods will be 
elaborated and analyzed.  
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There are many myths about the origins of glass. Where and when glass production began is 
uncertain, the oldest stories go back to    5000 BCE. It was probably first discovered by Syrian copper 
founders between 5000 and 7000 years ago. A waste product produced by the ores was this vitreous 
paste with coloring from various metallic oxides. The created opaque substance did not resemble 
glass as we know it today, but through the years it evolved into the brittle, amorphous, isotropic and 
transparent material that is nowadays one of the most commonly used building materials. (G.James, 
2000) 

2.1. FLAT GLASS 

At least for 5000 years glass is used by humans in the manufacture of jewelry and other objects. For 
over 2 millennia flat glass has been used to enclose space and over 70 percent of all flat glass is used 
in building skins. With its hard, strong and transparent properties glass is perfectly used as a 
protective façade see-through material. Glass is a very high-viscous material that does not deform 
up to about 520 °C. Above this temperature in different stages glass is deformable into planar, linear 
or compact semi-finished products.  
 
Table 2.1 – Glass compositions (in %) (Rammig, 2012) 

 
 
The most pure form of glass is silica glass, whereby the main component of glass SiO2, is present for 
100%. By adding lime, Ca2CO3, and soda, Na2CO3, the deformation temperature is lowered and the 
end-product is insoluble and hard. This is the most prevalent type of glass called soda-lime glass. Left 
in figure 2.1 the molecular composition of crystalline silica is shown. This material is opaque because 
of its crystalline (ordered) structure. It is also called quartz sand and is used in the production of 
glass. Silica glass (fig. 2.1 on the right) has an amorphous (disordered) structure and is transparent.  
 

  
Figure 2.1 & 2.2 – Left; molecular composition of SiO2, right; SiO4-tetrahedron 

 
By adding boron trioxide, B2O3 (>5%), the second most frequently used glass type borosilicate glass is 
created. In table 2.1 the glass compositions of these three glass types are displayed. Borosilicate 
glass has a lower thermal expansion compared to soda lime glass; which makes it more resistant to 
thermal shock. Due to the higher chemical and heat resistance borosilicate glass is commonly used in 
chemical laboratory equipment, cookware, lightning and, in certain cases, windows. In table 2.2 all 
main properties of soda-lime and borosilicate glass are compared.  
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Table 2.2 – Comparison of main properties of soda-lime and borosilicate glass (Rammig, 2012) 

 
When speaking about glass in this report, soda-lime glass is intended. All glass that is used during 
experiments will be soda-lime glass. The higher thermal shock resistance and lower density of 
borosilicate glass have no added value for this project. Also soda-lime glass is cheaper and easier to 
obtain.  

2.1.1. MANUFACTURING PROCESS 

The production technology of glass has evolved extremely for the last 100 years. The ingredients 
hardly changed during this period. Silica (quartz sand), soda, limestone and some additives are 
melted at a temperature of approximately 1500 °C into a substance called soda-lime glass. Between 
the 7th and 13th centuries, the ‘crown’ method of spinning a gob of molten glass on a hollow rod 
was used. This resulted in a bubble of glass being flattened into a disc approximately one meter in 
diameter, from which small pieces were cut from the outside, leaving the worst quality in the center. 
(G.James, 2000) The myth that glass flows persists over time and this might be due to this 
production method. The theory is that stained glass windows in old buildings are thicker at the 
bottom than at the top because glass flows slowly like a liquid. This theory is contradicted by the 
explanation that the glass sheets in the medieval times are thicker on the bottom due to the ‘crown’ 
production method. These produced discs (fig. 2.3) were thicker on the outside and therefore the 
cut glass panes also had a thicker side. The panes were installed such that the heavier side was at 
the bottom. (Dvorsky, 2013) No decision can be made in this report about which theory is right.  
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Figure 2.3 & 2.4 – Left; ‘crown’ method, right; a typical float line (G.James, 2000) 
 

The ‘crown’ method was later replaced by glass blowing processes as the cylinder blown process and 
later the cylinder drawn process (1903). A long balloon of glass was blown or drawn; split and 
flattened and cooled down slowly. In 1913 more continuous processes such as; the Fourcault 
process (Belgium), the Colburn – Lybbey – Owens process (USA), and the P.P.G. Pittsburgh process. 
These processes all involve drawing the glass vertically out of a tank of molted glass. This thought of 
drawing glass eventually evolved into the process that is still used nowadays. In 1959 after seven 
years of experimentation and an investment of £7 million Pilkington Ltd launched their float glass 
process (fig. 2.5). (Le Bourhis, 2008) This innovative process involved molted glass being floated on a 
shallow bath of molten tin, while being heated on the top surface. The result is totally transparent 
smooth flat glass that needs no further grinding or polishing. Currently float glass with a thickness of 
2-25 mm and dimensions up to 3.21×6.00 m can be produced. (G.James, 2000) 
 

 
Figure 2.5 – Schematic floating process (Beier Costa, et al., 2012) 

2.1.2. CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL 

Glass is an elastic, isotropic material and exhibits brittle fracture. In contrast to other construction 
materials, no plastic deformation occurs prior to failure. Therefore, local stress concentrations, 
occurring for instance close to bolt holes, are not reduced. The brittle characteristic of glass is of 
concern when constructing with glass as a load bearing element. (Fröling, 2011) Glass is isotropic 
and therefore its properties do not depend on direction or orientation. The molecules that form the 
core of glass, so-called SiO4-tetraeders (fig. 2.2), only share one oxygen-atom with each other (fig. 
2.1). These Si-O-Si bridges create a 3D-network that does not crystalline during cooling. This 
amorphous state provides the transparent view, but also gives the material a brittle character. 
Microscopic irregularities and defects occur on the glass surface which lowers the tensile strength of 
glass significantly (   a 100 times).  
 
Due to the high binding energy of the SiO4 tetrahedrons, the basic building block of the irregular 
molecular structure of glass a theoretical tensile strength up to 16000 N/mm2 can be calculated, 
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depending on Si-O distance and surface energy. Unfortunately the experimental strength of flat glass 
is much lower, around 50 N/mm2. (Le Bourhis, 2008)  
 
When strength calculations are made with annealed glass, 45 N/mm2 is the prescribed value by the 
standards. (NEN2608+C1, 2012) This value is also present in table 2.3 where various properties of 
soda-lime glass are compared with steel, wood and concrete.  
 
Table 2.3 – Various properties of soda-lime glass compared to steel, wood and concrete (Wurm, 2007) 

 
 
Due to the fact that compressive stresses are always accompanied by tensile shear stresses, the 
actual compressive strength of glass of approximately 500 N/mm2 is lower than the theoretical value 
which is up to 900 N/mm2. Under a permanent load the compressive strength lowers to 170 N/mm2. 
(Button & Pye, 1993)  
 
The Young’s modulus of glass is 70000 N/mm2, about equal to aluminium and a third of that of steel. 
Glass deforms linear-elastically under increasing load until it exceeds its load bearing capacity, then 
the brittle behavior shows itself in a sudden fracture without warning. In contrast to glass, materials 
such as steel and wood have a plastic deformation zone before collapsing.  
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Preventing contact between glass and glass or glass and metal to avoid stress concentrations is a 
golden rule when designing glass structures. Glass does not strain plastically and is unable to 
dissipate imposed stresses; therefore breakage will occur easily with stress concentrations. (Wurm, 
2007) An exception to this phenomenon is when glass is axially loaded with a perfect uniformly 
distributed load. Because glass always breaks due to tensile stress, it is undesirable to enlarge these 
stresses. When steel and glass are perfect uniformly compressed the steel will prevent glass from 
elongating in the transverse direction, thus introducing compression forces in the glass (fig. 2.6 left). 
This effect is due to the higher E of steel. All materials with a lower E have a larger transverse 
deformation compared to the elongation of glass, thus introducing tensile stresses in the glass (fig. 
2.6 right). (van Heugten, 2013)  
 

 
Figure 2.6 – Effect of glass loaded with steel (left) or materials with a lower E as glass (right) (van Heugten, 2013) 

 
It is uncertain whether this effect is only occurring in laboratory circumstances. In practice a perfect 
uniformly distributed load might never occur, structures move and stress concentrations will in all 
probability occur.  

2.1.3. TREATMENTS 

Heat treatments give glass greater resistance to mechanical and thermal loads. The glass is heated to 
>600 °C and equally cooled down on both sides. The cooling down speed determines whether it 
becomes heat-strengthened (HS) or fully tempered (FT) safety glass.  
 

 
Figure 2.7 & 2.8 – left; heat treatment process (Beier Costa, et al., 2012), right; breakage patterns HS and FT glass 

 
During cooling the edge zone of the glass cools faster as the core of the glass creating a pre-stressed 
compression zone in the edge (fig. 2.9). Breakage always occurs due to reaching the maximal tensile 
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bending stress. This compression pre-stress zone will be converted into tension stress before 
breakage can occur. A wider compression zone means a higher transferrable maximal tensile stress.  
 

 
Figure 2.9 – The stress cross-sectional diagrams of heat-strengthened, tempered and chemically strengthened glass 
(Wurm, 2007)  

 
Another way to strengthen glass is chemically. Glass strengthening by ion exchange, or “chemical” 
tempering, is a process where the glass panes are immersed into a molten alkali salt bath at a 
temperature below the glass transition. During the time of immersion, the alkali ions (Na+) from the 
glass that are close enough to the surface are exchanged for those from the molten salt (K+ for 
example). This is a thermally activated interdiffusion process, which results in the strengthening of 
glass because the K+ ions are bigger than the Na+ ions. This results in a compressive pre-stress and 
therefore a higher tensile bending strength. (Gy, 2008) 
 

 
Figures 2.10 & 2.11 – Left; ion exchange visualized (Karlsson, et al., 2010), right; stress pattern in chemically strengthened 
glass (Gy, 2008) 

 
In table 2.4 an overview is given for the maximal tensile strengths and thermal shock resistance for 
annealed glass, HS, FT and chemically strengthened glass.  
 
Table 2.4 – Mechanical and thermal properties of treated soda-lime glass sorts 

Glass sort Max. tensile 
Strength [N/mm2] 

Thermal shock 
Resistance [°C] 

Can be cut 

Annealed glass 45 40 Yes 

Heat-strengthened glass 70 100 No 

Fully tempered glass 120 150 No 

Chemically strengthened glass Up to 3001  250 Yes, within limits 
1
Depends on depth of penetration and surface damage (CIDRA, 2012) 

 
When glass is tempered a small chance (1 in 500 panes (AGC, n.d.)) for spontaneous fracture exists. 
Nickel sulphide (NiS) inclusions ‘freeze’ during the cooling process and can expand due to solar 
radiation. This expansion can result in spontaneous fracture whereby the total glass pane collapses. 
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During the heat-soak test (HST) the glass is heated for several hours at 280 °C to speed up the 
expansion of any NiS inclusion if present. If the glass does not break and succeeds this destructive 
test the chance for spontaneous fracture is reduced to 1 in 8000 panes (AGC, n.d.). An advantage of 
chemical strengthening is the ability to treat double curved glass, something that is impossible with 
heat treatments due to inability of equal cooling both sides. 

2.1.4. LAMINATING 

A heat treatment strengthens the glass and makes it safer. However, there is still a chance for 
spontaneous fracture or just breakage due to large forces, other techniques are necessary to fully 
guarantee peoples safety. When at least two glass panes are bonded by a plastic interlayer the end-
product is called laminated glass (LG). Glass is called laminated safety glass (LSG) if the pane remains 
in one piece and has an increased residual load-bearing capacity when breakage of one or both glass 
panes occurs. Used interlayers are polyvinylbutyral (PVB), cast-in-place resin (CIP), ethylene vinyl 
acetate (EVA) and SentryGlas® (SG). (Wurm, 2007) PVB is the most commonly used interlayer, 
followed by SG, a much stiffer plastic interlayer.  
 
Except for better safety properties by a higher impact resistance, laminating glass has more 
advantages. It gives glass a higher sound insulation value and it can provide a better burglar and 
bullet resistance and a higher fire resistance. Also integrated solar cells and LED units can be a 
reason to laminate.  
 

 
Figure 2.12 – Lamination process (Beier Costa, et al., 2012) 

 
Interlayers are always applied with thicknesses multipliable by 0.38 mm. A 4(2)4 or 44.2 laminated 
glass pane means that two 4 mm glass panes are bonded with a 0.76 thick interlayer. First the glass 
is cleaned and the interlayer is placed. The assembly is heated and pressed together. To create a full-
surface bond an autoclave is needed. At 130 °C and 10 bar pressure the composition is finished in an 
autoclave until full-surface bond is reached and the interlayer is transparent. In figure 2.12 the 
lamination process is illustrated. 
 
In table 2.5 the results of an experiment are plotted comparing the four most common interlayers. 
The results shows that SG is a considerably stiffer interlayer. Due to its low costs and sufficient 
performance for common demanded applications PVB is the most dominant interlayer material 
since the late 1930s.   
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Table 2.5 – Average test results of different interlayers (Chmykhova, et al., 2011) 

Film type Glass 
construction 

[mm] 

Average 
strength 
[N/mm2] 

Variation 
coefficient 

[%] 

Strength 
(breakage stress) 

[N/mm2] 

PVB 4-1.52-4 17.63 33.02 2.26 

SG 4-1.52-4 44.92 24.24 10.66 

CIP 3.8-1.60-3.8 11.68 33.12 1.53 

EVA 6-0.50-6 19.66 21.27 6.81 

 
In figure 2.13 is demonstrated that laminated HS has excellent residual load-bearing properties in 
contrast to laminated FT. When both FT panes are broken the laminated glass pane drops like a 
blanket due to the breakage pattern of FT. The interlayer keeps the thousands of glass pieces 
together, but the glass can no longer fulfill its safety function. Laminated HS can still protect people 
from falling through. 
 

  
Figures 2.13 – Demonstration of heat treated glass breakage (Beier Costa, et al., 2012) 

2.1.5. DOUBLE GLAZING 

Since the 1930s double glass panes are produced to achieve better thermal insulation properties. 
Also sound insulation and solar control (desired visible light transmission (VTL) and solar energy 
transmission (g-value)) properties are improved with double glazing. In figure 2.14 a traditional 
double glazing buildup is illustrated. The glass panes can be annealed float glass or any combination 
of all discussed treatment and laminating options. These combinations can deliver other qualities 
such as burglar and bullet resistance, higher fire resistance and better safety by higher impact 
resistance.  
 
There are aluminium, stainless steel and thermoplastic spacers that separate the two glass panes. 
Aluminium and stainless steel spacers conduct more heat than the thermoplastic variant, though the 
thermoplastic variant is (still) less reliable. The spacer is always filled with a desiccant to avoid 
moisture forming inside the cavity. To reach higher insulation values the cavity is often filled with an 
inert gas, commonly argon, more rarely krypton.  
 
Normally the primary seal is a polyisobutylene (PIB) adhesive sealant that is applied to the face of 
the spacer on each side before the glass panes are pressed together. The secondary seal is usually a 
polysulfide sealant. When UV-resistance is required this polysulfide sealant will be replaced by a 
silicon sealant to avoid degradation.  
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The invisible thermal insulating coating is commonly a low-e-coating which preferably lowers the g-
value and keeps the same VLT. This is unfortunately not the reality, approximately a factor 2 is the 
best possible. This means for instance that a 70% VLT is combined with a g-value of 37% (SN70/37 
SunGuard® High Selective). (Beier Costa, et al., 2012) 
 

 
Figure 2.14 – Traditional double glazing buildup  
(Beier Costa, et al., 2012) 
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2.2. FREE-FORM GLASS SURFACES 

Last decades the architectural world is more and more confronted with computer-aided designed 
(CAD) envelope geometries which create new challenges. When these fluid, liquid or blob designs 
include glass as main surface material, these surfaces are called free-form glass surfaces. 3D-
structures are usually engineered to support these surfaces and sometimes even form and conserve 
them.  
 

  
Figure 2.15 & 2.16 – Experimental free-form glass surface (Baldassini, 2009) 

 
Because free-form surfaces are designed with CAD-technology there is usually no recognizable 
repetitive structure to discover. When the surface is segmented into a grid and composed of 2D 
glass panels an intermediate form arises such as the Schubert Club Band Shell (fig. 2.17) by JCDA or 
the BLOB (fig. 2.18), designed by M. Fuksas. Smaller panels and thus bigger segmentation leads to a 
smoother curvature, this is made visual by comparing figures 2.17 & 2.18.  
 

  
Figures 2.17 & 2.18 – Left; Schubert Club Band Shell, St Paul, Minnesota, right; Blob, Eindhoven 
 

The difference of segmented and curved glass can be seen especially in reflection. A comparison in a 
research from M. Saksala (2005) shows this difference very clear (fig. 2.19). A perfectly curved 
façade provides a perfectly even reflection which delivers surprisingly beautiful and unsuspected 
effects.  
 

 
Figure 2.19 – Difference of reflection (Saksala, 2005) 
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Besides the reflection advantage there is another benefit that curved glass brings with it. Even a 
weak curvature already has a high effect to the stiffness of the glass elements. Graphs 2.20 & 2.21 
show the results of a research (Kramer & Elstner, 2012) which concludes that the tensile bending 
stress in the glass and deformation of the glass decreases when glass is curved. With a radius of 5000 
mm the tensile bending stress decreases to 30% of flat glass and the deformation to 13%. This effect 
can easily be shown by a sheet of paper: You will fail, trying it holding vertically, fixed at the bottom 
edge, when it is flat. But giving only a small curvature at the bottom edge, it will stand properly in a 
vertical direction.  
 

  
Graphs 2.20 & 2.21 – Comparison between flat glass and curved glass (Kramer & Elstner, 2012)  

 
Free-form glass surfaces often have no clear classification and are a combination of multiple forms 
connected. They can always be segmented and classified in four sorts; zeroclastic, monoclastic, 
synclastic and anticlastic (fig. 2.22). With these four surface types all free-from surfaces can be 
created.  
 

 
Figure 2.22 – FLTR: zeroclastic, monoclastic, synclastic and anticlastic (Pronk & Dominicus, 2012) 

 
To create free-form surfaces with glass the brittle material needs to be formed. Flat glass simply can 
be classified as zeroclastic. There are two ways to form glass into the other three classified forms; 
forcing it on room-temperature (cold bending) or heating it to its ‘liquid’ phase, forming it and 
cooling it down (hot bending). Both cold bending and hot bending can create all classified forms, 
however, cold bending has a very limited double curvature. Usually only monoclastic forms are cold 
bended. Radii up to 2400 mm can be reached when 4 mm tempered glass is used. Annealed and 
heat-strengthened glass cannot reach these radii due to their lower maximal tensile stresses. Also 
thicker glass means higher bending radii. 
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To create synclastic and anticlastic forms with reasonable curvature hot bending is the only solution. 
Glass can be curved into a minimal radius of 400 mm using an adaptable mold according to 
information of Adapa. It should be noted that there are no projects executed yet, they claim that 
their mold is able to deliver these forms in glass.  
 
Table 2.6 – Minimum bending radii overview 

Glass thickness 4-6 mm Single curvature Double curvature 

Cold bending 2400 mm 
(Wurm, 2007) 

17000 mm 
(Fildhuth & Knippers, 2011) 

Hot bending 100 mm 
(Molter & Wolf, 2011) 

400 mm 
(Adapa, n.d.) 

 
In appendix B an orientating overview and comparison can be found of 11 projects that all 
distinguish themselves by the research that is done and the production methods used.  

2.2.1. COLD BENT GLASS 

There is definitely no easier method to curve glass then cold bending. Although glass seems an 
ultimately stiff material it allows a reasonably high bending radius. The linear elastic deformation 
behavior allows glass to be cold bended. After the flat glass is formed the glass pane should be 
clamped by a subconstruction to keep the desired curvature. The tensile stresses that occur have to 
be controlled and kept within limits to avoid sudden fracture. The tensile bending stress that occurs 
can be calculated by equation 2.1. Annealed float glass breaks at a tensile bending stress of 45 
N/mm2. This equation calculates the occurring tensile bending stress and associated bending radius 
and glass thickness. It should be noted that due to safety factors and changing circumstances the 
minimal bending radii probably will increase. 
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Wherein :

= tensile bending stress

= Young's modulus

= glass thickness

= bending radius

                     (2.1) 

 
The maximum tensile bending strength of HS and FT glass is higher, therefore the minimal bending 
radii are smaller. The compressive pre-stress on the edge of the glass which is created by the fast 
cooling process will be converted into tensile stress (fig. 2.23). A higher compressive pre-stress 
means a wider compression zone, thereby it takes longer to compensate all the stress and reach the 
maximum tensile bending strength, which results in a lower bending radius.  
 
Table 2.7 – Minimum bending radii (Wurm, 2007) 
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Figure 2.23 & 2.24 – Left; converting compression into tension (Beier Costa, et al., 2012),  
right; Station Leidschenveen, cold bended glass engineered and produced by Brakel Atmos BV 

 
Cold formed glass will permanently transfer tensile bending stresses inside the pane. These stresses 
apply in addition to the service loads. With approximately 60% of the total stress arising out of the 
curving process, cold bended glass will have a lower load-bearing capacity than hot bended glass. 
Bending double glass is possible, but little is known about the effects of the permanent shear 
stresses on the polyisobutylene spacer connection.  
 
Creating double curved surfaces using only monoclastic cold formed glass is seen as a high potential 
trend. The Strasbourg TGV station is the first double curvature skin that is created by only using 
monoclastic cold formed glass panels. The surface is designed using CAD technology and restricting 
the programs to only allow single curvature in a panel. Due to the smart segmentation the skin 
seems double curved without applying double curved glass. (Baldassini, 2009) 
 

 
Figure 2.25 – Strasbourg TGV station engineered by RFR 
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2.2.2. HOT BENT GLASS 

If cold bending cannot deliver the desired geometry it is required to bend the glass by higher 
temperatures. When glass is heated up to about 600 °C it reaches its viscous state. In this state it can 
be bent in shape, monoclastic, synclastic or anticlastic. Hot bending glass can be hot bended by its 
own weight or supported by (computer controlled) external tools. A disadvantage compared to cold 
bent glass is often the optical surface distortion that is created by the mold surface and during the 
cooling down period.  

2.2.2.1. SINGLE CURVATURE 

Monoclastic hot bending of glass by a full-surface mold as illustrated in figure 2.26. The glass sheet is 
heated in a furnace and the horizontal sag bending process occurs under the action of its own 
weight on a fire-resistant metal or ceramic mold. This is a labor-intensive process that is only 
suitable for mass production, for example in the automobile industry. When different shapes are 
needed a more advanced and computer driven method is desired. The zero-tooling method (fig. 
2.27) is better suited then. The glass is heated, mechanically bent and rapidly cooled. This 
accelerated cooling method has two reasons; to spare time and to simultaneously temper or heat-
strengthen the glass.  
 

 
Figures 2.26 & 2.27 – Left; fabrication steps of hot bended glass sag under its own weight (Beier Costa, et al., 2012), right; 
computer controlled bending and tempering line (Wurm, 2007) 

 
The minimal bending radius of glass that is bended by its own weight is 2000 mm. When bending 
smaller bending radii the zero-tooling process is required. Glass with a thickness of 4-6 mm can be 
bended with r≥100 mm, d>10 means r≥300. (Molter & Wolf, 2011) 
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2.2.2.2. DOUBLE CURVATURE 

Bending extreme geometries like synclastic or anticlastic forms demands another strategy. A very 
well-known project applying hot bended glass is the Nordkettenbahn in Innsbruck, designed by Z. 
Hadid (fig. 2.29). During this project a steel-rod mold is designed and fabricated for every unique 
glass pane. Subsequently the glass panes sag by gravitational forces and for extreme bending aided 
by vacuum technique. Sometimes this process had to be repeated for several times due to 
unacceptable results. This fabrication method is very labor-intensive and financially only viable with 
low-wage labor. Also the great material waste and costly aspects as storage and possible transport 
of the molds make this process dated and inefficient. The urge of developing efficient production 
methods of double curved glass is very clear.  
 

  
Figures 2.28 & 2.29 – Left; the used steel-rod mold for the hot bending process of Nordkettenbahn (Rietbergen, 2008) 
right; Station Hungerburg, Innsbruck, Austria by Z. Hadid 

 
This urge is answered by a couple of research groups; inter alia, K. Vollers, A. Pronk and Adapa. 
Adjustable mold systems are the answer for the problem; not a new concept, but due to other 
circumstances also not a simple solution. For the bending of glass very specific aspects as high 
temperatures, delicate stress-behavior and varying material properties need to be considered. K. 
Vollers has been experimenting and researching for more than 25 years to find an efficient 
adjustable mold system. The evolution started with a 3D milled foam concrete mold (fig. 2.30).  
 

 
Figures 2.30, 2.31 & 2.32 – Left; 3D milled foam concrete mold, middle; steel-rod CNC-cut mold, right; Pinbed wizard. All 
mold systems designed by K. Vollers (steel-rod mold together with D. Rietbergen)  

 
The second concept was a mold consisting of four parts: the base, sheet supports for the rods, lifting 
system with two main resting bars and steel surface rods. The mold surface is defined by a number 
of CNC-cut plates, connected to a base frame. To modify the molding shape, only the CNC-cut 
supporting sheets need to be exchanged, all other parts will be reusable. (Rietbergen, 2008) This 
mold evolved into the ‘pinbed wizard’, a CAD-driven adaptable mold system. This is a modular mold 
system that can be extended so every glass dimension is formable. The CAD software interfaces can 
import files from Autocad, Rhino etc. Side note is that hot bent glass has never been produced on 
the mold yet, but it should be possible.  
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Another adaptable mold system is made by Adapa, a Danish company. This is also a CAD-driven 
system that can import various file types. The concept is similar to the ‘pinbed wizard’; a grid of 
actuators is controlled by CAD software from which various geometries can be formed. Side note 
here is also that this mold has not been used for hot bending glass yet. The patented surface they 
use currently has a maximum temperature of 180 °C and therefore is unsuitable for hot bending. 
Some adjustments should make hot glass bending possible is claimed.  
 

 
Figure 2.33 – Adaptive mold system by Adapa (Adapa, n.d.) 

 
The third concept has a different approach. An adjustable membrane is manipulated by four 
plungers from beneath the oven. By setting the plungers in various vertical heights, different double 
curved shapes can be made. Furthermore the use of a special made steel rod also allows spherical 
shapes to be made. This mold, the ‘Sierra Papa 2’, has proven itself inside the oven and has shown 
promising results. The main point of critique is the optical distortion that is visible on the glass 
surface. 15 types of meshes are tested and a stainless steel mesh has shown the best results. A 
solution for the optical distortion can be a ‘sacrificed’ glass panel on the bottom. Other glass pane(s) 
are placed on top with a graphite powder interlayer to avoid fusion. The top glass pane(s) will have a 
perfect smooth surface without optical distortions. The ‘Sierra Papa 2’ is not yet driven by CAD 
software, but this development should make this mold more efficient and user friendly.  
 

  
Figures 2.34 & 2.35 – ‘Sierra Papa 2’ before and after hot bending of glass (Schuurmans & Pronk, 2011) 
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2.3. CONCLUSION  

When speaking about glass in this report, soda-lime glass is intended. All glass that is used during 
experiments will be soda-lime glass. The higher thermal shock resistance and lower density of 
borosilicate glass have no added value for this project. A very different form of glass is glass fiber. 
Glass fiber is formed of thin strands of silica-based extruded fibers with a small diameter of 4-45 µm. 
In chapter 2 glass fiber is not discussed, this will be done in paragraph 5.4.1.  
 
Heat or chemical strengthened glass will not be further explored in this report. Connecting glass by 
lamination is interesting for further research. Lamination techniques or techniques derived from 
these basics might provide new insights regarding butt-joint glass-glass connections.  
 
Cold or hot bending of glass will not be at issue during this research. The main goal of the research 
field is to develop a frameless self-supporting free-form glass structure. Free-form glass shapes 
require the hot bending of glass, but this issue will be further discussed in a follow-up study. The 
‘Sierra Papa 2’ is the only adaptable mold system that has successfully bended glass in an oven. It is 
the most promising technique when curved glass is needed for the frameless self-supporting for-
form glass structure. This research will focus on the development of the frameless connection.  
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3.  
CONNECTIONS 

 
This chapter will discuss glass bonding technology. Basic bonding concepts will be analyzed 
and realized innovative glass-glass connections will be discussed. The outcome is the most 
suitable connection concept for this developed connection.  
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3.1. BONDING TECHNOLOGY 

There are multiple ways to connect two or more elements. In this case the two elements are glass 
panes and the goal is to connect them with a butt-joint. Most often the connection between two 
elements (glass panes) is the weak link of the structure. The strength and stiffness of the connection 
is most likely much lower than the glass panes. Tolerances must be taken up in the connections and 
also repair work should be taken into account. Connections have to be air- and watertight and when 
the surface is part of the facade the heat loss through the connection should be minimized, as it is 
most often the weakest passage. (Bagger, 2010) 
 
To create bigger glass surfaces the glass panes need to be connected. With a maximum float glass 
dimension of 3.21 x 6.0 meters (exceptions aside) it is clear that connections are inevitable, in order 
to create larger glass surfaces. There are two basic ways of connecting; mechanical fixings and 
structurally bonded fixings. Both ways can be engineered with linear and point connection forms. 
That gives four different basic connection types.  
 
In this thesis the definition ‘connection’ is preferred and used most often. However, in the literature 
the definitions ‘joint’ and ‘bond’ are often used and in this chapter these three terms will be used 
interchangeably.   

3.1.1. MECHANICAL BONDING 

The linear mechanical glass connections are the most traditional way of connecting glass. Many 
façade and roofing systems are based on this principle and it is produced by numerous 
manufacturers. Glass clamped between profiled EPDM gaskets on a transom-mullion framing 
system, is known as ‘clamping bar glazing’. These framing systems mostly are made of steel profiles 
or aluminium extrusions, but also wooden and plastic variants are possible. (Wurm, 2007) 
 

   
Figure 3.1 & 3.2 – Mechanical linear and point fixings (Wurm, 2007) 

 
The point-fixed mechanical connection has more diversity. Also clamp fixing is a possibility (fig. 2). 
There is no framing system, the transoms and mullions are interrupted and only small clamps 
remain. These clamps result in wider joints, but can accommodate more construction tolerances. 
Other mechanical point fixings with smaller surfaces are button fixings, countersunk fixings and 
undercut anchors. These three connections have a design with the same bonding principle. They all 
pierce the glass, normally somewhere close to the edge, and compress the glass with two elements. 
The fixings differ in their visual appearance, the way of compressing and the way of transferring 
loads. 
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Figure 3.3, 3.4 & 3.5 – Mechanical point fixings (Wurm, 2007) 

 
As can be seen in figures 3, 4 and 5 the clamping elements of the three fixings differ. Button fixings 
are the most reliable fixings with the greatest load-bearing capacity. The dead load is transferred by 
the contact between the bolt and the cylindrical bearing hole. Wind forces are transmitted by the 
contact between glass surface and clamping disc. This is obviously different with countersunk fixings 
and undercut anchors where all forces are transferred by the contact between the cylindrical hole 
and the bolt, possibly interrupted by a sleeve. In spite of mechanical interlock connections, the 
countersunk bolt and undercut anchor archive a poor residual load-bearing capacity. The risk of the 
fixings tearing out the glass is considerably higher compared to button fixings and these systems 
therefore are only limited suitable for suspended overhead glazing. (Wurm, 2007) 

3.1.2. STRUCTURAL BONDING 

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, structurally bonded fixings can be linear and point 
connections. Structural linear fixings can be classified as structural sealant glazing (SSG). Normally 
the used adhesive is silicon which provides the seal and transfers the loads, which makes it a SSG. 
Silicones adhere very well to glass and common frame materials, have a long-term weather 
resistance, are thermerature resistant and have a good chemical resistance which makes them very 
suitable for SSG. The European Technical Approval for Structural Sealant Glazing Systems (ETAG 002) 
classified 4 types of SSG’s (fig. 6). (Wurm, 2007) 

 
Figure 3.6 – Four types of SSG’s (EOTA, 2001) 

 
For types 1 and 2 the adhesive only transfer the wind load, no dead load. The types 3 and 4 do 
transfer all loads by the adhesive. In Jan Wurm’s Glass Structures these types are translated into 
more clear drawings (fig. 7) which show that type 3 and 4 are only suitable for single glazing systems.  
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Figure 3.7 – Four types of SSG’s (Wurm, 2007) 

 
By using adhesives for point fixings, connections can be made without weakening the glass by 
making drilling holes. Adhesive point fixings usually cannot transfer all the wind and dead load and 
therefore must have additional carrying elements in the system. The connection-surface is simply 
too small to transfer all the loads. Also adequate residual load-bearing capacity must be taken into 
account in the design to give enough certainty. (Wurm, 2007) In the roof of the Court of Justice in 
Maastricht, NL (fig. 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10) the first structural point fixing system for overhead double 
glazing is applied.  
 

   
Figures 3.8, 3.9 & 3.10 – Structural point fixing system (Eekhout, 2004) 

 
Light and UV-cured acrylate and 2-component epoxy adhesives are often used in these systems. The 
load-bearing capacity is dependant of the adhesive thickness and obviously the radius of the fixing 
plate, but also the compression shear strenght, tensile strength and elongation to tear are very 
important. There are UV-cured adhesives availably with a glass-glass compression shear strength up 
to 34 MPa (Delo GB310) which means they are able to transfer 34 N/mm2. The elongation to tear 
varies from 4% to 540% and UV-adhesives can shrink up to 10% while curing. Acrylates and epoxys 
were not recommended for using outside where it has to withstand unpredictable weather 
circumstances. Due to continueing developments the acrylate adhesives are becoming more suitable 
for the use in changing weather circumstances.  
 
A comparison between mechanical and structural fixings has been made in table 3.1. This shows that 
both ways of connecting have their advantages. A smooth surface and high transparency are 
important goals for this glass-glass connection. That makes the mechanical connections less 
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preferable. Therefore the connection will be designed with a structurally bonded linear or point 
fixing using adhesives.   
 
Table 3.1 – Mechanical and structural fixings comparison 

Type of 
fixing 

Mechanical 
treatments 

Strength / 
stiffness 

Tole- 
rances 

Air- and 
watertight 

Heat 
loss 

Repair 
work 

Transpa-
rency 

Smooth 
surface 

Life 
time 

Mechanical  - + + - - + - 0 + 

Structural + 0 0 0 0 - + + 0 

 
Adhesion is difficult to define, and an entirely satisfactory definition has not been found. The 
following definition has been proposed by Wu: “Adhesion refers to the state in which two dissimilar 
bodies are held together by intimate interfacial contact such that mechanical force or work can be 
transferred across the interface. The interfacial forces holding the two phases together may arise 
from van der Waals forces, chemical bonding, or electrostatic attraction. Mechanical strength of the 
system is determined not only by the interfacial forces, but also by the mechanical properties of the 
interfacial zone and the two bulk phases.”  (Wu, 1982) 
 
The basic requirements for a good adhesive bond are (Petrie, 1996): 
 

- Good joint design 
- Proper choice of adhesive 
- Cleanliness of surfaces 
- Wetting of adherends (surfaces that are to be bonded together) 
- Proper adhesive bonding process (solidification and cure)  

 
These five requirements will be further elucidated in this thesis.  
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3.2. CONNECTION DESIGN 

3.2.1. CONFIGURATION 

The shape and configuration of the joint has been researched by G. Hobbelman, B. Timm, F. Veer 
and P. van Swieten, 2002. Their research was focussed on connections in dome structures. In this 
research free-form structures are the goal, but the principles are the same. The research shows that 
there are eight basic categories of joints (fig. 3.11). 
 

  
Figure 3.11 – Eight basic categories of joints (Hobbelman, et al., 2002) 

 
Local stress concentrations in glass can lead to spontaneous fractions. To avoid these local stress 
concentrations a line joint is most desirable. Due to the requirement of a smooth surface joints 3,6,7 
and 8 are eliminated as they are not inplane with the glass. Hinged connection 4 is not applicable 
due to the unability of transferring bending moment. The joint design will be a combination of 1 and 
5, giving the most smooth surface with no local stress concentrations. A point joint can save material 
which is interesting to reduce costs and has a positive effect on the environment. Therefore, point 
joints might be tested to see what the strength differences are, but a line joint is preferable.  

3.2.2. ANALYZED CONNECTION SECTIONS 

For the section there are three projects having structural bonded linear butt-joints that are analyzed.   
In the first analyzed joint, designed and elaborated by F. Veer, J. Wurm and G. Hobbelman (2003) an 
aluminium strip is glued to the butt of the glass panel with a thick flexible adhesive. The joint should: 
 

- Transfer the forces between the panels 
- Not cause stress concentrations 
- Dampen any shocks in the structure 
- Not pass any shock loads caused by the sudden failure of one panel 

  
In this dome compression dominates. Contact between the glass and a hard material had to be 
avoided to prevent the occurrence of point stresses on the edges of the glass. The solution was a 
joint composed of two aluminium strips connected to the glass edge using a thick flexible adhesive. 
These aluminium strips were clamped together with two different aluminium strips and some bolts. 
This composition of aluminium and adhesives led to a 5.5 meter wide dome with segmented 
elements (due to cost savings). This dome is located in Delft at the Technical University and is 
monitored for the degradation of the adhesives under the influence of UV light and temperature 
changes.  
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Figure 3.12 & 3.13 – Glass dome in Delft (Hobbelman, et al., 2002) 

 
Figure 3.14 – Section sketch (Eekhout, 2010) 

 
A similar joint is found in the Stuttgarter glass dome, built in 2004. The glass panes are made of 8 
mm annealed glass laminated with 2 mm chemically strengthened glass. An adhesive, epoxy DP490 
(3M), filled the full section of the butt-joint between the two laminated glass panels. A sketch of this 
joint is drawn in figure 12. This connection is only loaded by compression and shear forces (except 
from very low tensile loads). This joint is tested for nine years now in outside weather conditions and 
has not failed. It is still in experimental phase and further research is required regarding the adhesive 
and the glass surface pre-treatment. The panes were mechanically abraded to achieve a better 
adhesion by cutting all the edges using a jet of water mixed with sand at a pressure of 300 N/mm2. 
The measurements indicated 43.6 mm as maximum roughness and 6.0 mm as average roughness.  
(Blandini, 2007) The maximum stress (determined by finite element analysis) in the adhesive is 0.6 
N/mm2 which is very low; this is due to the design of the dome which causes mainly in-plane forces. 
(Bagger, 2010) 
 

   
Figure 3.15 & 3.16 – Stuttgarter glass dome and sketch drawing of the connection 
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Figure 3.17 & 3.18 – Left; Stuttgarter glass dome, right; Glasnetz, Aachen 

 
Another similar section is the joint of the Glasnetz in Aachen, 1999. The big difference is that this 
connection is not loaded with compression, but with tensional forces. The glass is laminated with 
two 8 mm heat-strengthened plates. The joint is composed of an adhesive that fills the whole butt-
joint section and an aluminium strip. There were two variants in this prototype, one joint has the 
aluminium strip on top (as in fig. 16), the other on the bottom (as in sketch 17). Also two adhesives 
are tested in this design, an epoxy resin and silicon. The aluminium strip is has two purposes. When 
applied on top it provides sunblock for the adhesive and keeps it from degrading. When applied on 
the bottom it is a structural aid for transferring the dead weight of this structure. As can be seen in 
figure 15 there are cables present that follow the bottom of the structure. It is not known whether 
these cables are there for security matters or that they transfer the tensile loads to the steel 
structure.  
 

  
Figure 3.19 & 3.20 – Glasnetz Aachen and sketch drawing of the connection 

 
These three joints have proven that they can connect glass with a butt-joint and that they can 
transfer the loads. The Stuttgarter glass dome and the dome in Delft are monitored and as far as 
known they still fulfill all required functions. For the Glasnetz there is no data available.  
 
Table 3.2 – Case-studies 

Project Connection 
method 

Adhesive Force applied 
(mainly) 

Glass-type Transparency 

Glass dome 
Delft 
[2003] 

Mechanical / 
Structural 

Thick flexible 
adhesive 

Compression 4-10 mm tempered glass Small parts 
transparent, rest 
small opaque joint 

Stuttgarter 
glass dome 
[2004] 

Structural DP 490 (3M) Compression 8 mm annealed 
laminated with 2 mm 
chemically strengthened 

Small opaque joint  

Glasnetz 
Aachen 
[1999] 

Structural Epoxy resin 
and silicon 
(2 variants) 

Tensile Two 8 mm heat-
strengthened laminated 

Wide opaque joint 

3.2.3. NEW CONCEPT CONNECTIONS 

All the analyzed joints were based on pure adhesives and had no reinforcements inside the joint. The 
Glasnetz has the aluminium strips on the outside of the joint. Combining adhesives with 
reinforcements such as glass or carbon fibers creates a composite which might have big advantages 
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transferring tensile loads, which is an important goal of this research. Therefore three concept joints 
are developed which have potential to create a structural transparent butt-joint connection that is 
able to transfer both compressive and tensile loads.  
 
Vacuum Infusion Process (VIP) is a process that creates a composite by infusing a porous material 
with a liquid resin using a vacuum. Under the pressure of the vacuum the resin solidifies and the 
composite created is unified and rigid. The resin is usually a thermoset, but also thermoplastics are 
an option. The reinforcement can be any porous material compatible with the resin, but is regularly 
glass fiber or carbon fiber. Using an epoxy and glass fiber creates a translucent and very strong and 
rigid connection (fig. 3.22) which has already been executed on small scale at the University of 
Technology Eindhoven. The connection is created with two annealed 4 mm glass plates separated by 
a glass fiber canvas which also keeps a small space between the two glass plates. Using a wooden 
mold and a bag the resin is ‘pulled’ through the glass fiber when vacuum is applied. The results are 
shown in figures 19 and 20. In these samples many imperfections were present. These bubbles and 
cracks can be avoided by fine-tuning this process. It is a trial-and-error process where this is only the 
first trial. The lamination and fixing process are integrated to create this rigid VIP connection which is 
possible under various angles. The processability of VIP is not easy. In a laboratory it is possible to 
create high quality connections, but on the working site this would be a difficult process. It takes 
much time to prepare and execute this process and subsequently wait until the resin is cured.  
 

  
Figure 3.21 – Epoxy and glass fiber connection 

 

  
Figure 3.22 & 3.23 – Model made at the TU/e with connection composed of epoxy resin and glass fiber 

 
Prepregs are fiber reinforced polymers (FRP’s) which are already impregnated with a resin. Prepregs 
can be seen as prefab FRP’s which only need pressure and heat to be cured and finished. The term 
can be explained by adding the words pre, as in already, and preg, which comes from imPREGnated. 
Prepregs are mainly used in the car industry and the aerospace. There are two sorts of prepregs, 
thermoplastic and thermoset. Thermal Expansion Resin Transfer Molding (TERTM) is a technique 
which uses resins that expand under specific thermal conditions.  
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Figure 3.24 – Sketch joint idea using prepregs 

 
A total different joint design is applied here. With the recessed spacers a bigger area is created 
where the joint can be created. This gives this design the following advantages regarding a normal 
butt-joint.  
 

- a bigger adherence surface  
- a higher structural height due to the double glazing 
- the connection is ‘hidden’ inside the glass 
- ability to get higher insulation values  

 
This thermal expansion resin will be injected centrally in the joint. When the joint is pressurized and 
heated by a heat clamp this will provide external heat and pressure. The thermal expansion resin will 
be heated up and provide pressure from the inside. This will cause the prepregs to adhere with the 
glass and each other. This is still a very laborious process with temperatures possibly up to 100 °C 
and pressures up to 7 bar. Also the risk of breakage due to the pressure is existent which increases 
the failure chances. This joint design might succeed, but the adhesive choice is high-risk and 
therefore not optimal.  
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3.3. CONCLUSION 

A smooth surface and high transparency are important goals for the developable glass-glass 
connection. These goals can be reached with a frameless connection; due to these requirements a 
mechanical connection is less preferable. The connection will be designed with a structurally bonded 
linear fixing.  
 
The connection design with the recessed spacer results in a bigger adherence surface (red marked in 
fig. 3.25), higher structural height, a hidden connection in between glass and the ability to reach 
higher insulation values due to double glass. These possibilities are promising for the set goals; 
smooth surface, high structural strength and transparency.   

 
Figure 3.25 – Connection design with recessed spacer 

 
Experiments have shown that a higher stiffness and strength can be reached due to the combination 
of adhesives and reinforcements. The epoxy and glass fiber combination showed great potential 
with a rigid translucent glass-glass connection. During the experiments the added value of 
reinforcements will be studied.   
 
The analyzed state-of-the-art and new concept connections did not yet lead to the specific 
transparent structural glass-glass connection which is the focus of this research. Only the first 
requirement of a good joint design is discussed in this chapter. The second requirement, a good 
adhesive bond, means in particular a proper adhesive choice and will be discussed in chapter 4. 
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4.  
POLYMERS 

 
This chapter will explain the use of polymers related to glass connections. Different polymer 
families, the bonding process and surface treatments will be analyzed. This will lead to the 
most optimal composition for the developed glass-glass connection.  
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4.1. INTRO 

Wood rots, metals are expensive and leather becomes brittle. For a long time humans have been 
dreaming of replacing natural materials by synthetic ones that are easy to produce, long-lasting and 
available for everybody. In 1839 C. Goodyear discovered vulcanization which could be seen as the 
start of modern polymer technology. The urge for new materials is illustrated by the offer of US$ 
10.000 to the first person who could produce billiard balls from a synthetic replacement for ivory. 
Most polymers are not even 100 years old, in great contrast with glass, a material that is 
discovered    7000 years ago. Polymers are increasingly opening up new possibilities thanks to the 
great flexibility of their material properties and this is a continuous development. (Knippers, et al., 
2011) 

4.2. ADHESIVE SELECTION 

The choice of adhesive product is dependent of three factors: The esthetics, the strength and the 
processability. There are two determinants, the way of triggering and the type of adhesive, which 
influence these three factors.  

4.2.1. FROM MONOMER TO POLYMER 

Liquid reaction adhesives consist of monomers, prepolymers and oligomers as well as further 
ingredients or reaction partners which enable the ignition of the curing reaction and thus, the 
formation of polymers. The ingredients responsible for the initiation of the curing reaction are added 
as hardener or resin component to two-component adhesives. One-component products already 
contain these substances. (Hose, et al., 2007) 
 
In figure 4.1 the way from monomer to polymer is illustrated. Step A shows only monomers, 
prepolymers and oligomers. Between step A and B the initiators are triggered and the curing process 
starts. Linear growth and branching starts in step B, in step C the adhesive is gelled, but still an 
incomplete network. In step D a fully cured and cross-linked polymer is the result.  
 

 
Figure 4.1 – Cross-linking process (Sauerbrunn, 2010) 

 
Three main ways of triggering can be distinguished; chemical, heat and pressure. When an adhesive 
is triggered the monomers and initiators evolve into polymers and the adhesive is cured. It reaches a 
final stage in which it is capable to fulfill its tasks. The choice for one of these three ways is mainly 
dependent on processability.  
 
When heat is the trigger, the adhesives consist of a pre-mixture of at least two or more components. 
When the resin is heated the components react en start cross-linking. This also makes heat strictly a 
chemical way of triggering, due to its magnitude in the field it is seen as a specific way of triggering. 
Typically, cure and the development of adhesion are not achieved until the material is heated above 
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100 °C. Much energy is used during this process and there is a high risk for thermal shock. When 
working with glass stress concentrations are intolerable, they will lead to breakage. These are both 
undesired properties which make heat an unfavorable way of triggering.  
 
Pressure is unfavorable due to the same specific reason as heat; the cause of stress concentrations. 
Generating pressure on a glass surface leads to problems. Heat and pressure are often combined 
when prepregs are activated and consequently cured. The poor processability leads to exclusion of 
pressure triggering.  
 
This leaves chemical triggering as only option. Chemical triggering can be divided into several 
categories; two-component (2C), anaerobic, radiation, moisture and cyanoacrylates.    
 
Two-component  – Adding a hardener or resin component is responsible for the initiation of 

the curing reaction.  
Anaerobic – Adhesives cure under the absence of oxygen. Oxygen inhibits the reaction 

thus preventing cure.  
Radiation – As soon as a (UV) light-curing adhesive is irradiated, the photoinitiator 

starts the curing process till all monomers have formed polymers.   
Moisture  – These systems require moisture to trigger the curing reaction, often 

urethane prepolymer viscous adhesives. Also silicones cure by exposure to 
moisture.  

Cyanoacrylates – The adhesive bonds ‘instant’ to most surfaces. Contact with these surfaces 
starts the curing reaction.  

 
The esthetics of the connection is mostly dependent on the surface smoothness and transparency of 
the adhesive. This is equal for all categories (there are numerous variants within a category) so not a 
decisive parameter. The connection desires the highest strength possible, but in every category 
there is also a wide range of strength levels. The choice of the adhesive category therefore is not 
dependent of these two factors.  
 
The main factor where the adhesive depends on is the processability. The production process has to 
be feasible on working site and therefore has to be simple. The way to apply and certainly the way of 
‘triggering’ the adhesive are very important. In table 4.1 the four most commonly used ways of 
curing are compared on properties that are decisive for this connections quality, especially regarding 
processability.  
 
Table 4.1 – Comparison of curing methods  

Method Strength Processability  
on site 

Costs Transpa-
rency 

Surface 
smoothness 

Cycle
-time 

Control 
(time) 

Risks 
(breakage) 

Pressure 0 - 0 0 0 - - - 

Radiation 
(UV light) 

0 + - 0 0 + + + 

Heat 0 - 0 0 0 - - - 

2C 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 + 

 
Cyanoacrylates, moisture and anaerobic are not in this table, they are all very specific ways that are 
not applicable in this composition. They cure often very fast and this process is hard to control; time 
is not on their side. Table 4.1 concludes that radiation is the most favorable type of curing, followed 
by two-component. Heat and pressure are undesirable needs when creating a glass-glass 
connection. Most resins need to be heated up to ±100 °C. This expresses in temperature differences, 
which leads to local stress concentrations and breakage. Pressure is not favorable due to the 
feasibility regarding needed tools and the brittle character of glass. During tests with vacuum 
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injected resins (discussed in 3.2.3.) between glass panes, small irregularities resulted in fractures in 
the glass surface. In terms of feasibility it is very difficult to create and control a stable pressure on 
an unknown worksite.  
 
Radiation cured resins do not have these disadvantages. Most qualities of UV-cured adhesives are 
very beneficial for this specific glass-glass connection. 
 

- No time pressure, resin cures ‘by command’ 
- Short cycle time, only a couple minutes or less per curing cycle 
- Only one component, no mixing needed 
- Low viscosity which makes it easy to impregnate 
- Only (UV) lightning equipment needed which is easy movable 
- High transparency, some adhesives are even ‘colorless clear’ 
- Solvent-free, no toxics so no health risk   

 
The curing mechanism of a (UV) light-curing acrylate adhesive is illustrated in figure 4.2. “As soon as 
a light-curing adhesive is irradiated, the photoinitiator decomposes to radicals which in turn break 
the C=C double bond of the monomers and form monomer radicals. These monomer radicals break 
C=C double bonds of monomers and form radical chain molecules. This photoinitiation process 
continues until either all monomers have been consumed or the formation of the polymer is stopped, 
for example, if two radicals react with each other.” (Hose, et al., 2007) This is often an exothermic 
process; the produced heat accelerates the curing and thereby extra heat is produced.  
 

 
Figure 4.2 – UV-curing process (DVUV, n.d.) 

 
Two-component curing adhesives meet many requirements and have enough potential to be tested 
for this connection. Despite of the limited time it is good processable on site and the strength and 
visual properties are similar. 
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4.2.2. ADHESIVE FAMILIES 

Knowing that the adhesive is preferably cured by radiation or 2C, there are several chemical families 
of materials that are employed in these adhesive formulations. There are many ways of classifying 
adhesives, but the first distinction made is structural or non-structural. For this connection a 
structural adhesive is required so only those families will be discussed. Structural adhesives are often 
defined as systems having tensile shear strength greater than 6.9 N/mm2 (1000 psi) and properties 
that do not change significantly with moderate aging. (Petrie, 2000) 
 
In table 4.2 the typical properties of the five most widely used chemically reactive structural 
adhesives are compared. As explained in paragraph 4.2.1. anaerobic and cyanoacrylates are not 
suitable to be processed on site. Polyurethanes (PU) are available in one or two-component systems. 
1C systems can be cured when exposed to moisture at room temperature, or by heating. These are 
both undesirable curing methods which eliminates 1C PU adhesives. Modified acrylics and epoxy 
adhesives are both cured by radiation while epoxy adhesives are also available in 2C form. This 
leaves modified acrylics, epoxy and polyurethane families as possible candidates.   
 
Table 4.2 –Chemically reactive structural adhesive comparison (Gauthier, 1990) 

Property Anaerobic Modified 
Acrylic 

Cyanoacrylate Epoxy Polyurethane 

Substrates bonded Metals, glass  
thermosets 

Most smooth  
non-porous 

Most non-porous 
metals and 

plastics 

Most Most smooth  
porous 

Service temperature (°C) -55 to 149 -73 to 121 -55 to 79 -55 to 121 -157 to 79 

Impact resistance Fair Good Poor Poor Excellent 

Tensile shear (N/mm
2
) 17.50 25.90 18.90 15.40 15.40 

Peel strength (N/m) 1750 5250 < 525 < 525 14000 

Solvent resistance Excellent Good Good Excellent Good 

Moisture resistance Good Good Poor Excellent Fair 

Odor Mild Strong Low Mild Mild 

Toxicity Low Moderate Low Moderate Moderate 

Flammability Low High Low Low Low 

Gap, limitation (mm) 0.635 0.762 0.254 None None 

 
PU adhesives form tough bonds with high peel strength. Strength properties are maintained up to 
very low temperature. They have exceptionally high strength at cryogenic temperatures (below 150 
°C). PU adhesives have good chemical resistance, although generally lower as epoxies or acrylics.  
Also the high temperature resistance is lower compared to epoxies and acrylics. (Petrie, 2000) 
 
Epoxies are widely used since their introduction in 1946. They are the most versatile adhesive family; 
they bond to almost anything and can easily be modified. It is impossible to describe all epoxy 
variants because these are too diverse. The adhesives that are applicable for glass-glass adhesion 
have an excellent moisture resistance and good tensile shear strength. Their poor peel strength is 
not a significant disadvantage for this connection. (Petrie, 2000) 
 
Modified acrylates have good peel strength and impact resistance. The tensile shear strength of 
acrylates is excellent between temperatures of -73 to 121 °C. These adhesives often have a colorless 
clear appearance because UV light must be able to transmit through the adhesive to initiate curing. 
The strong odor can be unpleasant, but not toxic. Modern acrylates have no solvents and are 
completely safe to process.  
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The low temperature strength of PU is no added value for this glass-glass connection. High 
temperature strength is more preferred which acrylic and epoxy adhesives do have. Also the high 
peel strength does not have priority. The designed concept connection section is mainly loaded on 
tensile shear strength (red marked in fig. 4.3).  

 
Figure 4.3 – Connection design with recessed spacer 

 
There can be concluded that modified acrylics due to high strength and good thermal performance 
and epoxies due to good strength and excellent moisture resistance are preferred. This in 
combination with (UV) light radiation or 2C curing will have best qualities to fulfill all needs for the 
adhesive that will be part of the glass-glass connection.  

4.3. SURFACE TREATMENTS 

The 3th and 4th requirement regarding to E.M. Petrie are combined for the surface treatments. The 
cleanliness and wetting of the glass are needed to create better ‘grip’ for the adhesive. The quality of 
the bonded surface is of decisive importance to achieve a good bond strength which has long-term 
resistance and is reproducible. 

 
Figure 4.4 – Adhesive connection (Hose, et al., 2007) 

 
Enlarging the effective adhesive area through optimization of the roughness of the surface improves 
the adhesion. But the roughness of the surface is less important than the specific adhesion which is 
based on chemical interactions. It is only important when working with very porous surfaces, which 
glass is not.  
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Because adhesive forces are effective at a distance of < 1 nm it is very important that all minor 
contaminations have to be disposed. The adherends should be cleaned so that all contaminants of 
prior steps are gone.  
 
Also proper wetting is important and the principle as follows: The surface tension of the adhesive 
must be lower than the surface energy of the component to be wetted. The surface tension is the 
tension which acts on a liquid or solid surface and intends to reduce the surface of a material with 
the volume given. The surface energy is equivalent to the surface tension and can be seen as the 
mechanical work required for enlarging the surface of a material. Figure 4.5 shows poor wetting, as 
the angle is too large and the surface tension of the component is lower than the surface tension of 
the adhesive. In figure 4.6 both conditions are conversely and good wetting is shown.  

   
Figure 4.5 & 4.6 – Poor and good wetting (Hose, et al., 2007) 

 
If a surface is properly wetted and free of contaminations and still the adhesion is poor, 
pretreatments are possible. There are mechanical pretreatments, such as brushing, grinding and 
blasting. There are chemical pretreatments such as pickling and many physic-chemical 
pretreatments such as atmospheric and low pressure plasma. Advice from an expert on adhesives 
was as follows: 
 
“For an adhesive such as the Delo-Photobond® GB310 which is specifically made for glass bonding 
you normally do not need a surface pretreatment. A cleaning with a solvent cleaner such as Delothen 
EP is enough which removes dirt and the typical water layer on glass. For adhesives which are not 
made for such applications a primer or flame coating with Pyrosil® are typical pretreatment 
possibilities.” (R. Hose, Delo) Further advice and can be specified on the exact choice of the UV-light 
cured adhesives.  
 
There can be concluded that guarantees cannot be given. Every newly designed connection has 
other properties and therefore the precise adhesion cannot be calculated.  
 
‘The question why adhesives bond and, what is more important, which bonding results they offer, has 
to be continuously answered with respect to new materials, application-specific requirement profiles 
and customized adhesives. This question to be asked according to the specific application is supposed 
to be answered in practical tests in close cooperation between user and adhesive manufacturer.’ 
(Hose, et al., 2007) 

4.4. BONDING PROCESS 

The proper adhesive bonding process (solidification and cure) are dependent on the surface 
treatments, curing equipment and the accuracy during the process. After consideration of several 
options such as buying or hiring equipment, the Dept. of Chemical Engineering and Chemistry, 
Functional Organic Materials & Devices, TU/e Helix - STO 0.26 stood open for collaboration. In the 
chemical lab proper UV-lamps, a clean working place and glass cleaners are available so a good 
bonding process is only dependent on the manufacturer; the author of this thesis. Experience will 
have to grow and lead to good adhesive bonds.  
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4.5. CONCLUSION 

In this chapter the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th basic requirement for a good adhesive bond according to E. 
Petrie are discussed: 
 

- Proper choice of adhesive 
- Cleanliness of surfaces 
- Wetting of adherends (surfaces that are to be bonded together) 
- Proper adhesive bonding process (solidification and cure)  

 
The cleanliness, wetting and proper process will be dependent on the manufacturer and the used 
equipment. In the chemical lab all equipment is available to produce clean and proper adhesive 
connections; it will be the experience of the manufacturer that will have to develop. There can be 
concluded that the experiments will be executed using (UV) light or 2C cured acrylates or epoxies. 
There is a preference for UV-curing acrylates; expectations regarding strength, processability and 
esthetics of that combination are highest. 
 
Of course there are also some drawbacks such as the predicted shrinking behavior during curing of 
the UV-curing acrylates. This varies from a maximum of 10% to 0.5%. This has to be compensated by 
something to prevent that loose air bubbles create weak areas. Experiments will generate more 
knowledge and experience in this area. Also little is known about the degradation of these products 
by the sun or other weather conditions. But even with the degradation of strength of about 30 
percent after 42 days in the climate chamber, some acrylates almost comply with the requirements 
of ETAG and are therefore suitable for outside use. (Wurm, 2007) Before the connection can be 
completely functional in outside weather conditions, more tests are necessary in that area (see 
recommendations 8.2.3.). 
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5.  
CONNECTION DESIGN 

 
In this chapter a synthesis of previous chapters will lead to the developed connection design. 
Reinforcements, adhesives and additional connection components will be discussed for their 
required properties.  
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5.1. SYNTHESIS 

In this chapter a synthesis of previous chapters will lead to the developed connection design. 
Chapter 2 gave an introduction to the material glass and concluded soda-lime glass will be used in 
the experiments. Chapter 3 concluded that the concept connection design with the recessed spacer 
(fig. 5.1) has greatest potential and showed that reinforcements in combination with adhesives 
reach higher stiffness and strength.  
 

 
Figure 5.1 – Concept connection design with recessed spacer 

 
In chapter 4 (UV) light and 2C cured acrylates or epoxies proved to be the best adhesive choice. 
There is a preference for UV-curing acrylates; expectations regarding strength, processability and 
esthetics of that combination are the highest. There are no specific adhesive and reinforcement 
products picked yet that will be used in the experiments. This chapter will elucidate those and other 
aspects.  

5.2. GLASS 

The glass composition that is chosen for the first experiments contains a 6 mm spacer (fig. 5.2). It is 
further composed of 4 and 6 mm annealed soda-lime glass panes with a recessed spacer. This is the 
most simple glass composition that is produced at AGC Glass, the manufacturer that produced all 
glass samples for this research. The choice for this simple composition is because of the very 
experimental setup of this connection concept. Changing parameters is easily done after a couple of 
experiments.  

 
Figure 5.2 – Glass composition during first experiments 

 
The edges of the glass will not be mechanically treated (grounded or polished), common double 
glass applications neither have treated edges. The edges will only be lightly abraded to prevent 
cutting accidents. The goal is to produce this connection with a commonly used 15 mm spacer, but 
this is too ambitious to start with. If the composition of the glass will be adapted during experiments 
iterations this will be clarified in the experiment reports.  

5.2.1. TOLERANCES 

Problems with construction tolerances are common causes of impaired performance and 
unacceptable appearance in construction. Also during these experiments tolerances will have an 
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influence, though on a small scale. The produced glass will never have the perfect dimensions and 
the spacer is often slightly asymmetric placed. This is something to take into account, especially for 
the purpose of translation to the workshop and on site production.  

5.3. ADHESIVE PRODUCT 

UV- and light-curing and 2C curing adhesives are produced and sold by numerous manufacturers. 
Dymax and Delo are both world leaders in UV-curing adhesives. Products of both companies have 
been analyzed. Delo has excellent glass-glass adhesives and has a distributor in the Netherlands that 
is willing to cooperate, Delo adhesives are preferred. The distributor of Delo is SikoBV in Hengelo.  
 
There are also numerous 2C adhesive manufactures such as 3M, Delo, Akemi, Sika and Huntsman. 
Enumerated adhesive brands are compared and concluded is that much adhesive products are 
comparable. 3M has been chosen to use during experiments due to good quality and availability.   
 
Adhesives can be compared by the following parameters:  

- Color 
- Viscosity 
- Compression shear strength glass-glass 
- Tension strength  
- Elongation to tear 
- Young’s modulus 
- Glass transition temperature 
- Shrinkage 
- Coefficient to linear expansion 

 
All these properties have an influence on the quality of the connection. Though it is very difficult to 
rate these parameters without experience. For this reason the comparison is made in table 5.1 and 
several adhesives are tested. The most important parameters are viscosity (processability), color 
(esthetics), adhesion and cohesion (strength). All parameters are briefly explained below.  

5.3.1. COLOR 

All acrylate adhesives are colorless clear when cured. The 3M 2C epoxies have one colorless clear 
formulation and several colored ones. The colored formulations are acceptable, but undesirable for 
reaching the transparency goal. This gives the colorless clear acrylate-based adhesives a lead, but 
does not exclude the colored adhesives.  

5.3.2. VISCOSITY 

The processability depends most on the viscosity. The lower this value (given in centipoise cP), the 
more easily the adhesive will flow and impregnate glass fiber. If the viscosity is too low, the adhesive 
might ‘run out’ of the connection before cure. Considering the fact that connections will not always 
be horizontally leveled this is a disadvantage. A viscosity of 1500 cP, approximately similar to honey, 
seems viscous enough to process and impregnate the glass fiber and not ‘run out’ the connection.  
 
Some of the selected adhesives are thixotropic. These adhesives are thick (viscous) under static 
conditions and when shaken, they become more fluid and flow more easily. This property might be 
an advantage when the adhesives do not flow easily enough during process.  
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5.3.3. ADHESION AND COHESION 

The compression shear glass-glass represents the adhesion to glass. The tension strength represents 
the cohesion value of the adhesive. There is only one simple requirement for these two adhesion 
and cohesion values: higher is better. When a connection breaks through the adhesive it is called 
cohesive failure, when a connection breaks on the edge of adherend and adhesive it is called 
adhesive failure (fig 5.3).  

  
Figure 5.3 – Adhesion and cohesion (Petrie, 2000) 

5.3.4. YOUNG’S MODULUS 

The Young’s modulus (also called elastic modulus) is the ratio of the stress along an axis over the 
strain. The higher the Young’s modulus is, the stiffer the material is and it will break with little strain. 
A totally rigid connection is not the goal because of safety matters and the aim to transfer bending 
moments. A higher Young’s modulus will not only rigidize the connection, but will also reduce the 
ability to buckle.  

5.3.5. ELONGATION TO TEAR 

The elongation to tear is the strain on a sample when it breaks. The tensile strength combined with 
the Young’s modulus influence the elongation to tear. A higher elongation to tear means a more 
flexible connection. With a lower elongation to tear, for example 4% (GB310), the connection will be 
very rigid and unable to absorb movements. To give this connection the ability to move, maximal 
rigidity is not desirable. Too low rigidity creates an unstable connection so equilibrium has to be 
found and multiple products have to be tested.  

5.3.6. TRANSITION TEMPERATURE 

The glass transition temperature Tg is the temperature which initiates the reversible transition in 
amorphous materials from a hard and relatively brittle state into a molten or rubber-like state. 
When the Tg is reached the adhesive will lose its strength properties and the connection will fail. To 
ensure that this will never occur, the Tg needs to be higher as 80 °C. A higher Tg means better safety 
of the structure created with this connection.  

5.3.7. SHRINKAGE 

During the curing process initiated by UV-light the adhesive can shrink. This shrinkage is attributed 
to the dimensional change caused by the polymer-forming reaction or postcrosslinking. This 
behavior can be explained with the reduction of the molecule distances within the adhesive. This 
phenomenon is undesirable in the creation of this connection. The percentage of shrinkage is not 
included in the decision table because the values are nearly equivalent. In the product specifications 
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of 2C adhesives the shrinkage percentage is not mentioned. The influence of shrinkage has to be 
analyzed during experiments.   

5.3.8. THERMAL EXPANSION 

The coefficient to linear expansion is the degree of expansion divided by the change of temperature. 
When connecting different materials these values are desirably close to each other so no stresses 
will occur during temperature changes. For that reason the supporting ring around the Stuttgarter 
glass dome was made of titanium. With a coefficient of 8.6 x 10-6 C-1 it has exactly the same 
coefficient of soda-lime glass. (Blandini, 2007) The coefficients of the UV-curable adhesives are 
around 200 x 10-6 C-1 which is much higher than soda-lime glass. Choosing for borosilicate glass does 
not bring these values closer; the coefficient of borosilicate glass is lower, 3.3 x 10-6 C-1. Thermal 
expansion values of 2C adhesives are not mentioned in the product specifications. The thermal 
expansion values are not included in the decision table because the values are nearly equivalent and 
the effect is expected to be negligible.  

5.3.9. INDEX OF REFRACTION 

In order to reach full transparency when glass fiber is used there are two conditions; full 
impregnation and similar index of refraction. Full impregnation means that the glass fiber is totally 
filled with the adhesive and there is no air inclusion. The index of refraction of glass fiber is 1.55 
(Wallenberger, et al., n.d.). The index of refraction of all DP (UV) light cured adhesives is 1.5, those of 
2C adhesives are not given in the product specifications. This parameter will not be decisive because 
all values are similar or unknown. Experience during experiments will add information about 
differences between adhesives. 

5.3.10. DECISION TABLE 

Table 5.1 includes seven adhesive with all their known parameter values. In contrast to paragraph 
4.2.2. there is one PU adhesive included in the table due to its good properties regarding strength, 
viscosity and transparency. In appendix E the full Delo Photobond® product specification table is 
added.  
 
Table 5.1 – Comparison of various adhesives  
Property 4302  

(UV cured) 
GB310 
(UV cured) 

4468 
(UV cured) 

GB368 
(UV cured) 

DP410  
(2C) 

DP460 
(2C) 

DP610  
(2C) 

Manufacturer Delo Delo Delo Delo 3M 3M 3M 

Adhesive family Modified 
acrylate 

Modified 
acrylate 

Modified 
acrylate 

Modified 
acrylate 

Epoxy Epoxy PU 

Color Colorless  
clear 

Colorless 
clear 

Colorless 
clear 

Colorless 
clear 

Off-white Off-white Transparent 

Viscosity 100 cP 100 cP 7000 cP 5700 cP 70000 cP 30000 cP 3000 cP 

Adhesion to glass 31 MPa 34 MPa 22 MPa 22 MPa 22 MPa
1 

31 MPa
1 

23 MPa
1 

Tension strength 
(cohesion) 

16 MPa 33 MPa 14 MPa 20 MPa - - - 

Elongation to tear 90% 4% 200% 17% - - - 

Transition 
temperature Tg  

111 °C 120 °C 74 °C 102 °C 85 °C
4 

73 °C 80 °C
4 

Worklife
3 

Infinite Infinite Infinite Infinite 12 min 110 min 10 min 

Costs 25.50€ / 50 
mL

6 
18.35€ / 50 
mL

6
 

25.50€ / 50 
mL

6
 

18.35€ / 50 
mL

6
 

16.90 € / 50 
mL

2
 

16.90 € / 50 
mL

2
 

14.87 € / 50 
mL

2
 

 

1
 Adhesion to aluminium, adhesion to glass is unknown, but certainly lower 

2
 Source: www.tapes-store.com 13-11-2013 

3
 Time that the adhesive is applicable until it is cured 

4
 10-20% of strength remains 

5
 80% of strength remains  

6
 Source: Siko BV, retail prices per liter effective on 01-04-2014 
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Based on comparison table 5.1 during the experiments there will be tested 4 adhesives; DP 4302, 
DP4468, DP GB368 and DP610. They will be tested for: 

- Their processability quality; different viscosities, 100, 3000, 5700, 7000 cP and different 
curing methods, (UV) light and 2C cured.  

- Their strength; different adhesion to glass, 22, 23 and 31 MPa and different cohesion, 14, 16 
and 20 MPa.  

- Their appearance; different colors, transparent and colorless clear 
 
Because of the experimental setup of this research and inexperience of applying adhesives in this 
composition it is very hard to predict any results regarding strength and processability. The analysis 
and experience of the first experiments will probably lead to adjustment of process and various 
other parameters. This process is elucidated in chapter 6.  

5.4. ADDITIONAL CONNECTION COMPONENTS 

5.4.1. REINFORCEMENT 

To give this joint a greater ability to transfer tensile loads glass fiber reinforcement will be added to 
the connection. The experiments with the vacuum infusion connection (paragraph 3.2.3) indicate 
that glass fiber reinforcement increases the tensile strength and stiffness of the connection. There 
are three common fibers available for the building industry; glass, carbon and aramid fibers. In a 
comparison (table 5.2) between these three fibers, glass fiber comes out most favorable. 
 
Table 5.2 – Reinforcement comparison 

Fiber Costs
1 

Transparency Available Strength
2 

Elongation to tear
2 

Carbon fiber 55.22 €/m
2
 - + 3.65 GPa 1.4% 

Glass fiber 9.25 €/m
2 

0 + 3.45 GPa 4.8% 

Aramid fiber 43.81 €/m
2
 - + 3.62 GPa 2.8% 

1
 Based on the mean price taken over all products on www.carbonwinkel.nl on 04-10-2013  

2
 Table 2.1 (Mallick, 2007) 

 
Eurocarbon is a manufacturer of woven and braided fabrics for composites. They produce glass, 
carbon and aramid fibers so all fibers are available. For this research project Eurocarbon will sponsor 
the needed glass fibers.  
 

The tensile strength of all three fibers is almost similar. The lower tensile strength of the glass fiber 
will not be a disadvantage for this connection because the strength of the fibers will not be decisive. 
Also elongation to tear differs only slightly and will not have influence for reinforcement preference.  
Due to transparency opportunities and low price glass fibre is most favorable. 
 

    
Figure 5.4 & 5.5 – Chopped loose fibers and random fibers 
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There are multiple sorts of glass fibers; chopped loose, random matted, woven and unidirectional 
(UD) fibers. The direction of the fibers is preferably controlled to give the connection optimal 
strength. Therefore loose and random fibers are unsuitable. The orientation and density of the warp 
and weft direction is depending on one factor; tensile strength. To reach optimal tensile strength a 
UD fiber mat is needed with the direction of the fibers perpendicular on the connection. The 
longitudinal yarns are there to create a close mesh and to contribute to the shear strength. 
 

 
Figure 5.6 & 5.7 – UD glass fiber and woven glass fiber  

 
Although UD fibers would generate the highest strength, they are also difficult to process. Because 
strength is not an issue, woven glass fibers will also amply meet the desired requirements, and will 
be applied during experiments. In the experiment reports (chapter 6) the glass fiber products will be 
further elucidated.  

5.4.1.1. SIZING 

Sizing is an important aspect in glass fiber manufacturing and critical to several key fiber 
characteristics that determine both how fibers will handle during processing and how they perform 
as part of a composite. Raw glass fibers are abrasive and easily abraded, this means that they need 
to be protected from their neighbor fibers. Glass fiber sizing is not a single chemical compound, but 
a mixture of several complex chemistries with as primary components the film former and coupling 
agent. The film former protects and lubricates the fiber and the coupling agent serves primarily to 
bond the fiber to the adhesive. Often the sizing is what distinguishes different glass fiber 
manufacturers. (Mason, 2006) Eurocarbon uses a silane sizing that is compatible with primarily 
epoxies and acrylates, with a preference for epoxies.  
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5.4.2. SPACER 

For the esthetics of this connection transparency is desired. This means other options than standard 
aluminium or stainless steel spacers have to be overlooked. The glass transition temperature of the 
spacer has to be higher than 80 °C. The transparency and Tg are the specific requirements for this 
connection.  
 
Saint-Gobain developed a new spacer concept to achieve a higher insulation value. This Swisspacer® 
is made of a thermoplastic material which gives the possibility to color it whatever is desired. If this 
spacer is used in white color it will make the spacer component less notable.  
 

 
Figure 5.8 & 5.9 – Saint-Gobain Swisspacer®  

 
During these experiments a standard aluminium spacer will be applied because of cost and 
availability. Also the importance is too low in this stage of the process. Upon further research, 
experimenting with thermoplastic spacers is advised (see recommendations 8.2.2.). The applied 
primary seal is a polyisobutylene adhesive sealant. The applied secondary seal is silicon to avoid 
degradation due to UV-light (also see 2.1.5.).  

5.5. STRUCTURAL EXPECTATIONS 

As mentioned in paragraph 4.3. only raw assumptions can be made regarding the strength of newly 
designed adhesive connection.  
 
‘The question why adhesives bond and, what is more important, which bonding results they offer, has 
to be continuously answered with respect to new materials, application-specific requirement profiles 
and customized adhesives. This question to be asked according to the specific application is supposed 
to be answered in practical tests in close cooperation between user and adhesive manufacturer.’ 
(Hose, et al., 2007) 
 
The main goal for this connection will initially be to reach a satisfying tensile strenght. Thereafter 
other aspects of the connection can be extensively researched.  
 
In this master thesis the connection is only tested for tensile strength. Because it is not expected 
that the connection will fail on compression there are no compressive tests performed. There are 
also no 4 point flexural tests performed. Despite of the wish to perform these tests there was no 
time to perform them (see recommendations 8.2.4.).  
 
The tensile strength of this connection is build up by two factors; the tension- and shear capacity of 
the adhesive. In figure 5.10 the shear forces in the connection are sketched. The two appointed 
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areas (and the similar opposite sides) will be loaded with shear stress instead of tensile stress. This 
will probably result in a higher tensile capacity for the connection because the maximal shear stress 
value for polymer adhesives is higher than their maximal tensile stress value. 

 
Figure 5.10 – Shear stress in the concept connection design 

 
Also the tensile stress value of the adhesive is loaded. In the middle of the connection the forces will 
be transferred by tension stress in the adhesive. Glass fiber reinforcements might be valuable 
transferring these forces. 
 
Some raw assumptions can be made about the tensile strength. With an adhesion strength (shear 
stress) to glass of 22 N/mm2 (DP 4302) the sample should theoretically be able to transfer 70.4 kN 
(or 352 N/mm).  
 

8 200 22 35200 

35.2 2 70.4 

shearw l N

kN

     

 
                     (5.1) 

 
These figures are just assumptions; the following aspects cannot be taken into account: 
 

- The quality of the glass surface (cleanliness, wetting) 
- The influence of the glass fiber reinforcements 

 
The tensile strength (cohesion) of 14 N/mm2 over a section of 6 x 200 mm gives the connection an 
expected tensile strength of 16.8 kN. That is significantly less than 70.4 kN, but not expected to be 
determinative. Due to glass fiber reinforcements the connection is expected to have enough tensile 
capacity and adhesive failure is expected. 
 
These are all raw assumptions based on theoretical values. These values are not expected to be 
measured and the success of the tested connection is not depending on reaching these values; lower 
transferrable tensile forces are expected to be sufficient.   
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5.6. CONCLUSION 

The glass composition that is chosen for the first experiments contains a 6 mm spacer. It is further 
composed of 4 and 6 mm annealed soda-lime glass panes with a recessed standard aluminium 
spacer. The applied primary seal is a polyisobutylene adhesive sealant. The applied secondary seal is 
silicon to avoid degradation due to UV-light. The adhesive products that will be tested are DP 4302, 
DP4468, DP GB368 and DP610. They will be tested for their processability (viscosity and curing 
method), strength (adhesion and cohesion) and esthetics (color, transparency). Possible used 
reinforcements will be glass fiber. Figure 5.11 shows a concept connection design with all 
components. The transparent sealant (weatherseal) is not applied during first experiments; it is 
difficult to apply this weatherseal on such small scale and the weatherseal has no added value for 
these test samples.  
 

 
Figure 5.11 – Concept connection design 

 
Raw assumptions are made regarding the tensile strength of the connection up to 70.4 kN. These 
values are not expected to be measured and the success of the tested connection is not dependent 
on reaching these values; lower transferrable tensile forces are expected to be satisfactory.   
 
Not all executed experiments are included in chapter 6; some are placed in the appendices. The 
experiment numbers are not in chronic sequence, they are categorized by type of experiment. For 
example; experiment No. 8.2 has been carried out earlier than No. 4.10. Due to experiences 
acquired during experiments parameters can always be changed. This might lead to a different 
connection section, glass composition or specific adhesive products.  
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6.  
EXPERIMENTS 

 
This chapter shows the development during all executed experiments. Not all experiment 
reports are included in this chapter. The overview in 7.1 elaborates the specific date, goal 
and result of the experiments and which can be found in this chapter. Excluded experiment 
reports can be found in the appendices.   
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6.1. OVERVIEW 

No.  Date Goal In 
thesis 

1 18-10-2013 Checking the chemical lab’s UV-lamp for suitability with 
selected adhesives; DP 4302 and 4468.  

No 

2 24-10-2013 Test whether the UV-light can penetrate the glass fiber 
sufficient to cure the adhesive below.   

No 

3 25-10-2013 Testing whether small strokes glass fiber can be 
rigidized using DP 4302 and 4468. 

No 

4.1 25-10-2013 Connect two glass panes with a DP 4468 adhesive in 
combination with one layer glass fiber.  

Yes 

4.2 31-10-2013 Connect two glass panes with a DP 4302 adhesive in 
combination with one layer glass fiber.  

Yes 

4.3 06-11-2013 This is a subsequent experiment of experiment No. 4.2. 
Some parameters will be changed to reach better 
results. The goal has not changed. 

Yes 

4.4 08-11-2013 To create a more slender joint, without the standard 
black silicon sealant near the spacer, using DP 4468. 

Yes 

4.5 15-11-2013 Reaching higher transparency and reducing adhesive 
use by inserting a glass filling strip inside the 
connection.  

Yes 

4.6 20-11-2013 Testing the processability properties of two-component 
adhesives (3M DP610) with a viscosity of 3000 cP 
(between 100 cP (DP 4302) and 7000 cP (DP 4468)).  

Yes 

4.7 04-12-2013 Producing a sample without reinforcements and testing 
whether or not the glass fiber has great influence on 
the tensile strength.  

Yes 

4.8 06-12-2013 Produce a sample with a similar configuration as 
experiment 4.1, but with the DP GB368 adhesive. 

Yes 

4.9 18-12-2013 Produce a sample with LED-strip using the DP GB368 
adhesive. 

Yes 

4.10 28-01-2014 Produce a variant on experiment 4.7 with a 
configuration using overlapping glass sheets, also with 
the DP 4468. (2nd iteration experiment) 

Yes 

4.11 28-01-2014 Produce a sample with 6-15-6 glass (15 mm spacer) 
using the DP 4468 adhesive. (2nd iteration experiment) 

Yes 

4.12 28-01-2014 Produce a sample using the DP 4468 adhesive with a 
90° angle. (2nd iteration experiment) 

Yes 

5.1 31-10-2013 Determining the UV-transmittance of several different 
transparent removable tapes. 

Yes 

5.2 13-02-2014 Testing or the UV-transmittance of 4(2)4 PVB-laminated 
glass is high enough to cure the DP 4468. 

Yes 

6.1 01-11-2013 After experiment 4.2 it is unclear what causes the failed 
connection. This experiment is done immediately after 
experiment 4.2 to test the cure of depth of the DP 
4302.   

No 

6.2 06-11-2013 To make a comparison with the results from 
experiment No. 6.1 this experiment is done. The cure of 
depth and hardness of the DP 4468 is tested.   

No 
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6.3 04-12-2013 After the failed adhesive DP 4302 the DP GB368 will be 
tested for its curing properties. With positive results 
the connection will be constructed with this adhesive 
and compared to the samples produced in experiments 
4.1, 4.4 and 4.7.  

No 

7 01-11-2013 Testing the compatibility of the Delo acrylic adhesives 
in combination with different silicon’s.  

No 

8.1 03-12-2013 Determining the axial tensile strength of the samples 
produced in experiments 4.1 and 4.4. 

Yes 

8.2 12-12-2013 Determining the axial tensile strength of the samples 
produced in experiments 4.5, 4.7 and 4.8. 

Yes 

8.3 05-02-2014 Determining the axial tensile strength of the samples 
produced in experiments 4.10 and 4.11.  

Yes 
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6.2. USED EQUIPMENT 

Equipment Picture Specifications 

Differential 
temperature  
thermometer – 
Kane-May 
KM340 

 

Sensor Type  Thermocouple Type K  

Measurement 
Range 

-50°C to +1300°C, -58°F 
to+1999°F 

Scales  °C, °F  

Resolution  1°  

Operating 
Temperature 
Range  

0°C to +50°C, +32°F to 
+122°F  

Connector Type  Sub-miniature  

Battery Type  9V IEC 6LF22 alkaline  

Battery Life 200 hours 

UV/visible spot 
curing system – 
Omnicure 
S2000-XL 

 
 

 

Lamp  High Pressure 200 Watt 
Mercury Vapor Short 
Arc 

Lamp Life 2000 hours 
(guaranteed) 

Available Filters 
Standard: 

320-500nm 
 

Panel Controls Power On/Off, Display 
Mode, Adjust Up/Down, 
Start/Stop, Lock/Unlock 

Panel Displays 
 

Accumulated lamp 
usage, Exposure time 
(0.2 - 999.9sec), iris 
setting (0-100%) / 
irradiance level 
(0.2W/cm² - 40W/cm²), 
lamp on/warm-up, 
shutter open, 
calibrated, Light Guide 
detection, shutter/lamp 
error 

Warm-up Period  4-minutes (typical) 

Power In  100-120VAC / 200-
240VAC, 50/60Hz 

Power Supply  
 

High efficiency, switch 
mode, line isolated 

Dimensions 
(LxWxH) 

33.8cm x 18.0cm x 
20.1cm 

Weight  4.5kg 
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6.3. EXPERIMENT NO. 4 

Experiments regarding the processability and esthetics of the developed connection and its variants.  

6.3.1. EXPERIMENT NO. 4.1 

6.3.1.1. DATE 

Friday 25-10-2013 – 13:00-17:30 

6.3.1.2. GOAL 

Connect two glass panes with a DP 4468 adhesive in combination with one layer glass fiber.  

6.3.1.3. METHOD 

 

Used lamp Omnicure® S2000 with a 315-500 nm filter 

Distance 100 mm 

Reinforcement 1 layer glass fiber Eurocarbon 501  

Time (per spot) 40 seconds 

Sides 2 

Tape Stokvis non-transparent removable tape 

Adhesive Delo Photobond® 4468 

Glass AGC Thermobel 6-6-4 

 
The glass panes to be connected are 6-6-4 double glass panes with the spacer withdrawn on one 
side, produced by AGC glass Maasdijk. The mold in open configuration shown in figure 6.1 is 
produced to position and clamp the glass panes before the connection is composed and cured. In 
figure 6.2 the mold is closed and turned 180°. The open bottom is designed for the ability to cure 
both sides of the connection.  
 

 
Figure 6.1 – The open mold  
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Figure 6.2 – The mold closed and turned 180° 

 
The following sequence is followed for the production of this sample: 

1. The glass surface before the withdrawn spacer is cleared of silicon sealant with a sharp knife.  
2. The surface to be bonded is cleaned with aceton to remove all conteminants, oil and water. 
3. The glass panes are positioned in the mold and clamped. 
4. To prevent leakage of the adhesive the side is filled with a transparent mastic (Pattex 100% 

crystal) 
5. Bottom of the joint is closed with a Stokvis removable tape. 
6. Impregnating the glass fiber with the adhesive outside the connection. 
7. Filling the bottom of the joint with the adhesive. 
8. Positioning the glass fiber in the joint. 
9. Filling the rest of the joint with the adhesive. 
10. Removing air bubbles with a scalpel. 
11. Curing the adhesive with a session of 160 seconds using a spot of Ø50 mm divided over the 

whole 200 mm joint. This means circa 40 seconds for every cm adhesive.  
12. Removing the tape and turn the mold 180° 
13. Again a session of 160 seconds over 20 cm.  
14. Let the sample rest for 24 hours to reach the full 100% strength.  

6.3.1.4. RESULTS  

 

  
Figure 6.3 & 6.4 – Step 1 - The glass with silicon rests 
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Figure 6.5 & 6.6 – Step 2 and 3 - Glass is cleaned and placed in the mold 

 
The construction with the mold works perfect. A disappointment were the silicon rests that had to 
be removed with a Stanley knife.  

   
Figure 6.7 & 6.8 – Step 4 and 5 - Mastic and tape 

 

 
Figure 6.9 – Step 6 - Impregnation of glass fiber 
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Figure 6.10 – Step 7, 8, 9 & 10 – Completing the joint with glass fiber and adhesive and removing air bubbles 

 
The cover with the tape and mastic worked properly, but is not ideal. The silicon mastic can 
influence the adhesion of the uv-curing acrylate. The evaporation gases precipitate on the glass 
surface which impedes the adhesion.  
 
The unexperienced way of adding the adhesive to the joint resulted in several bubbles. These air 
bubbles were tried to be removed with a scalpel, but this was a difficult job. Also the addition of the 
impregnated glass fiber was a tricky event.   
 

 
Figure 6.11 – Step 11, 12 & 13 – Curing the adhesive 
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Figure 6.12 – Step 14 – Sample is cured, 24 hours rest 

 
The curing of the adhesive went well. This process had no unexpected problems. Both the downside 
and upside were fully cured. After the cure-process the adhesive warmed up and had an afterglow of 
more than 10 minutes. The temperature was not extremely high, but it is worth measuring next 
time.  
 
The high viscosity (7000 cP) is a disadvantage for the processability. Also the tacky surface that 
remains is not ideal; it might attract dirt. The created connection feels stiff and will be tested in the 
constructive lab at the TU/e.  
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6.3.2. EXPERIMENT NO. 4.2 

6.3.2.1. DATE 

Thursday 31-10-2013 – 10:00-16:30 

6.3.2.2. GOAL 

Connect two glass panes with a DP 4302 adhesive in combination with one layer glass fiber.  

6.3.2.3. METHOD 

 

Used lamp Omnicure® S2000 with a 315-500 nm filter 

Distance 100 mm 

Reinforcement 1 layer glass fiber Eurocarbon 501 

Time (per spot) 55 seconds 

Sides 2 

Tape Stokvis non-transparent removable tape 

Adhesive Delo Photobond® 4302 

Glass AGC Thermobel 6-6-4 

 
The glass panes to be connected are 6-6-4 double glass panes with the spacer withdrawn on one 
side, produced by AGC glass Maasdijk. The mold in open configuration seen in figure 6.1 is produced 
to position and clamp the glass panes before the connection is composed and cured. In figure 6.2 the 
mold is closed and turned 180°. The open bottom is designed for the ability to cure both sides of the 
connection.  
 
This is the same method as used in experiment 3.1. The method did not change because these 
samples will be tested for strength and processability. It is important that everything stays the same 
to be able to make a fair comparison.  
 
The following sequence is followed for the production of this sample: 

1. The glass surface before the withdrawn spacer is cleared of silicon sealant with a sharp knife.  
2. The surface to be bonded is cleaned with aceton to remove all conteminants, oil and water. 
3. The glass panes are positioned in the mold and clamped. 
4. To prevent leakage of the adhesive the side is filled with a transparent mastic (Pattex 100% 

crystal) 
5. Bottom of the joint is closed with a Stokvis removable tape. 
6. Impregnating the glass fiber with the adhesive outside the connection. 
7. Filling the bottom of the joint with the adhesive. 
8. Positioning the glass fiber in the joint. 
9. Filling the rest of the joint with the adhesive. 
10. Removing air bubbles with a scalpel. 
11. Curing the adhesive with a session of 160 seconds using a spot of Ø50 mm divided over the 

whole 200 mm joint. This means circa 40 seconds for every cm adhesive.  
12. Removing the tape and turn the mold 180° 
13. Again a session of 160 seconds over 20 cm.  
14. Let the sample rest for 24 hours to reach the full 100% strength.  

6.3.2.4. RESULTS 

The result of this experiment was unexpected; the adhesive did not fully cure. By of the outcome of 
experiment 4.1 it was expected that also the DP 4302 would cure fully. 
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Figure 6.13 & 6.14 – Left; impregnation of glass fibre, right; cappilairity of the adhesive 

 
The lower viscosity resulted in a higher processability. The glass fiber was easily impregnated, there 
were no tools needed. The adhesive flowed through the glass fiber resulting in a wet spot on the 
aluminium foil (fig. 6.13). The capillary behavior of the DP 4302 is clearly demonstrated when the 
joint was filled. The adhesive automatically wants to come in contact with the glass surface and 
spreads easily over the whole surface.  
 

  
Figure 6.15 & 6.16 – Left; UV curing from the top, right; UV curing of the bottem 
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Figure 6.17 & 6.18 – Left; UV light transmitting the sample, right; adhesive dripping out of the joint 

 
In figure 6.17 the transmittance of the adhesive is shown. The UV light reflects on the aluminium foil. 
Despite that effect the adhesive would not cure and dripped out of the joint after the experiment 
(fig. 6.18). The remaining liquid adhesive is collected in little glass containers for possible reuse.  
 

  
Figure 6.19 & 6.20 – Left; the broken connection, right; failed connection 

 
With a small force the connection was broken and inspected. These are the possible explanations for 
the failure of this connection: 
 

- Wrong (less ideal) wavelength of the UV-lamp compared with 4468,  
- 365 nm light (which is ideal for the DP 4302) is to a lesser extent and strength transmitted by 

this UV-lamp 
- The DP 4302 absorbs more UV-light then the DP 4468, which results in less UV-light in the 

deeper areas.  
- The glass panels contained more damages 
- The intensity of the UV-light was to low  
- The negative influence of the Pattex silicon sealant 

 
Following experiments (6.1 and 6.2) have to show what is causing this failure.  
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6.3.3. EXPERIMENT NO. 4.3 

6.3.3.1. DATE  

Friday 01-11-2013 – 13:00-15:00 
Thursday 07-11-2013 – 14:00-17:00 

6.3.3.2. GOAL 

This is a subsequent experiment of Experiment No. 4.2. Some parameters will be changed to reach 
better results. The goal has not changed.  

6.3.3.3. METHOD 

 

Used lamp Omnicure® S2000 with a 315-500 nm filter 

Distance 50 mm 

Reinforcement 1 layer glass fiber Eurocarbon 501 

Time (per spot) 80 seconds 

Sides 2 

Tape Stokvis non-transparent removable tape 

Adhesive Delo Photobond® 4302 

Glass AGC Thermobel 6-6-4 

 
During this experiment almost the same method will be used as in experiments No. 4.1 and 4.2. 
Some parameters will be changed for a better outcome: 
 

- The sequence of steps will be changed to test another (probably more easy) way of 
processability.  

- The temperature of the glass will be measured right after the experiment.  
- A higher light intensity (shorter lamp distance) and longer exposure time.  

 
The following sequence is followed for the production of this sample: 

1. The glass surface in front of the withdrawn spacer is cleared of silicon sealant with a sharp 
knife.  

2. The surface to be bonded is cleaned with aceton to remove all conteminants, oil and water. 
3. The glass panes are positioned in the mold and clamped. 
4. To prevent leakage of the adhesive the side is filled with a transparent mastic (Pattex 100% 

crystal) 
5. Bottom of the joint is closed with a Stokvis removable tape. 
6. Filling the bottom of the joint with the adhesive. 
7. Positioning the glass fiber in the joint. 
8. Filling the rest of the joint with the adhesive. 
9. Removing air bubbles with a scalpel. 
10. Curing the adhesive with a session of 160 seconds using a spot of Ø50 mm divided over the 

whole 200 mm joint. This means circa 40 seconds for every cm adhesive.  
11. Removing the tape and turn the mold 180° 
12. Again a session of 160 seconds over 20 cm.  
13. Let the sample rest for 24 hours to reach the full 100% strength.  

 
Positioning the dry glass fiber is probably easier because it has a higher stiffness. In experiment No. 
4.2 is seen that the low viscous property of the DP 4302 an easy impregnation provides. This might 
also be possible when the glass fiber is already positioned in the joint.  
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6.3.3.4. RESULTS 

The distance of the UV-lamp to the glass surface was 50 mm during this experiment. This means that 
the intensity will be doubled compared with experiment No. 4.2. The exposure time is for both sides 
360 seconds. Also this is doubled compared with the previous failed experiment. In experiments No. 
4.1 and 6.2 was noticed that the temperature can reach high temperatures. To see whether this can 
be harmful for the glass the surface temperature will be measured right after curing. A Kane-May 
KM340 surface thermometer is used for this.  
 

  
Figure 6.21 & 6.22 – Left; 50 mm distance, right; glass fiber placement before impregnation 

 

   
Figure 6.23 & 6.24 – Left; instruments, right; adhesive impregantion 

 

  
Figure 6.25 & 6.26 – UV-curing in the chemical lab, transmittance is visible 
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Figure 6.27, 6.28 & 6.29 – Left/middle; bottom of the joint did not cure, rigth; max. temperature of 50° C 

 
Following experiment 4.2 also this experiment failed. The changed production method did work out 
well. Positioning the dry glass fiber was easier and the low viscosity of the DP 4302 results is a good 
impregation through the glass fiber. Dispite that the adhesive dit not fully cure so the higher light 
intensity and longer curing time were not determing for succes. More UV-light does result into 
higher evaporation.  
 
In combination with experiment 6.1 it is clear that the DP 4302 absorbs too much light to reach full 
cure in applications thicker than 2 mm and is not suitable for this application. This is not acquainted 
within the DELO Company.  
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6.3.4. EXPERIMENT NO. 4.4 

6.3.4.1. DATE 

Friday 08-11-2013 – 13:00-17:00 

6.3.4.2. GOAL 

To create a more slender joint, without the standard black silicon sealant near the spacer, using DP 
4468. 
 
Other goal: To create the same connection as in experiment No. 4.1 without use of the transparent 
silicon sealant to prevent the sample from leaking. This silicon sealant should influence the adhesion 
of the DP 4468 negatively so a higher strength should be reached with this sample.  

6.3.4.3. METHOD 

 

Used lamp Omnicure® S2000 with a 315-500 nm filter 

Distance 100 mm 

Reinforcement 2 layer glass fiber Eurocarbon 501 

Time (per spot) 40 seconds 

Sides 1 

Tape Stokvis non-transparent removable tape 

Adhesive Delo Photobond® 4468 

Glass AGC Thermobel 6-6-4 

 
Following the successful experiment 4.1 a couple of parameters will be changed to create a better 
sample: 
 

- Different production process without silicon’s used 
- More glass fiber for a better reinforced connection and lower adhesive usage 
- Irradiation from 1 side for a more realistic curing process (in practice the joint will probably 

be accessible from 1 side) 

6.3.4.4. RESULTS 

 
Figure 6.30 – pre-impregnated glass fibers layers(2)  
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Figure 6.31 – Total experiment setup right before curing 

 

  
Figure 6.32 & 6.33 – Left; connection right before curing, right; curing process 

 

 
Figure 6.34 – Translucent joint shown 

 
As expected (due to experiment 4.1) also experiment 4.4 succeeded. The total joint fully cured with 
two layers glass fibers. Some simple tricks made the silicon sealant redundant which should improve 
the quality of the adhesion to the glass.  
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In comparison with experiment 4.3 a higher temperature of 68 °C is measured. Information from 
prof.dr.ir. H.E.H. (Han) Meijer linked higher curing temperatures to a higher Tg, which is a notable 
advantage. This high curing temperature also does accelerate the chemical reaction which provides 
the cure of the adhesive. This effect was noticed during the experiments. The adhesive hidden in 
places not well irradiated by UV light is due to this effect also cured.  
 
In experiments 4.2 and 4.3, using the DP 4302, a clear process of evaporation and shrinkage could be 
detected during curing. This effect is less notable during this experiment. Yet it is certain that 
shrinkage occurs. The following sketched effect is expected to occur. 

 
Figure 6.35 – ‘Vacuum-effect’ 

 
This effect could provide a ‘vacuum’. It is for sure that the expected shrinkage problems do not exist. 
Because the adhesive fills the whole chamber there is (almost) no space for air bubbles which could 
expand due to the shrinkage. Because there is no room for the shrinkage the only logical explanation 
would be the ‘vacuum-effect’. The two glass panes are ‘pulled together’ which strengthens the 
connection.  
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6.3.5. EXPERIMENT NO. 4.5 

6.3.5.1. DATE 

Friday 15-11-2013 – 12:00-17:30 

6.3.5.2. GOAL 

Reaching higher transparency and reducing adhesive use by inserting a glass filling strip inside the 
connection.  

6.3.5.3. METHOD 

 

Used lamp Omnicure® S2000 with a 315-500 nm filter 

Distance 100 mm 

Reinforcement Glass strip 5x20x190 mm 

Time (per spot) 40 seconds 

Sides 2 

Tape Nitto transparent removable tape 

Adhesive Delo Photobond® 4468 

Glass AGC Thermobel 6-6-4 

 
Due to the changed reinforcement the production method is not the same as in the previous 
experiments. The main difference is the stiffness of glass fiber (not cured) is lower than that of glass. 
The glass strip cannot be placed in the joint after positioning the glass panes in the mold. Due to that 
and because the adhesive cannot penetrate the glass strip all the adhesive must be injected with the 
glass strip in position (fig. 6.36).   
 
The following production process sequence is a result of that: 

1. Placing the glass strip between the glass panes 
2. Positioning the glass panes in the mold 
3. Taping the bottom side with transparent removable tape 
4. Turning the mold 180° 
5. Filling the upper side with the adhesive 
6. Taping the upper side with transparent removable tape 
7. Turing the mold 180° 
8. Removing the tape 
9. Filling the bottom side with the adhesive 
10. Curing the adhesive with UV-light 

6.3.5.4. RESULTS 

Due to the twisting production process the adhesive had a lot of time to flow to undesirable places. 
Before the sample was cured a lot of adhesive had found its way to the bottom which resulted in a 
bulge on the bottom and a gap on top. The turning production process was inevitable; the glass strip 
laying on the glass (without adhesive between it) worked as a stop. When the sample turned 180° 
there was adhesive between the two glass surfaces which made it possible to flow.  
 
The higher transparency and adhesive reduction are positive points in this experiment. The section 
next to the spacer is 4 mm glass – 0.5 mm adhesive – 5 mm glass – 0.5 mm adhesive – 6 mm glass. 
Due to the thin adhesive layers this results is a very clear see through. The glass strip (5x20x200 mm) 
results in an adhesion reduction of 20 ml.  
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Figure 6.36 & 6.37 – Left; the glass strip between the glass panes, right; the sunken adhesive  

 

  
Figure 6.38 & 6.39 – Left; sample during production, right; a hand behind the joint to show the transparency 

 
During the production of a following sample of this section a standing configuration might reduce 
the production problems. When the adhesive is added from the top the sample does not have to be 
turned which should prevent the adhesive from sinking.  
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6.3.6. EXPERIMENT NO. 4.6 

6.3.6.1. DATE 

Thursday 21-11-2013 – 12:00-16:30 

6.3.6.2. GOAL 

Testing the processability properties of two-component adhesives (3M DP610) with a viscosity of 
3000 cP (between 100 cP (DP 4302) and 7000 cP (DP 4468)).  

6.3.6.3. METHOD 

 

Used lamp None 

Distance 0 mm 

Reinforcement 1 layer glass fiber Eurocarbon 501 

Time (per spot) 0 seconds 

Sides 0 

Tape Nitto transparent removable tape 

Adhesive 3M DP610 (2C) 

Glass AGC Thermobel 6-6-4 

 
The production method is similar to previous experiments 4.1 to 4.4. Notable difference is the 
adapted wooden production. Because the gap in the bottom has become redundant a PC plate 
covers the gap so a smoother joint can be created and there is still the possibility to inspect the 
bottom of the sample. 
 

 
Figure 6.40 – The adapted mold 

6.3.6.4. RESULTS 

The lower viscosity (3000 cP) was not notable during processing. This was expected to be the major 
advantage compared to the DP 4468. In combination with the short timeframe that this adhesive is 
workable this resulted in a disappointing processability.  
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Figure 6.41 & 6.42 – Left; 3M DP610 in mastic gun with mixer attachment, right; color of adhesive 

 

  
Figure 6.43 & 6.44 – Many air bubbles in the connection 
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6.3.7. EXPERIMENT NO. 4.7 

6.3.7.1. DATE 

Wednesday 04-12-2013 – 13:00-17:00 

6.3.7.2. GOAL 

Producing a sample without reinforcements and testing whether or not the glass fiber has great 
influence on the tensile strength.  

6.3.7.3. METHOD 

 

Used lamp Omnicure® S2000 with a 315-500 nm filter 

Distance 100 mm 

Reinforcement None 

Time (per spot) 40 seconds 

Sides 1 

Tape Nitto transparent removable tape 

Adhesive Delo Photobond® 4468 

Glass AGC Thermobel 6-6-4 

 
The production method is similar to experiment 4.6 with the adapted mold, except that there is no 
fiber glass involved.  

6.3.7.4. RESULTS 

 
The temperature of the adhesive direct after curing was 69 °C. This high temperature will accelerate 
the curing process and increase the Tg. The glass close near the adhesive heated up to 57 °C. This is 
within acceptable limits.  
 
The viscosity of 7000 cP has proved ideal. Due to its thixotropic behavior the adhesive must be 
shaken before use. When DP 4468 is shaken well before use it has good flow properties for this 
connection.  
 
The result of this experiment is a very clear translucent connection that has a good processability 
and has to be compared structural with the sample from experiment 4.1.  
 

  
Figure 6.45 & 6.46 – Difference before curing and after curing (shrikage) 
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Figure 6.47 & 6.48 – High transparency of the connection without glass fiber 
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6.3.8. EXPERIMENT NO. 4.8 

6.3.8.1. DATE 

Friday 06-12-2013 – 10:00-16:00 

6.3.8.2. GOAL 

Produce a sample with a similar configuration as experiment 4.1, but with the DP GB368 adhesive. 

6.3.8.3. METHOD 

 

Used lamp Omnicure® S2000 with a 315-500 nm filter 

Distance 100 mm 

Reinforcement 1 layer of glass fiber 

Time (per spot) 40 seconds 

Sides 2 

Tape Nitto transparent removable tape 

Adhesive Delo Photobond® GB368 

Glass AGC Thermobel 6-6-4 

 

6.3.8.4. RESULTS 

 

   
Figure 6.49 & 6.50 – Left; the joint before the second cure, right;  the cured joint 

 
In experiment 6.3 the cure of depth of the DP GB368 seemed to be proven at least 15 mm thick. In 
the connection with the glass fiber this turned out to be different. The bottom of the joint was 
syrupy, but did not flow. It was necessary to cure both sides which is very undesirable regarding the 
processability.  
 
The experiment delivered a good sample which can be structurally tested, but disappointed 
regarding processability.  
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6.3.9. EXPERIMENT NO. 4.9 

6.3.9.1. DATE 

Friday 18-12-2013 – 15:00-18:00 

6.3.9.2. GOAL 

Produce a sample with LED-strip using the DP GB368 adhesive. 

6.3.9.3. METHOD 

 

Used lamp Omnicure® S2000 with a 315-500 nm filter 

Distance 100 mm 

Reinforcement ‘1 LED strip’ 

Time (per spot) 40 seconds 

Sides 2 

Tape Nitto transparent removable tape 

Adhesive Delo Photobond® GB368 

Glass AGC Thermobel 6-6-4 

 
A lucrative and commercially interesting variant on this connection is produced with a LED-strip 
integrated in the joint. A plastic drinking straw is positioned in the adhesive before curing. This 
plastic drinking straw provides substitutability for the LED-strip.  

6.3.9.4. RESULTS 

 

  
Figure 6.51 – The LED-strip 

 

  
Figure 6.52 & 6.53 – Production process 
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Figure 6.54 – Photo of the result by daylight ©Twan Gevers 

 

 
Figure 6.55 - Photo of the result by night 

 
This experiment resulted in a successful sample that has a good visional appearance. It shows that 
this composition has potential and might be an option during realization. The LED-strip does light up 
the joint, but also radiates the glass-edge which results in a glowing glass pane which is visible on the 
left in figure 6.55.   
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6.3.10. EXPERIMENT NO. 4.10 

6.3.10.1. DATE 

Wednesday 28-01-2014 – 11:00-13:00 

6.3.10.2. GOAL 

Produce a variant on experiment 4.7 with a configuration using overlapping glass sheets, also with 
the DP 4468. (2nd iteration experiment) 

6.3.10.3. METHOD 

 

Used lamp Omnicure® S2000 with a 315-500 nm filter 

Distance 100 mm 

Reinforcement None  

Time (per spot) 120 seconds 

Sides 1 

Tape Nitto transparent removable tape (thicker version) 

Adhesive Delo Photobond® 4468 

Glass AGC Thermobel 6-6-4 without silicon sealant 

 
The same mold as in experiments 1-9 is used. To save material the requested samples were 100×200 
mm so the joint could be created with the 100 mm edges and less adhesive is used. Unfortunately 
the produced glass had the overlapping glass edges on the 200 mm side.  

6.3.10.4. RESULTS 

The production was expected to be similar to experiment 4.7. Due to the overlapped glass the 
adhesive fills the joint asymmetric which causes a more difficult distribution. The processability 
therefore deteriorated. It is important to realize that the DP 4468 is thixotropic; shaking the bottle 
before use improves the processability. The thicker transparent removable tape resulted in an easier 
application; it is stiffer and controls the adhesive place.  
 
While curing something improbable happened. During all previous experiments using this adhesive 
shrinkage occurred. In this experiment the adhesive seemed moved to one side; the cure starting 
point had a little gap between the glass panes while the end point had a bulb. Some explanations 
could be: 

- The table is not leveled 
- The different tape caused a movement of the adhesive 

 
Because both reasons do not seem logical, but are possible they will be kept in mind. Meanwhile this 
is seen as an incident.  
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Figure 6.56 & 6.57 – Left; overlapping glass sheets, right; Terostat IX sealing the gaps 

 
The new samples are produced without a silicon sealand closing the spacer. To seal the corners from 
leaking Terostat-IX is used (fig. 6.57). Terostat-IX is a sealant that is permanently plastic and 
kneadable.  
 

 
Figure 6.58 – Transparency of the connection demonstrated 
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6.3.11. EXPERIMENT NO. 4.11 

6.3.11.1. DATE 

Wednesday 28-01-2014 – 13:00-15:30 

6.3.11.2. GOAL 

Produce a sample with 6-15-6 glass (15 mm spacer) using the DP 4468 adhesive. (2nd iteration 
experiment) 

6.3.11.3. METHOD 

 

Used lamp Omnicure® S2000 with a 315-500 nm filter 

Distance 100 mm 

Reinforcement None  

Time (per spot) 40 – 80 – 120 seconds 

Sides 1 

Tape Nitto transparent removable tape (thicker version) 

Adhesive Delo Photobond® 4468 

Glass AGC Thermobel 6-15-6 without silicon sealant 

 
The same mold as in experiments 1-9 is used. To save material the requested samples were 100×200 
mm and the joint is created with the 100 mm edges so less adhesive is used.  

6.3.11.4. RESULTS 

The processability is similar to the slimmer version; sample 4.7. There is only one notable difference 
between these 2 samples; the thickness. This means that a thickness of 27 mm adhesive has to be 
cured which puts the depth of cure to the test. To provide enough UV-light a higher intensity or a 
longer radiation time is needed. To imitate the production on site the intensity is kept the same 
because it is unknown what UV intensity can be reached on site. After a radiation period of 40 and 
80 seconds the adhesive did not reach full cure. After a third period of 120 seconds full cure was 
reached, probably by a combination of heat (produced by the curing reaction) and UV-light. The 
longer curing period did not result in a unacceptably high glass temperature; 45° will most likely not 
lead to thermal breakage.  
 

  
Figures 6.59 & 6.60 – Left; applying the 4468 adhesive, right; glass temperature after cure is 45°  
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Figure 6.61 & 6.62 – Left; open spacer corners, right; cured adhesive leakage into the cavity 

 
The distribution of the adhesive runs fine. There is only one additional problem discovered during 
production; the spacer corners were not sealed (fig. 6.61). During this experiment it is forgotten to 
close these and thus there might be uncured adhesive left inside the spacer. It also resulted in really 
small leakages through the spacers into the cavity (fig. 6.62). It is not sure what consequences this 
will have for the strength tests, the spacer might be loaded which is undesirable.  
 

 
Figure 6.63 – Transparancy of the joint 

 
A second similar sample is produced on 13-02-2014, curing time 120 + 80 + 80 seconds, distance 100 
mm. No other observations. 
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6.3.12. EXPERIMENT NO. 4.12 

6.3.12.1. DATE 

Wednesday 28-01-2014 – 15:30-18:00 

6.3.12.2. GOAL 

Produce a sample using the DP 4468 adhesive with a 90° angle. (2nd iteration experiment) 

6.3.12.3. METHOD 

 

Used lamp Omnicure® S2000 with a 315-500 nm filter 

Distance 100 mm 

Reinforcement None  

Time (per spot) 60 seconds 

Sides 1 

Tape Nitto transparent removable tape (thicker version) 

Adhesive Delo Photobond® 4468 

Glass AGC Thermobel 6-6-4 without silicon sealant 

 
To create a corner sample a new mold is fabricated. This mold will position the glass in the right 
angle of 90° and clamp it.   

6.3.12.4. RESULTS 

The processability of the sample is almost similar to reference sample 4.7. It was easy to remove the 
air and average air bubble containment is shown.  
 
The UV-lamp has been turned 45° for this experiment to retain the perpendicular radiation. During 
curing as in experiment 4.10 the adhesive flowed to 1 side (end of cure again). Still there is no clear 
explanation for this incident.  
 
A stiff full cured transparent corner element is the result of this experiment.  
 

  
Figure 6.64 & 6.65 – Left; glass clamped by mold, right; UV-lamp positioned in 45° angle 
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Figure 6.66 – Transparency corner sample demonstrated 

 

 
Figure 6.67 – Transparency corner sample demonstrated 
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6.4. EXPERIMENT NO. 5 

Experiments regarding the processability and esthetics of the developed connection and its variants.  

6.4.1. EXPERIMENT NO. 5.1 

6.4.1.1. DATE  

Thursday 31-10-2013 – 16:30-17:00 
Thursday 07-11-2013 – 13:00-14:00 

6.4.1.2. GOAL 

Determining the UV-transmittance of several different transparent removable tapes.  

6.4.1.3. METHOD 

Manufacturer ‘Stokvis tapes’ delivered three different transparent removable tapes. The fourth 
transparent tape is taken from home. These four tapes are applied on a glass sample (49x49x1.1 
mm) and will be subjected to a spectroscope. The result will be five spectroscopies with the light 
percentage that transmitted the samples at different wavelengths. Especially the wavelength range 
of UVA, 400-315 nm, is interesting. The first sample is a reference sample without a tape; the other 
tapes are supplied on the same glass as the reference sample.  
 
The five tested samples: 
 
Table 6.1 

Number Name Thickness Width Processability 

1 Reference sample, annealed glass 
49x49x1.1 mm 

- - - 

2 Nitto tape colorless transparent 80 µm 80 mm ++ 

3 Nitto transparent PE tape - PE 3415 150 µm 190 mm ++ 

4 Nitto tape green transparent - SPV 5059A7 50 µm 60 mm - 

5 Royal tack PVC tape colorless transparent 32 µm 48 mm 0 

 

 
Figure 6.68 – Five samples with associated tape above 
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6.4.1.4. RESULTS 

The spectroscope measures the UV-filtering over a range of 300-600 nm. Every single nm the 
percentage is measured and this table is plotted in graph 1. This shows a small difference between 
different tapes, with tape number 5 with the highest UV-transmission. Comparing the processability 
the favorite was tape number 2. Being number 2 qua UV-transmissibility this tape has the overall 
preference to be used. 
 

 
Graph 6.1 – Spectroscopies UV-filtering

1
 

1 
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6.4.2. EXPERIMENT NO. 5.2 

6.4.2.1. DATE 

Wednesday 13-02-2014 – 14:00-15:00 

6.4.2.2. GOAL 

Testing or the UV-transmittance of 4(2)4 PVB-laminated glass is high enough to cure the DP 4468. 

6.4.2.3. METHOD 

For security matters overhead double glazing always needs a laminated glass pane. This is always the 
bottom pane; if both glass panes break, the bottom pane prevents a fall through the glass and will 
guarantee peoples safety. The intention is to always cure on the top pane (single glass) which will 
transmit enough UV-light. When this intention is not achievable a cure through PVB-laminated glass 
might be needed. A glass container is filled with a thickness of 20 mm adhesive. This will be radiated 
with UV-light from a distance of 100 mm for 100 seconds. The 4(2)4 PVB-laminated glass will be on 
top of the glass container.  
 
 

 
Figure 6.69 – Specific suitable wavelengths for the DP 4468 (Delo, 2012) 

 
Because the specific wavelength is around and below 400 nm (fig. 6.70) and a PVB foil filters most 
light below 400 nm, it is uncertain or the adhesive will cure with a PVB-laminated glass pane as filter.  
 

 
Figure 6.70 – Wavelength filter of PVB-foil (Goss, 2002) 
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6.4.2.4. RESULT 

The adhesive has not reached full cure. The PVB-foil between the glass panes filters too much UV-
light. The adhesive was half cured and this resulted in a semi-soft gummy substance that is 
perforatable by a little spoon. In figure 6.72 is beautifully shown how the vaporized adhesive can’t 
escape the glass container due to the laminated glass on top.  
 

  
Figure 6.71 & 6.72 – Left; uncured adhesive, right; circling vaporized adhesive  
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6.5. EXPERIMENT NO. 8 

6.5.1. TENSILE STRENGTH TESTS 

The developed connection is a SSG; this means that the ETAG 002 is the standard that provides the 
standard testing methods. The required tests samples following the ETAG 002 are as follows: 
 

- 5 test specimens conditioned for 24 ± 4 hours at - 20°C 
- 10 test specimens conditioned for 24 ± 4 hours at + 23°C 
- 5 test specimens conditioned for 24 ± 4 hours at + 80°C. 

 
In this case the ETAG 002 is not adhered due to a budget and time limit, and the very experimental 
setup of this research. Different sections and compositions have to be tested and there is only 1 
sample available per variant. This means that these tests only give indications about what forces 
these connections are able to transfer.  
 
The choice for tensile tests instead of compressive or shear tests is attributable to the weakness of 
glass structures. Because glass-glass connections hardly have been tested under tensile stress, all-
glass structures never are designed and loaded with tensile stress. Really small loads (up to 0.57 
N/mm2 (Blandini, 2007)) have occurred due to wind suction, but these are minimal.  
 
The goal of these strength tests is to prove that this connection is also able to transfer tensile loads. 
Compressive and shear strength tests will not be executed because it is expected that these values 
will not be decisive in the success of this connection.  
 
The tensile strength of this connection is build up by two factors; the tension- and shear capacity 
(fig. 6.74 & 6.75) of the adhesive. In figure 6.73 the shear forces in the connection are sketched. The 
two appointed areas (and the similar opposite sides) will be loaded with shear stress instead of 
tensile stress. This will probably result in a higher tensile capacity for the connection; the maximal 
shear stress value for polymer adhesives is higher than their maximal tensile stress value. 

 
Figure 6.73 – The shear stress in the connection 

 
The tensile stress capacity of the adhesive will also be loaded. This will be located on two places; the 
interface with the spacer (specifically the watertight sealant), and the center of the connection. 
There will be caused a cleavage stress (fig. 6.76) on the interface with the spacer. This cleavage 
stress will not be very high because of the ‘help’ of the shear sides. In the middle of the connection 
the forces will be transferred by tension stress in the adhesive. This is a reasonably large surface so 
the stress can be distributed which will lower the risks for breakage.  
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Figure 6.74, 6.75 & 6.76 – Tension, shear and cleavage stress (Scotch-Weld, n.d.) 

 
Two parameters will be measured to compare the tested connections: 
 

- Elastic tensile stress per mm2 adhesion area 
- Elastic modulus (Young’s modulus)  

 

 
Figure 6.77 – Stress-strain graph (Anon., n.d.) 

 
The elastic modulus will measure the stiffness of the connection. In different applications different 
stiffness’s might be interesting, therefore it is important to know how brittle the connection is.   
 
The elastic (instead of plastic) tensile stress will be determinative. In figure 6.77 the yield point is 
displayed. When a connection passes the yield stress, deformation will be plastic and the connection 
is damaged; something that should be avoided in practice.  
 
The samples will be loaded with a tension speed of 0.1 mm/min. This is the lowest tension speed 
that the tensile testing machine can execute. This tension speed will deliver the most equivalent 
values compared with the loads that are applied in practice (for instance a free-form glass roof).  
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Figure 6.78 – Influence of tension speed and temperature on the strain (van der Vegt & Goveart, 2003) 

 
The choice for the lowest possible tension speed is supported by the Dutch standard NEN 2608+C1. 
The bending tensile strength of non-pre-stressed glass is to be determined by the following equation 
(NEN2608+C1, 2012). 
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In equation 6.1 is shown that fmt;u;d is dependent on kmod. This modification factor is to be determined 
by the following equation (NEN2608+C1, 2012).  
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= the modification factor dependent on the load duration and reference period

= the corrosion constant dependent on the temperature and humidity

= the load duration, whereby the applicable load duration is the load duration 

that is the shortest load duration in all considered load combinations, in s

  

 
Analyzing these equations shows that longer load duration will result in a lower kmod. Lower kmod will 
result in a lower bending tensile strength. This concludes that longer load duration, and therefore 
lower tension speed, will result in a lower bending tensile strength fmt;u;d.  
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This conclusion is applicable on the glass specifically. Relaxation might occur in the polymer 
materials that are present in the connection. This effect might cause higher measured stresses, but 
there are no specific details known about relaxation for the applied adhesives.  
 
Despite of the possible relaxation the lowest tension speed of 0.1 mm/min will be applied during the 
tests, at least until the yield stress is reached. This tension speed will simulate the loads that are 
applied in practice best.  
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6.5.2. EXPERIMENT NO. 8.1 

6.5.2.1. DATE 

Tuesday 03-12-2013 – 12:00-15:00 

6.5.2.2. GOAL 

Determining the axial tensile strength of the samples produced in experiments 4.1 and 4.4.  

6.5.2.3. METHOD 

The samples are glued between two 8 mm steel plates to avoid direct pressure on the glass.  
 
Description of the test samples: 
 
Sample 1: Produced in experiment 4.4 with DP 4468 and 2 layers glass fiber.  
Sample 2: Produced in experiment 4.1 with DP 4468 and 1 layer glass fiber. 
 
Table 6.2 

 Test sample 1 Test sample 2 

Clamping pressure 50 N/mm2 30 N/mm2 

Adhesion area 7.5 x 170 mm2 7 x 200 mm2 

Pulling speed 0-6 min 0.1 mm/min 0-7 min 0.1 mm/min 

6-11 min 0.2 mm/min 7-11 min 0.2 mm/min 

 11-16 min 0.4 mm/min 

 16-18 min 0.8 mm/min 

Research staff T.J. (Theo) van de Loo T.J. (Theo) van de Loo 

 

 
Figure 6.79 – Clamping method using 8 mm steel plates 
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6.5.2.4. RESULTS 

To be sure the glass would not break and it was unknown what forces would be applied on the 
samples the clamping method was highly overdimensioned. This resulted in 8 mm steel plates and a 
sixfold increase of the samples weight which made the samples unmanageable. Also the clamping 
pressure was something to experiment with. The shear of the clamping knob and the steel plate is 
unknown which made it impossible to calculate it. During the first test 50 N/mm2 is applied which 
resulted in glass breakage. The breakage was undesired, but not determinative for the test results. 
Nevertheless the clamping pressure was modified to 30 N/mm2 which was better; no breakage 
occurred, but it is not sure if there was no sliding between steel and clamping knob. Graph 6.2 shows 
that the deformation of the tensile testing machine differs from the deformation of both sides of the 
glass. Especially the different values of both sides of the glass are remarkable.  
 

 
Figure 6.80 – Test setup with LVDT sensors 
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Graph 6.2 – Force-deformation tensile test 1 
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The LVDT sensor on the 4 mm side shows a 
remarkable negativ output in the beginning. This 
means that the sensor discovers pressure instead 
of tensile forces. A logical declaration for this 
problem is that the sample is not 100% straight. 
The sample ‘tilts’ in the beginning which creates 
an extra deformation on the 6 mm side and a 
negativ deformation on the 4 mm side. This effect  
is exaggerated sketched in figure 6.81.  This 
distribution will be the same on every panel 
because of the configuration in the mold. The 
mold apparently causes this slight angle in the 
sample, probably due to a minor imperfection. 
Considering the tenths of millimeters that are 
under discussion this is inevitale to a wooden 
mold. The angle is not visible with the naked eye 
and therefore not noticed before the tensile tests.  
 

Figure 6.81 - Sketch 'tilt' effect 
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To solve this angle problem caused by the mold the measurements of the two LVDT sensors will be 
averaged out. In graph 6.3 the mean value of the two LVDT sensors is plotted against the 
deformation of the tensile testing machine. Up to 6 kN a small difference appears which can only be 
declared by a deviation in two areas; sliding between the clamping knob and the steel plate, and 
relaxation of the adhesive between glass and steel plate.  
 

 
Graph 6.3 – Force-deformation averaged 

 
The graph shows that the difference does not increase after 0.1 mm which concludes that test 
samples needs to ‘set’ itself. There is probably some movement possible in the adhesive between 
glass and steel. The minimal difference that occurs later in the graph is so small that it will not 
influence the results. All deviating factors can be declared which makes these experiments reliable. 
Table 6.3 sums up the results. The tensile stress peaks are all measured when the first damage 
occurred; so when the fall occurs. This ensures that the elastic phase of the material is defined.  
 
Table 6.3 

 Test sample 1 Test sample 2 

Adhesion area 1275 mm2 1400 mm2 

Highest measured stress 7.68 kN 10.30 kN 

Elastic tensile stress peak 6.69 kN 9.50 kN 

Elastic tensile stress per mm2 5.25 N/mm2  6.79 N/mm2  

Elastic tensile stress per m 39.35 kN/m 47.50 kN/m 

Total stress time until yield point 1.33 min 2.25 min 

Maximal deformation on yield point 0.041 mm 0.09 mm 
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The adhesion area is the sufrace that is cleaned and contributes in the connection. The tensile stress 
peak is devided in three values; the actual highest force applied on the sample in kN, the force 
converted into N/mm2 and the force converted into kN/m joint.  
 

 
Graph 6.4 – Force-time tensile tests 

 
To give more insight in the brittleness and relaxation properties of the connecten a force-time graph 
is made (graph 6.4). In this graph the speed-ups of table 6.2 can be discovered by the drops and 
peaks in the line.  
 

 
Figure 6.82 – Sample 1 after testing 

 
In figure 6.82 samples of test 1 are shown after tensile testing. This shows that the connection 
mostly failed in adhesive-glass adhesion. A small part of the glass on the 6 mm side broke; this might 
be effected by imperfections in the glass surface or a higher adhesion part due to cleaner surface.  
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Graph 6.5 – Force-deformation tensile tests 

 
Graph 6.5 shows the deformation of the 2 tested samples with a small elastic behavior in the 
beginning and a longer plastic section.  
 

 
Figure 6.83 

 
Overall first conclusions: 

- Elongation to tear is less than the 200% in the product specifications 
- Connections fail on adhesion, not on cohesion 
- Glass fiber is not clearly involved in the connection 
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6.5.3. EXPERIMENT NO. 8.2 

6.5.3.1. DATE 

Thursday 12-12-2013 – 09:00-13:30 

6.5.3.2. GOAL 

Determining the axial tensile strength of the samples produced in experiments 4.5, 4.7 and 4.8.  

6.5.3.3. METHOD 

In experiment 8.1 the samples were glued between two 8 mm steel plates. This was highly over 
dimensioned. Because of heavy weight, 1.5 mm aluminium plates were used to clamp the samples 
during this experiment. When this succeeds the method will be used during all following tests.  
 
Description of the test samples: 
Sample 3: Produced in experiment 4.8 with DP GB368 and 1 layer glass fiber.  
Sample 4: Produced in experiment 4.5 with DP 4468 and a 5 mm glass strip. 
Sample 5: Produced in experiment 4.7 with only DP 4468. 
 
Table 6.4 

 Test sample 3 Test sample 4 Test sample 5 

Clamping 
pressure 

30 N/mm2 30 N/mm2 30 N/mm2 

Adhesion area 8.5 x 200 mm2 8 x 200 mm2 10.5 x 200 mm2 

Pulling speed 0-7 min 0.1 mm/min 0-6 min 0.1 mm/min 0-10 min 0.1 mm/min 

7-8 min 0.2 mm/min 6-7 min 0.2 mm/min 10-12 min 0.2 mm/min 

8-11 min 0.4 mm/min 7-10 min 0.4 mm/min 12-13 min 0.4 mm/min 

11-13 min 0.8 mm/min 10-15 min 0.8 mm/min 13-16 min 0.8 mm/min 

  15-16 min 1.8 mm/min   

Research staff ing. H.L.M. (Eric) Wijen ing. H.L.M. (Eric) Wijen ing. H.L.M. (Eric) Wijen 

 

  
Figure 6.84 & 6.85 – Left; Akepox 5010, right; surface abrasion 

 

   
Figure 6.86 & 6.87 – Left; acetone for cleaning, right; 2C adhesion 
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6.5.3.4. RESULTS 

The total test setup was almost similar to experiment 8.1, only a few minor improvements.  
 

 
Figure 6.88 – Total test setup 

 
The new clamping method worked properly; there was similar minimal deformation as in previous 
tensile tests. Table 6.5 shows the same properties as measured in experiment 8.1. 
 
Table 6.5 

 Test sample 3 Test sample 4 Test sample 5 

Adhesion area 1700 mm2 1600 mm2 2100 mm2 

Highest measured stress 16.05 kN 16.76 kN 12.94 kN 

Elastic tensile stress peak 16.05 kN 16.76 kN 10.58 kN 

Elastic tensile stress per mm2 9.44 N/mm2  10.48 N/mm2  5.04 N/mm2  

Elastic tensile stress per m 80.25 kN/m 83.80 kN/m 52.90 kN/m 

Total stress time until yield point 2.50 min 2.86 min 4.12 min 

Maximal deformation on yield point 0.019 mm 0.020 mm 0.23 mm 

 
Sample 3 and 4 clearly reach higher stress values than sample 5, both the stress peaks as the stress 
per mm2. Sample 5 on the other hand has a longer stress time and higher deformations which shows 
the more elastic behavior of that connection.  
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Graph 6.6 – Force-time 

 
In graph 6.6 the brittle behavior and the higher stresses of samples 3 and 4 are clarified. These 
fragile fractures can also be noticed in figures 6.89 and 6.90. There is almost no elongation and when 
the glass breaks the total connection collapses.  
 

       
Figure 6.89 & 6.90 – Left; fracture sample 3, right; fracture sample 4 
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Figure 6.91 – Fracture sample 5 

 
The brittle behavior of sample 3 is attributable to the lower elongation to tear (17%) and therefore 
higher Young’s modulus. Sample 4 had a 5 mm glass strip inside the connection which made it 
almost fully glass; this resulted in the brittle behavior. In figure 6.91 the fracture of sample 5 also 
shows glass breakage. Looking at the graphs learns that the elongation is higher before the plastic 
phase is entered and the connection is tougher then sample 3 and 4.  
 

 
Graph 6.7 – Force-deformation 
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6.5.4. EXPERIMENT NO. 8.3 

6.5.4.1. DATE 

Wednesday 05-02-2014 – 14:00-16:00 

6.5.4.2. GOAL 

Determining the axial tensile strength of the samples produced in experiments 4.10 and 4.11 (2nd 
iteration experiments).  

6.5.4.3. METHOD 

Same clamping method as in experiment 8.2 is used.  
 
Description of the test samples: 
Sample 6: Produced in experiment 4.10 with DP 4468 and overlapping glass section.  
Sample 7: Produced in experiment 4.11 with DP 4468 and a 15 mm spacer. 
 
Table 6.6 

 Test sample 6 Test sample 7 

Clamping pressure 30 N/mm2 30 N/mm2 

Adhesion area 11.5 x 200 mm2 6.5 x 100 mm2 

Pulling speed 0-4 min 0.1 mm/min 0-5 min 0.1 mm/min 

Research staff ing. J.J.P. (Johan) van den Oever ing. J.J.P. (Johan) van den Oever 

6.5.4.4. RESULTS 

The total test setup was similar to experiment 8.2. These samples have not been tested destructive; 
only the elastic period is tested and when the yield point passed the test stopped.  
 

  
Figure 6.92 & 6.93 – Left; sample 6 right after breakage, right; sample 7 with 11 kN tensile load 

 
Both samples show the same elastic behavior as sample 5 of experiment 8.2, also a full DP 4468 
filled section. Different are the forces that are transferred, those of sample 6 and 7 are doubled or 
more (table 6.7). This increase is due to the better glass adhesion. That adhesion is better because 
the glass surface was cleaner; the silicon sealant that had to me removed on sample 1-5 is not 
applied by the glass manufacturer. This also resulted in a more slender and elegant connection; only 
the PIB and aluminium spacer are visible.  
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Table 6.7 

 Test sample 6 Test sample 7 

Adhesion area 2300 mm2 650 mm2 

Highest measured stress 23.99 kN 11.18 kN 

Elastic tensile stress peak 23.99 kN 11.18 kN 

Elastic tensile stress per mm2 10.43 N/mm2  17.20 N/mm2  

Elastic tensile stress per m 119.93 kN/m 111.79 kN/m 

Total stress time until yield point 4.22 min 3.03 min 

Maximal deformation on yield point 0.32 mm 0.12 mm 

 
Graph 6.8 shows the measured tensile stress applied on sample 6 and 7. Sample 6 clearly reached a 
higher strength, up to 24 kN. In graph 6.9 this stress is converted to the adhesion area to N/mm2. 
This leads to a higher tensile stress per mm2 for sample 7 than 6. Due to the 100 mm sample width 
the adhesion area of sample 7 is much smaller than sample 6.  

 
Graph 6.8 – Stress-deformation sample 6 and 7 
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Both sample 6 and 7 show a clear yield point. Sample 7 plots a common tough polymer behavior. 
The expectation is that sample 6 would have done the same, but the tensile testing machine was 
stopped immediately after the glass breakage. That same glass breakage is the cause for the abrupt 
fall of stress and large deformation. The sample got a little space when the glass broke and to set 
itself again build up stress again.  

 
Graph 6.9 – Stress-deformation per mm

2
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6.6. CONCLUSION 

In this paragraph the conclusions of the experiments and following strength tests are given. Because 
in every experiment the results are already discussed, here only general conclusions will be drawn, 
mainly focused on the progress between the 1st and 2nd experiment iteration.  

6.6.1. PROCESSABILITY 

The working environment in the chemical lab was good. All equipment was sufficient, especially the 
UV-lamp. During the first experiment (4.1-4.6) the glass fiber impregnation was difficult. There was 
air encapsulation which has a negative influence on both strength and esthetics. The process 
became easier when the reinforcements disappeared. The distribution of the adhesive improved and 
there was less air encapsulation.  
 
In the 2nd experiment iteration the silicon sealant was not applied by AGC Glass (the glass 
manufacturer) which led to a faster and better process. There was no need to use a Stanley knife to 
remove the silicon sealant and clean the glass surface. The overlapping connection made the 
processability slightly harder; due to the overlapped glass the adhesive fills the joint asymmetric 
which caused a more difficult distribution. A little patience and dexterity is helpful. All beginnings are 
difficult and every next connection has a higher quality due to gained experience and proficiency.  
 
The two used tapes (tested in experiment 5.1) are comparable. No.2 has better UV-transmittance 
and No.3 has better handling due to its thickness (150 µm) that is double compared to No.2. Because 
UV-transmittance is more important and the adequate handling No.2 is preferred.  
 
Thermal breakage never occurred during the experiments. The glass temperature rose to up 50°C 
which could be risky. Float glass can resist temperature differences up to 40°C. Higher differences 
might cause thermal breakage. (Beier Costa, et al., 2012) In the future it is still interesting to monitor 
the temperature during curing.  
 
The thixotropic property of DP 4468 that seemed to help the processability actually counteracted on 
the esthetics. By shaking the adhesive air bubbles arose that are difficult to remove. 
 
In these experiment series the designed weatherseal is never applied. There was no use to do that at 
this stage, but when applied in practice this will be a new challenge that has to be conquered. During 
the construction of the sculpture in chapter 8 there is paid attention to this challenge. 
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6.6.2. MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR 

6.6.2.1. YOUNG’S MODULUS 

The Young’s modulus or elastic modulus (E) measures the stiffness of a material. In the product 
specifications of the adhesives the Young’s moduli are given, 250 N/mm2 for the DP 4468 and 900 
N/mm2 for the DP GB368. These values should be able to reflect on the general Young’s modulus of 
the connections. For test 2 and 4 it is not possible to calculate a representative Young’s modulus due 
to inaccurate measurement or mistakes. This is shown in graph 6.10; the lines go negative in the 
beginning. In table 6.8 the Young’s moduli of all other samples are calculated and compared with the 
E in the product specifications.  

 
Graph 6.10 – Stress-deformation sample 1-7 

 
Table 6.8 

 Adhesive section Δσ Δε Econnection Eproduct specifications 

Sample 1 DP 4468 6×170 mm 1.69 kN  0.0029 mm 570 N/mm2 250 N/mm2 

Sample 3 DP GB368 6×200 mm 3.17 kN 0.0038 mm 704 N/mm2 900 N/mm2 

Sample 5 DP 4468 6×200 mm 2.85 kN 0.0088 mm 271 N/mm2 250 N/mm2 

Sample 6 DP 4468 6×200 mm 5.49 kN 0.040 mm  116 N/mm2 250 N/mm2 

Sample 7 DP 4468 15×100 mm 2.62 kN 0.014 mm 124 N/mm2 250 N/mm2 

 
The influence of the glass fiber reinforcements is noticeable when the E of sample 1 is compared 
with the E of sample 5, 6 and 7. The samples without glass fiber reinforcement (5,6,7) have a lower 
measured E that is more close to the product specification value. The reinforcement is stiffening the 
connection, making it more brittle. This effect cannot be detected in sample 3. The Econnection is lower 
than the E of the product specifications, which means the glass fiber does not have the same effect 
as in sample 1; the stiffening of the connection. 
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6.6.2.2. ELONGATION TO TEAR 

In the product specifications of the DP 4468 the elongation to tear is determined by DIN EN ISO 527 
on 200%. This means the adhesive should stretch 200% before it fails by tensile force. This did not 
happen during the performed experiments. 
 
The increasing force caused breakage before the adhesive got the opportunity to elongate up to 
200%. This might have occurred when the tensile testing machine was put on hold with an 8 kN 
force, but this is not tested during these experiments.  
 
The thicker adhesive section might also have an influence on the lower elongation to tear. The test 
specimens in DIN EN ISO 527 are 1 to 4 mm thick and the connection has a thickness of 6 or 15 mm. 
Because the 6 and 15 mm samples achieve almost similar results this is an improbable theory.  

 
Graph 6.11 

 
The force-deformations graph 6.11 of DP GB368 and DP 4468 can be clarified by figure 6.94. These 
graphs show the stress-strain behavior of PC and PS. The elastic region of DP 4468 is longer than the 
elastic region of DP GB368. PC (elongation to tear of 80-150%) is comparable with DP 4468 
(elongation to tear of 200%) and PS (elongation to tear of 3-4%) is comparable with DP GB368 
(elongation to tear of 17%). (van der Vegt & Goveart, 2003) (Delo, 2012)  
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Figure 6.94 – Stress-strain graphs of PC and PS, Y-axis; Tensile stress, X-axis; Stretch ratio (van der Vegt & Goveart, 2003) 

 
PS is a polymer with a much more brittle behavior then PC. These graphs make the choice for the DP 
4468 more clear. The achieved tensile strength is lower, but the elongation to tear is higher, which 
results in a connection that is more tough and able to react on changing strength situations like 
variable wind loads. That property is preferred above higher tensile strength (as long as the tensile 
strength is sufficient).   

6.6.2.3. TENSILE STRESS 

Because the experiments have shown that the connection fails on shear, (or glass breakage, but that 
is capricious), the tensile stresses are converted to stress per mm2 adhesion area. Due to inaccuracy 
and tolerances during glass production, not every sample is the same and this leads to different 
adhesion areas.  
 
Table 6.9 

Test sample 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Adhesion area [mm2] 1275 1400 1700 1600 2100 2300 650 

Elastic tensile stress peak [kN] 6.69 9.50 16.05 16.76 10.58 23.99 11.18 

Elastic tensile stress per mm2 [N/mm2] 5.25 6.79 9.44 10.48 5.04  10.43 17.20  

 
In table 6.9 the results of all successfully tested samples are presented. The difference between the 
elastic tensile stress per mm2 of the 1st and 2nd iteration are very clear. The quality of the connection 
has increased significantly, without the reinforcements that are used in sample 1-4. This concludes 
that the glass production has a substantially share in the quality of the connection and the achieved 
maximum tensile stresses.  
 
Despite that the values in table 6.9 are only indications of what forces the connection can transfer, 
these values are sufficiently high to conclude that structural use is possible. The connections tested 
in the 2nd iteration (6 and 7) are able to transfer up to 110 kN per meter.  
 
The fact that sample 4 and 5 are much more brittle does not mean that these connections are not 
interesting for other applications with different requirements. For this research the connections 
without reinforcements have the best properties, but other situations might ask for more brittle 
connections which require other adhesives with possibly reinforcements.  
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6.6.2.4. DURABILITY 

The DP 4468 has achieved the best results during these experiments. An important aspect for a 
successful product is durability. Can the quality of this product be guaranteed over a longer period? 
What will happen when this product is exposed to sunlight, rain and/or an aggressive environment? 
 
Delo has tested the light fastness or DP 4468 by the ‘Delo Standard 25’. The light fastness is a 
material’s resistance to change on exposure to light. Table 6.10 shows that DP 4468 will not discolor 
when exposed to sunlight.  
 
Table 6.10 – Light fastness of DP 4468 (Delo, 2012) 

 
 
Other tests show that elongation to tear does not change at all. The tensile strength is reduced. The 
connection normally does not succumb due to its tensile strength so it is not sure whether or not 
this will cause problems.  
 

 
Figure 6.95 & 6.96 (Delo, 2012) 

 
The adhesive has also been tested by other instances as Delo self. In a paper written by J. Vervloed, 
A. Kwakernaak and H. Poulis the influence of moisture (3 weeks at 50°C and 85% RH) on maximum 
shear stresses of bonding glass to aluminium with UV adhesives is tested. Although this is not a 
glass-glass connection the results can give an indication of what this adhesive can achieve. The 
results of specimen 5, DP 4468+degreasing are comparable with the applied adhesive during this 
research. The specimen is clearly influenced by moisture ingress. This shows that the designed 
weatherseal is needed and that the adhesive would degrade when exposed to outside weather 
conditions.   
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Figure 6.97 – 1: Loctite 3494/40secUV, 2: Loctite 352+activator 7075/20secUV, 3: Dymax 6-620, 4: DP 4468+silane primer, 
5: DP 4468+degreasing (Vervloed, et al., 2008) 

 
In a research led by W. Sobek the maximum tensile and shear forces of the DP 4468 have been 
tested after submerged to façade cleaning products for 3 weeks at 45°C according to ETAG 
paragraph 5.1.4.2.4 (EOTA, 2001). The results (fig. 6.98 & 6.99) show that the forces were similar 
(shear) and in fact doubled (tensile).  
 

 
Figure 6.98 (Sobek & Puller, 2008) 
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Figure 6.99 (Sobek & Puller, 2008) 

6.6.3. ESTHETICS 

The seemingly necessary reinforcements that were applied in the first testing experiments lowered 
the esthetic quality. Architects are always searching for clean transparent visuals and the hope that 
the glass fiber would be impregnated fully and disappear proved untrue. This is easily explainable by 
the different index of refraction (1.50 for DP 4468 and 1.54 for glass).  
 
The production of a connection without glass fiber (experiment 4.7) lead to a successful experiment 
and the road towards high transparency was found. The samples of the 2nd iteration experiments 
were only better due to a change in glass production. The silicon sealant was not applied which 
made the joint more elegant and slimmer.  
 

  
Figure 6.100 & 6.101 – Samples experiment 4.10 and 4.11 

 
Also the thicker connections with a 15 mm spacer show high transparency. The transparency is 
slightly lower than the 6 mm spacer variant, but still high. For the noticeable air bubbles there is 
room for improvement. Experience learned that shaking the DP 4468 will make the adhesive more 
viscous (due to its thixotropic property) and better processable, but also creates air bubbled. The 
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advice is to avoid shaking; the adhesive is sufficiently low viscous to flow and distribute over the 
whole connection surface.  
 

  
Figure 6.102 & 6.103 – Left; experiment 4.12, right; traditional glass-glass corner solution (www.solarinnovations.com, n.d.) 

 
The experimental glass-glass corner solution with UV-curing adhesives shows potential. The 
transparency is higher than the traditionally applied solutions, but further progress and research is 
needed. 

 
Figure 6.104 – Sketched traditional glass-glass corner solution 
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7.  
REALIZATION 

 
As a synthesis of gained practical and theoretical knowledge the development of a sculpture 
is the objective. To show what this connection is capable of regarding processability, 
strength and esthetics, the design should be carefully chosen. Three variants are created to 
convince the collaborating company, Brakel Atmos BV, to proceed with this development 
process.  
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7.1. OPTIONS 

The three sketch designs have a different ambition level and geometry. The three aspects, 
processability, strength and esthetics, are important to be demonstrated by the elaboration and 
appearance of this model. The first option is a glass lounger that can be exhibited on fairs. The visual 
appearance will draw the attention of the visitors. Next they can be challenged to lie on the lounger 
and test and experience its strength.  
 

 
Figure 7.1 – Sketch design lounger 

 
The second design is based on an idea of Arno Pronk in combination with the traditional Japanese 
art of paper folding; origami. Folding paper can yield interesting forms that are form-stable and at 
the same time create esthetic quality. The developed connection will be tested for the ability of 
creating sharp angles. 
 

   
Figure 7.2, 7.3 & 7.4 – Sketch design origami-structure 

 
The third design is a very specific product that would fit directly in the product catalog of Brakel 
Atmos BV. The company already produces rooflights in various geometries that are prefabricated. 
These rooflights are produced with traditional aluminium frames. The developed transparent 
structural connection could replace the frame and add esthetic value to the product. The pyramids 
will also have higher natural daylight transmittance.  
 
Pyramids are produced in various sizes and geometries. The most applied variant is the pentahedron 
form, but therefore not the most interesting form for the sculpture. There are two reasons to 
choose for a tetrahedron pyramid; efficiency and challenge. Sharper angles are a greater challenge 
to produce and a pyramid with three panes has only three connections which is cost reductive. This 
third option is able to prove all aspects regarding processability, strength and esthetics.  
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Figure 7.5 & 7.6 – Sketch design pyramid, perspective and top view 

 
Due to the short timeframe and the inexperience (yet) of UV-curing acrylates in the workshop the 
choice fell on the pyramid. In the lab the encountered problems were solved with some process 
adjustments. It is to be expected that the conversion from a lab to the workshop will generate new 
problems. The tools, machinery, conditions and dimensions will be totally different. 
 
Note: As a continuation of this graduation study and development a project group of TU/e (commencing 02-
2014 till 07-2014) will develop a free-form glass structure using the connection that is developed during this 
graduation study.  
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7.2. ELABORATION 

A discussion about the ideal dimensions resulted in the idea to create two models. A table model 
with equilateral triangles of 400×400 mm which is easily transportable and can serve as promotion 
material in meetings with architects, project developers etc., and a second model on realistic scale 
with a commonly used angle of 30° (roof model) with commonly applied insulated glass. This will so 
far be the largest connection produced so unforeseen problems are to be expected.  

7.2.1. THE CONNECTION 

As mentioned in paragraph 6.11. the most promising connection composition for this application is 
produced in experiments 4.7, 4.10 and 4.11. For the table model the basics of the connection made 
in 4.7 will be used. Experiment 4.10 had a 6 mm spacer as well, but this was combined with an 
overlapping section. Because of the angle that is needed to produce pyramids this overlapping 
section is not desired. The applied connection has a 6-6-4 glass composition filled with DP 4468 and 
a DC 791 sealant finish.  
 

 
Figure 7.7 – Basic design experiment 4.7 
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For the roof model an almost similar connection based on experiment 4.11 is used. The applied 
connection has a 6-15-4(2)4 glass composition filled with DP 4468 and a DC 791 sealant finish.  
 

 
Figure 7.8 – Basic design experiment 4.11 

 
Both connections will have a transparent plastic tube integrated in the connection to enable LED-
integration.  

7.2.2. DRAWINGS 

The following adaptions should be applied to the basic design: 
- To create pyramids an angle is needed in the connection. 
- To produce a watertight connection a weatherseal is needed.  
- To reduce costs an efficient connection without excessive use of adhesive is needed. 

 
Because the glass will connect angular, the outer glass pane will be extended to avoid a gaping 
connection. The small pyramid has an inside system line of a 400 mm tetrahedron. Calculations 7.1 
and 7.2 will determine the roof angle and the angle of the hip rafter. 
 

 
Figure 7.9 – Hip rafter scheme 
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With these angles the glass connection can be generated. In figure 7.10 the section for the hip rafter 
connection is show.  

 
Figure 7.10 – Design connection table model 

 
With a protruding outer pane of 12 mm the exact glass dimensions can be determined.  The inner 
pane lies on the system line and will be an equilateral triangle of 400 mm. The outer pane will be an 
equilateral triangle of 428 mm.  

 
Figure 7.11 – Glass dimensions table model 
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The roof model has a common roof angle of 30° and a system line floor plan of a 1500 mm 
equilateral triangle. This means that the exact size of the glass panes and the hip rafter angle have to 
be calculated.  
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These angles generate the section hip rafter detail that is shown in figure 7.12.  
 

 
Figure 7.12 – Design connection roof model 
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The calculated angles combined with the geometry generate an inner pane of 1500×901×901 mm 
and an outer pane of 1536×923×923 mm.  
 

 
Figure 7.13 – Glass dimensions roof model 

7.2.3. COSTS 

To give an indication of the costs of this connection in table 7.1 a comparison is made between the 
price of a traditional roof pyramid with aluminium hip rafter profiles and the produced roof model 
pyramid. The total price is estimated for a prefabricated glass trihedral pyramid that is ready to be 
placed on site, and shows a comparable result. There should be taken into account that this is only 
an indication and further optimization probably will reduce the price of the developed pyramid.  
 
Table 7.1 – Costs table 

Material Traditional connection Developed connection 

Glass 184€ 184€ +15%1 

Adhesive X 420€  

Plastic tube X 8.34€ 

LED-strip X 65€ 

Aluminium hip rafters 575€ X 

Enameling aluminium 92€ X 

Weatherseal X 15€ 

Aluminium base 210€ 210€ 

Working hours 216€ 400€ 

Total price: 1277€ 1330€ 
1
 15% addition for recessed spacer 

 

 
Figure 7.14 – Example of a traditional roof pyramid with aluminium  
hip rafter profiles (tetrahedron instead of trihedral)  
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7.3. FABRICATION 

7.3.1. PROCEEDINGS ROOF MODEL 

The initial plan was to start with the table model and use that experience on the roof model. 
Unfortunately the delivered glass for the table model was incorrect. It had the same buildup as the 
glass panes of the roof model (6-15-4(2)4). Due to time pressure and rental contracts a forced start 
with the roof model was inevitable. A short step-to-step procedure will explain the working method 
during the roof model pyramid fabrication. 
 

1. Prepare the mold with double-sided tape (top side not opened) on the hip rafters (fig. 7.15). 
2. Position the glass panes using adjusting wooden blocks. 
3. Remove the glass temporary and cut open the double-sided tape locally to adhere the 

transparent tape on top, adhering side up.  
4. Clean the glass edge and adhering surfaces (fig. 7.16). 
5. Place the glass panes. 

 

  
Figure 7.15 & 7.16 

 
6. Tape the glass edges to protect them from silicon sealant.  
7. Seal the bottom joint using silicon sealant (DC 791) (fig. 7.17 & 7.18). 
8. Position transparent PMMA tubes. 
9. Seal the bottom of connection surrounding the tube using Terostat IX (fig. 7.19). 

 

  
Figure 7.17 & 7.18 

 
10. Tape top of the connection with transparent UV-transmitting tape, this tape also protects 

the butt sides of the 6 mm outer glass pane. 
11. Fill the connection with DP 4468 (fig. 7.20). 
12. Cure the filled part using the LED UV-lamp DELOlux 20 during 100 seconds per spot (fig. 7.21 

& 7.22). 
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Figure 7.19 & 7.20 

  
Figure 7.21 & 7.22 

 
13. Fill the rest of the connection up to the top and cure it, 3 stages.  
14. Wait till the temperature of the connection (and especially the tape) is lowered.  
15. Remove the transparent tape on top.  
16. Clean outer pane glass edges using Stanley knife (for small leftovers of DP 4468) and glass 

cleaner. 
17. Tape the glass edges to provide sealant on outer glass surface. 
18. Apply the weatherseal on all three hip rafters, this time using MS*N and HS305 (ordered 

later due to disappointing performance regarding transparency of other sealants) (fig. 7.23). 
19. Remove pyramid from the double-sided tape.  
20. Remove transparent bottom tape after a couple days (after silicon sealant is cured).  

 

  
Figure 7.23 & 7.24 
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7.3.2. PROCEEDINGS TABLE MODEL 

Due to some delivery delay all materials for the table model arrived and production started on 
Tuesday 25-02. Some adjustments were made compared to the production process of the roof 
model: 

- The bottom joint was not sealed, but filled with DP 4468 due to smaller joints. 
- Compriband tape is used to close the mold-glass connection.  
- Stronger thicker tape Nitto PE 3415 (150μm) to prevent ribbing on adhesive top surface. 
- No transparent tube is integrated due to unavailability of PMMA transparent tube 8/6.  

 
Except for the changes above the production process is basically the same as during the production 
of the roof model.  
 

1. Prepare the mold using double-sided tape (top side not opened) on the hip rafters.  
2. Position the glass panes using adjusting wooden blocks (fig. 7.25). 
3. Remove the glass temporary and open the double-sided tape top side totally.  
4. Place compriband tape on the double-sided tape, adhering side up. 
5. Clean the glass edge and adhering surfaces.  
6. Place the glass panes.  

 

  
Figure 7.25 & 7.26 

 
7. Seal bottom of connection using Terostat IX. (fig. 7.26) 
8. Tape top of connection using thick Nitto PE 3415 transparent tape, this tape also protects 

the butt sides of the 6 mm outer glass pane. (fig. 7.27) 
9. Fill the connection with the DP 4468. 
10. Cure the filled part using the LED UV-lamp DELOlux 20 during 100 seconds per spot.  
11. Fill the rest of all three connections up to the top and cure it. 
12. Wait till the temperature of the connection (and especially the tape) is lowered.  
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Figure 7.27 & 7.28 

 
13. Remove the transparent tape on top.  
14. Clean outer pane glass edges using Stanley knife (for small leftovers of DP 4468) and glass 

cleaner. 
15. Tape the glass edges to provide sealant on outer glass surface. 
16. Apply the weatherseal on all three hip rafters, this time using HS305.  
17. Remove pyramid from compriband tape and double-sided tape, necessarily using three 

screw clamps. (fig. 7.29) 
18. Remove excessive compriband and adhesive rests using a Stanley knife and acetone. (fig. 

7.30)  
 

  
Figure 7.29 & 7.30 

 
The proceedings supported by pictures are explained in this paragraph. The experiences, the positive 
and negative points and a comparison of both processes will be given in the conclusion of this 
chapter.  
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7.4. CONCLUSION 

In this paragraph the processability, strength and esthetic aspects of the produced pyramids will be 
discussed. Because both produced pyramids are show models no strength tests are performed. This 
means that regarding strength there is no deep analysis required. The focus for the production of 
these show models was mainly on the transformation from lab-produced to workplace-produced.  

7.4.1. PROCESSABILITY 

Most significant changes regarding processability in comparison with the lab-produced samples are 
the different lamp, environmental circumstances and glass configuration. The intention was to build 
the table model first and use this experience to build the roof model. Delivery problems and time 
pressure forced a premature start on the production of the roof model; this did not compromise the 
result.  
 
The aspect that deserves attention is the tape. Producing a clean good connection requires good 
preparation and taping proofs to be important. Before sealing the bottom joint all adherents 
(surfaces to be adhered to) should be taped over. Removing tape is always possible, placing tape is 
only possible when the glass panes are not yet positioned. The thinner tape (No. 2 in experiment 
5.1.) that is used during the production of the roof model is more bendable and transmits more UV-
light. The thicker tape (No. 3 in experiment 5.1.) that is used during the production of the table 
model has better sealing properties for the top of the connection, but this does not compensate for 
the lower UV-transmittance. The ribbed surface that might appear using the thin tape (due to the 
heat the tape constricts and creates ripples) is masked by the weatherseal. Waiting till the tape is 
cooled down helps easy removing. Concluded the thinner tape is preferred.  
 
The combination of compriband and glass is terrible. The initial idea was that the foaming capacity of 
the compriband should enhance the tightening of the connection. Instead the compriband probably 
absorbed the adhesive and was irremovable. In combination with the sharp angle applied this 
resulted in a glass pyramid that got stuck to its mold. The sharp angle caused an almost shear load 
on the compriband while removing the pyramid. The connection method between glass and mold 
with the (locally cut open) double-sided tape and the transparent removable tape is recommended.  
 
Sealing the bottom joint was a difficult process. The joint is hard to reach because the outer glass 
panes almost totally cover the joint. A slightly different connection section is therefore 
recommended, shown in figure 7.31. The outer glass panes cantilever less so the mastic gun can 
reach the inner joint easily and create a well-sealed connection.  
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Figure 7.31 – Recommended adapted connection section  

 
As shown in figure 7.31 a small silicon sealant is added to avoid adhesive leakage into the cavity, 
something that occurred during the production of the roof model. Experience learns that just a PIB 
sealing is insufficient to insure an airtight cavity. When the cavity leaks once, condensation in the 
future is inevitable which will damage the total product. The appliance of this silicon sealant without 
contaminating the adherents is an issue that should be discussed with the glass supplier. There are 
simple solutions, but good communication is required, as this is an unordinary process for the glass 
manufacturer.  
 
Situating the transparent PMMA tubes went well. A minor improvement might be to connect the top 
of the three tubes so they can ventilate.  
 
The adhesive’s viscosity is well suited to flow and fill the total joint. The thixotropic property of the 
DP 4468 can make the adhesive even more viscous, but also creates air bubbles. Because the 
adhesive can flow adequately to fill the total connection it is not recommended to shake the DP 
4468.  
 
Curing in the lab was an experiment that was very controllable. To cure in the workplace a DELOlux 
20 lamp was hired. These lamps proved easy to handle and some simple tests showed that they can 
produce the same light intensity as the UV-lamp that was used in the chemical lab. Due to the LED 
technology the lamp does not warm up and is easily handhold. Both pyramids were fully cured with 
a curing time of 100 seconds per spot. A point of attention is the protection that is needed during 
curing in the form of gloves and safety goggles.  
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The glass pane dimensions were within tolerance limits. It is expected that not every sample is the 
same, but there was no more than 5 mm difference between one and another. The spacer was also 
recessed within tolerances, although it was reasonably far recessed and the gap to be filled became 
quite big. Due to the deviations in the connections of the roof model the result was not perfectly 
straight and diverged from top to bottom.  
 
Eye sores are the many air bubbles present in particularly the table model. Due to inaccuracy during 
production some big air bubbles occurred. Experience will solve this problem. A solution that already 
has proven itself is to remove the air bubbles with an injection needle. Unfortunately this was still 
unknown to the fabricators during the process, but it is definitely a recommendation for further 
research.    

7.4.2. STRENGTH 

No strength tests will be executed on the pyramids. Both pyramids will be show models and 
destructive tests would damage the models and probably harm the visual appearance. Partly due to 
the stable pyramid form both pyramids are stiff and can be transported easily.  

 
Figure 7.32 - Author standing on pyramid ©Twan Gevers 
 
Both pyramids are fully cured and the roof model can bear a person’s weight easily (fig. 7.32). The 
table model is unsuitable to test with a person load, but everything points at a perfect strong 
connection.  
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7.4.3. ESTHETICS 

Esthetically mainly the air bubbles are an eye sore. The process must be improved to avoid the 
bigger air gaps. The small air bubbles that are already in the adhesive are inevitable, but not 
disturbing. They can only be reduced with careful handling and minimal shaking of the adhesive.  
 

 
Figure 7.33 – Photo looking up through the roof model ©Twan Gevers 

 
The weatherseals DC 791 and MS*N are easy processable and yield a smoother weatherseal then 
HS305 (which was not available at the start). On the other hand HS305 is a more transparent sealer 
which delivers higher esthetic quality. During this experiment the sealant applicator (the author, T. 
van Dooren) was fairly inexperienced. With an experienced sealant applicator it was proven that also 
with the HS305 a perfect smooth weatherseal without air bubbles can be applied. Concluded the 
HS305 is preferable due to the crystal clear appearance and good (same as DC791 and MS*N) 
weather resistance quality.  
 
Especially the roof model has reached a higher transparency due to the connection. The shallower 
angle results in a better connection with the spacers further separated and less disruptive. The result 
of the table model is due to the air bubbles and sharper angle (part of the failure reason) a bit 
disappointing, but still gives a good impression of what potential this transparent structural 
connection has.  
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7.4.4. INSULATION VALUE 

To test the thermal performance of the connection the thermal transmittance coefficient (U-value) 
has been generated using Flixo, a thermal bridge analysis program. The same section as applied for 
the roof model pyramid is used. For the glass commonly applied HR++ glass with a U-value of 1.1 
W/m2K is used. The outside temperature is -10 °C and the inside temperature is 20 °C. This results in 
an overall U-value of 1.65 W/m2K taken over a distance of 508 mm.  
 

 
Figure 7.34 – Thermal analysis with aluminium spacer 

 
Analyzing the thermal lines there can be concluded that the main heat leakage occurs through the 
aluminium spacer. When a thermal analysis is made applying a thermoplastic spacer (fig. 7.35) the 
U-value is significantly lower. This concludes that the heat loss is mainly generated by the spacer 
component and not through the adhesive and sealant.  
 

 
Figure 7.35 – Thermal analysis with thermoplastic spacer 

 
In appendix C the thermal analysis figures are plotted on a bigger scale.  
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8.  
CONCLUSIONS & 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

In this chapter general conclusions of this master thesis are written and recommendations 
for further research to reach the main goal of this research field, the development of a 
frameless self-supporting free-form glass structure, are given.  
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8.1. CONCLUSIONS 

The goal of this master thesis is to develop a structural frameless glass-glass butt-joint connection 
that is able to transfer both compressive and tensile loads and is feasible on site. In this chapter 
general conclusions are drawn regarding the process, strength and esthetics of this connection. 
Continuously asking the following sub-questions helped to make the best decisions and find the best 
solutions. 

- Which process of connecting glass is most feasible on site? 
- What is the optimal joint section that is able to transfer forces? 
- What is the most suitable material to deliver the required strength properties? 
- Which combination of process, material choice and detailing can deliver the highest esthetic 

quality? 
 
There are seven main ways of triggering monomers into forming polymers; heat, pressure, two-
component, anaerobic, radiation, moisture and cyanoacrylates. A literature study combined with the 
performed experiments proved that (UV) light radiation cured adhesives are best suitable for this 
connection. They proved to be well processable both in the lab and workshop. The conditions of the 
workshop are comparable and transformable to a building site. Under stable conditions (no rain or 
heavy wind) it is possible to produce this connection on a building site using the same equipment as 
during the production of the pyramid samples.  
 
The Delo Photobond® 4468 adhesive is favorable on all aspects. It is the only adhesive that is able to 
be cured when applying a 15 mm spacer, which performed best during strength tests and led to a 
proper transparency. The very first experiments were performed using this adhesive which can be 
attributed to good preparation or coincidence, probably a combination of both. The use of 
reinforcements has proved to be superfluous during the experiments; the adhesive contains 
sufficient cohesive strength.  
 
Tests of J. Vervloed and W. Sobek show that the mechanical properties of DP 4468 are not heavily 
influenced after being submerged to façade cleaning products for 3 weeks at 45°C. The tensile 
strength of DP 4468 degrades by UV light, it is not yet known what the effect will be over a longer 
period of time, but it is an effect to monitor. Tests executed by Delo show that DP 4468 will not 
discolor when exposed to sunlight. Further DP 4468 contains no solvents which makes it safe to 
process. 
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Figure 8.1 – Integrated LED strip inside connection 
 

Of the tested connection sections both the overlapping and standard variant achieved good test 
results. In terms of strength and esthetics both are comparable, regarding processability both have 
different qualities which should be considered. When processing connections that are not 
horizontally aligned the overlapping section is more beneficial during fabrication. Before every new 
design the appliance of the various sections should be considered; there is no standard solution. The 
integration of LED strips succeeded, both in terms of created effect as processability (fig. 8.1). 
Unfortunately there are no photos of the pyramid with integrated LED strips in this report, they will 
be published later.  
 
The realization of the pyramids was not without a struggle. Overall this process was instructive and 
delivered two presentable models with proper strength and appearance (fig. 8.2). Especially properly 
sealing the connection deserves attention; using proper tapes and gained experience will improve 
this process. The integration of transparent PMMA tubes in which LED-strips can be inserted is a 
success. The spacer is still an eye sore and leaves room for improvement (see recommendations 
8.2.2.).  
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Figure 8.2 – Table model viewed from the inside ©Twan Gevers 

 
The thermal analysis shows that heat loss is mainly generated by the spacer and not through the 
adhesive and sealant. Applying a thermoplastic spacer provides a significantly lower U-value of the 
connection.  
 
In general, there can be concluded that experimenting with four different carefully selected 
adhesives, two different production processes and four different sections in width and configuration 
generated new experience and knowledge, and delivered a new concept connection design that is 
able to transfer both compressive and tensile forces, and is feasible on site. The combination of this 
connection with curved glass can lead to astonishing free-form glass structures that will attribute to 
modern architecture.  
 

 
Figure 8.3 – Rendered free-form glass structure with the developed glass-glass connection  
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The completion of the roof model took place between report finish and end presentation. Some 
additional pictures made after handing in the report are added here. 
  

 
Figure 8.4 – LED-effect in complete darkness 
 

 
Figure 8.5 – Pyramid balancing during end presentation  
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8.2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

In paragraph 1.1 the main goal of this research field is explained: 
 
The development of a frameless self-supporting free-form glass structure.  
 
This master thesis contributes to this main goal by developing a transparent structural frameless 
glass-glass connection. This developed connection has been manufactured and passed several tests; 
however, there is room for further development. Further, recommendations for processes that went 
wrong are given.   

8.2.1. COMMUNICATION 

It does sound cliché, but communication problems are often an issue during experimental research. 
Because products ordered by manufacturers are often totally new and very different from standard, 
this leads to incorrect deliveries. With suppliers is important to understand each other and keep 
focus.  
 
AGC Glass produced all glass samples that are used in this master thesis. The first delivery was not 
communicated right which caused some problems. After visiting the AGC factory in Maasdijk 
explaining the goals of this master thesis, the understanding was better and future wrong deliveries 
were reduced.  

8.2.2. TOTALLY TRANSPARENT VARIANT 

The only component that restrains this glass-glass connection from being fully transparent is the 
spacer. A white Saint-Gobain Swisspacer® (paragraph 5.4.2.) would embellish this connection by the 
absence of the black PIB sealant.  
 
Another solution would be to apply 6(2)6(2)6 PVB or SG laminated glass with a recessed inner pane 
(fig. 8.6). The section of the connection would be similar, only the ability to reach high insulation 
values is gone due to the absence of a cavity. This is a disadvantage in the building envelope, but 
glass sculptures that are exposed in open air do not require this high insulation value.  

 
Figure 8.6 – Recommended fully transparent connection variant  

 
Another approach is to make the spacer transparent. A four-headed research team has been 
composed in 1990 to work on the project to produce a ‘super window’ element including monolithic 
silica aerogel between the two glass panes. This monolithic aerogel is transparent and should 
replace the traditional aluminium spacers. The paper they wrote, titled ‘Improved monolithic 
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aerogel for transparent glass spacer in innovative windows’, introduces this development and shows 
the opportunities. “Acceptable optical behavior has been shown with these new products, and we 
can anticipate a possible positive reduction of the scattering by a good choice of active parameters of 
the manufacturing process. Nevertheless a lot of work is still needed. ” (Elaloui, et al., 1992) 

8.2.3. VALIDATION 

To validate and verify the structural performance of the developed connection various tests 
following the ETAG 002 need to be carried out. At least 60 samples should be produced to test the 
connection under different conditions (-20°C, +23°C, +80°C). (EOTA, 2001) Though this is a very 
different connection compared to connections that are normally validated by these tests, it is the 
only guideline that describes the tests for structural sealant glazing systems.  

8.2.4. 4-POINT FLEXURAL TEST 

As mentioned in paragraph 5.4.2. there was no time and equipment to perform 4-point flexural 
tests. It would be valuable to perform this test to know what bending moment this connection is 
able to transfer compared to a 6-15-6 reference glass sample.  
 

 
Figure 8.7 – 4 point flexural test  

 
Also a test regarding the relaxation of the adhesive is recommended. A force is applied (within the 
elastic zone of the adhesive) and fixed for a longer period (for example 2 days). The occurring effect 
is measured.  

8.2.5. REPAIR WORK 

Due to the brittle character of glass, breakage is a risk that is always present. Glass breakage can 
occur due to various unforeseen reasons and circumstances. When it occurs, repair work is 
necessary, this is an issue that has not yet found a clear solution. The cure of the adhesive is an 
irreversible process; the polymers cannot be changed back to monomers.  
 
Although the adhesives are hard they might be workable using mechanical equipment. The 
connection could be sawn open and milled out to remove the broken glass pane and produce a new 
connection. This is a risky process due to the combination of sawing equipment and glass. Another 
solution might be heating the adhesive out of the connection. A temperature of at least 100 °C 
(probably more) is needed for this process and the use of annealed float glass will definitely lead to 
thermal breakage. Using HS or FT glass reduces the risk of thermal breakage but it is still an insecure 
process.  
 
There can be concluded that there is not yet a sufficient solution to this problem. Polymers are 
materials with properties that can be adjusted. In close cooperation between user and adhesive 
manufacturer it is possible to find a suitable solution for this problem, unfortunately this was not yet 
possible during this master thesis. The very experimental phase of this product did not allow close 
cooperation yet.  
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8.2.6. POINT JOINT  

In order to reduce costs and material it might be interesting to experiment with point joints using 
this connection concept. A different production process would be required, but it might bring great 
advantages. When the connection appears to be heavily over dimensioned regarding strength this 
opportunity could be further explored.  

8.2.7. INFLATABLE MOLD 

During the production of the pyramids it was noticed that the connection is unreachable from inside 
and therefore no pressure can be applied to close the bottom of the connection. This problem might 
be solved by using inflatable molds. Inflatables automatically apply pressure from inside which might 
help closing the connection from inside. Further inflatables are reusable, lightweight and easy 
adjustable and formable into free-form surfaces.    
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A. REMAINING EXPERIMENTS 

EXPERIMENT NO. 1 

DATE 

Friday 18-10-2013 – 16:00-17:30 

GOAL 

Checking the chemical lab’s UV-lamp for suitability with selected adhesives; DP 4302 and 4468.  

METHOD 

Curing three small glass panes, dimensions 200x50x5 mm, in the following configuration: 

 
Figure 9.2 

 
Figure 9.2 

 
First the surface to be bonded is cleaned with aceton to remove all conteminants, oil and water. The 
samples are cured for 40 seconds following Delo’s guidelines. The distance between the lamp and 
the adhesives is 400 mm. The exact intensity cannot be measured due to a defect light intensity 
meter. The samples can later be tested for tensile strength of the adhesives. The surface of 20 x 50 
mm is expected to have a tensile strenght of 31 kN (4302) and 16 kN (4468).  

RESULTS 

The chemical lab’s UV-lamp is suitable for both the DP 4302 and 4468. It has a spectrum of 320-500 
nm what fits the preferred wavelengths of the adhesives, being 365 nm (4302) and 400 nm (4468).  
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Figures 9.3 and 9.4 – Left; DP 4302 and 4468 50 ml,  
right; aceton used for cleaning the surface 

 

  
Figure 9.5 and 9.6 – Left; the 3 cleaned glass panes, right; the glass panes ready for curing 

 

  
Figure 9.7 and 9.8 – Left; The total curing setup, right; the curing process 

 

 
Figure 9.9 – The result 
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EXPERIMENT NO. 2 

DATE 

Thursday 24-10-2013 – 16:00-17:30 

GOAL 

Test whether the UV-light can penetrate the glass fiber sufficient to cure the adhesive below.   

METHOD 

Curing 2 or 3 glass panes (30x30x1.1 mm) with between them glass fibers. These glass fibers are 
impregnated with the DP 4302 and 4468 and cured with the UV-lamps in the chemical lab.   

 
Figure 9.10 – Two configurations of the glass panes in combination with glass fiber 

 
 
First the surface to be bonded is cleaned with aceton to remove all conteminants, oil and water. The 
samples are cured for 40 seconds following Delo’s guidelines. The distance between the lamp and 
the adhesives is 90 mm. The distance between the lamp and the samples is less then in the first 
experiments. The reason is to test the heat produced by the UV-lamp and to increase the chance to 
succesfully cure the samples. The exact intensity cannot be measured due to a defect light intensity 
meter.  
 
The used glass fibers have been supplied by Eurocarbon Sittard. They advised woven tapes instead of 
the designed ideal uni-directional (UD) tapes. The UD tapes are directed in the wrong direction and 
should be cut into several pieces to have the correct direction in the joint. Looking at processability 
this is very undesirable and the woven tapes has the advantage. This was decisive for the choice for 
woven tapes. The 501 glass fiber with a 0.28 mm thickness and 25 mm width has been used for this 
experiment.  
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Figure 9.11 – Supplied glass fibers (Eurocarbon, Sittard) 

RESULTS 

All samples are successfully cured. This means that two layers of glass fibers do transmit enough UV-
light to cure the adhesive below. The heat produced is minimal. The samples could directly be 
touched with bare hands and felt a little warm, not hot.   
 

  
Figure 9.12 and 9.13 – Left; the curing process, right; the succesfully cured samples with 1 layer glassfiber between, using 
DP  4302 and 4468 

 

 
Figure 9.14 – The cured samples are not transparent, but translucent, a lot of light is transmitted 
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Figure 9.15 and 9.16 – Left and right; the succesfully cured sample with two layers of glass fiber 

EXPERIMENT NO. 3 

DATE  

Friday 25-10-2013 – 10:00-12:00 

GOAL 

Testing whether small strokes glass fiber can be rigidized using DP 4302 and 4468. 

METHOD 

Impregnating small strokes glass fiber with the DP 4302 and 4468 and curing them in the chemical 
lab. These small glass fiber strokes are put on little glass containers to have free support on all sides. 
This gives the opportunity to test the rigidity of the glass fiber after curing.  

RESULTS 

Both samples cured well. The glass fiber is rigidized, but stays low deformable. Noted was that the 
4302 has a more tacky surface then the 4468. 
 

  
Figure 9.17 & 9.18 – Left; the cured samples, right; sample under the UV-lamp 
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EXPERIMENT NO. 6 

EXPERIMENT NO. 6.1 

DATE 

Friday 01-11-2013 – 15:00-15:30 

GOAL 

After experiment 4.2 it is unclear what causes the failed connection. This experiment is done 
immediately after experiment 4.2 to test the cure of depth of the DP 4302.   

METHOD 

After the failed connection in experiment 4.2 the adhesive dripped out of the joint. The uncured 
adhesive is collected in little glass containers. The depth in this container is 14 mm. This container 
will be cured with the same height during a longer time; 100 mm and 100 seconds.  

RESULTS 

To be sure that the lamp produces the right wavelength for this type of adhesive, the irradiance is 
checked.  

 
Graph 9.1 – High peak irradiance used UV-lamp Omnicure® S2000 

 
Graph 9.1 is taken from the product specification of the Omnicure® UV-lamps. It shows that the peak 
around 365 nm should generate enough light to cure the adhesive. Graph 9.2 shows a measuring 
from the specific lamp in the laboratorium in the chemistry faculty. The graph makes clear that the 
315-500 nm filter filters all light outside this range and that this specific UV-lamps produced enough 
light of the 365 nm wavelength.  
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Graph 9.2 – Measured high peak irradiance used UV-lamp 

 

   
Figure 9.19, 9.20 & 9.21 – Left; the conainer with the cured adhesive, middle and right; testing the hardness 

 
The 14 mm thick liquid adhesive in the glass container seems cured. To be sure a little hole is drilled 
in the middle from top to bottom. This shows that all adhesive is cured, but not totally. The lower 
adhesive is soft and can be easily stung by hand with a nail. From the bottom of the hole (made with 
a 3.2 mm drill) adhesive came up that is very soft and fictile. With a hardness scale of D45 this is 
incorrect which means full cure has not been reached. When the nail stings the adhesive where it 
contacts the glass container, it is more difficult to penetrate the adhesive. 
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Figure 9.22 – Shore hardness scales (Smooth-On, 2008) 

 
With correct light and no circumstances that can hinder those reasons are excluded. Most logic 
explanation for the failed curing is the absorption of the adhesive itself. On top and at the sides, in 
contrast to the middle, there is enough light available for full cure. The DP 4302 works as an 
insulator and restrains the middle from curing.  
 
There can be concluded that the DP 4302 absorbs too much light to reach full cure in applications 
thicker than 2 mm and is not suitable for this application.  

EXPERIMENT NO. 6.2 

DATE 

Wednesday 06-11-2013 – 16:30-17:00 

GOAL 

To make a comparison with the results from experiment No. 6.1 this experiment is done. The cure of 
depth and hardness of the DP 4468 is tested.   

METHOD 

Same method as used in experiment No. 6.1; same depth (14 mm) and same circumstances (100 mm 
and 100 seconds).  

RESULTS 

The DP 4468 cured visibly easy. This was expected due to the results of experiment No. 4.1. The 
hardness of the 4468 is much higher compared with the 4302. The pot cannot be stung with a 
needle, not by hand at least.  
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Figure 9.23, 9.24 & 9.25 – Left; Uncured liquid adhesive, middle; cured adhesive, right; hardness test 

 
Another occurring phenomenon which was noticed during this experiment was the shrinkage of the 
adhesive. Both glass containers were filled with 14 mm liquid adhesive and after 100 seconds of 
curing the middle is sunk down to 12 mm. A pit arose and there are be two possible explanations: 
 

1. In the product description of these adhesives shrinkage of 9-10% is indicated. 
2. Because of the heat produced by the UV-lamp due to the long exposure (100 seconds) the 

adhesive (partly) evaporates.  
 
After analyzing photos taken during the experiment some vapor can be discovered rising from the 
glass containers. This means that the second explanation is almost sure to occur and it is probably a 
combination of both of both reasons following the shrinkage of the product description.  
 

  
Figure 9.26  - Vaporizing adhesive after 25 seconds of curing 
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After this experiment the glass container is barely touchable with bare hands. This is caused by the 
long exposure time and the high intensity. During following experiments the temperature will be 
measured to make sure this will not get out of control. The glass may not reach very high 
temperatures to prevent otherwise spontaneous breakage might occur.  

EXPERIMENT NO. 6.3 

DATE 

Wednesday 04-12-2013 – 16:00-16:30 

GOAL 

After the failed adhesive DP 4302 the DP GB368 will be tested for its curing properties. With positive 
results the connection will be constructed with this adhesive and compared to the samples produced 
in experiments 4.1, 4.4 and 4.7.  

METHOD 

Same method as used in experiment No. 6.1; same depth (14 mm) and same circumstances (100 mm 
and 100 seconds).  

RESULTS 

The cure of depth and the hardness are sufficient and similar to the DP 4468. Same effects like 
shrinkage and/or evaporation are occurring during this experiment.  
 

  
Figure 9.27 & 9.28 – Glass container with adhesive before cure and during curing 
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 EXPERIMENT NO. 7 

DATE 

Friday 01-11-2013 – 15:30-16:30 
Wednesday 04-12-2013 – 16:00-16:30 

GOAL 

Testing the compatibility of the Delo acrylic adhesives in combination with different silicon’s.  

METHOD 

To test the possible degradation of these polymers they are contacted on a glass plate (49x49x1.1 
mm). Combinations of various adhesives are made, just for experimental matters to see or any 
reaction can be discovered.   
 

 
Figure 9.29 – Black silicon sealant with DP 4468 and 4302 

 

 
Figure 9.30 – Transparent silicon sealant with DP 4468 and 4302 

 

 
Figure 9.31 – 3M DP610 (2C) with transparent and black sealant 
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Figure 9.32 – DP GB368 with black silicon sealant 

RESULTS 

This experiment initially started to test the compatibility of the different used adhesives. After more 
than four months no reaction could be discovered. This does not mean that the compatibility is all 
right, but it indicates that no aggressive reactions are initiated.  
 
While removing the silicon sealant from the acrylic adhesives it was noticed that there was almost 
no adhesion between these polymer types. Though it was not the intention of this experiment to 
discover this kind of properties, this might have positive impact on the detailing of this connection. 

   
Figure 9.33 – Concept connection design 

 
The transparent sealant (weatherseal) is designed as a sealant that adheres on three sides. As shown 
on the left side in figure 9.34 this is an incorrect butt joint. Because the adhesion from transparent 
sealant and acrylic adhesive is minimal to zero the sketched sealant breakage problem will not occur. 
The correct butt joint shown on the right in figure 9.34 will represent the applied weatherseal.  
 

 
Figure 9.34 – Three sided adhesion (Wacker, n.d.) 
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APPENDIX B. CASE-STUDY TABLE 

  



 Researcher/architect Type of glass Glass thicknesses Glass but joint 

connection 

Lamination 

method 

Interlayer during deformation Shape 

 

Mold typology Deformation force Finising Temperature Mold surface Optical distortions  

Master 2 project 

 

Kuipers, T. 

Oosterlee, J. 

Wijnands, T. 

Borosilicate 3 mm 

6 mm 

n.a. n.a.  

 

 

Interlayer used Irregularities Gl. fusion Anticlastic Adjustable mold Own weight 1. Slowly to 445 °C before 

opening the oven 

 

2. Oven turned off 

 

3. Fast: oven opened at 

top temperature 

660 °C Double layered 

stainless steel mesh 

Yes 
Graphite lacquer Major Yes 

Graphite powder Minor No 

Fire blanket Major No 

Heat resist. paint Minor No 

Aluminium foil Major Yes 

Heat resistant paint of Motip best results, but 

paint residue is undesirable, therefore graphite 

powder is recommended.  

Sierra Papa 2 [6] 

 

Pronk, A. 

Schuurmans, W.B. 

Soda lime silicate 4 mm n.a. n.a. Unknown Anticlastic Adjustable mold Own weight Naturally cooled for 

several hours (annealed) 

680 °C for 15 

min. 

Stainless steel 

mesh (carbon fiber 

and glass fiber 

meshes failed) 

Yes 

TU Gent adjustable 

mold [6] 

 
 

Blancke, T. 

Belis, J.  

Borosilicate 3 mm 

5 mm 

n.a. n.a. Sprayable graphite SOGELUB type RD 

50 

Anticlastic Adjustable mold 

with steel wires 

Own weight Cooled for 200 minutes to 

create no stresses. 

Annealed. [6] p. 35-36 

 

660-680 °C for 

15-20 min. 

Wires Ø1.6 mm 

c.t.c. 6/12 mm 

Wires Ø0.6 mm ( 

not practical) c.t.c. 

6 mm 

Yes 

Nordkettenbahn 

[4] 

 

Hadid, Z.  Unknown 10 – 1.5 mm 

12 – 1.5 mm 

Expansion joints 

present  

PU None, PU foil is laminated directly on 

glass surface 

Freeform 

Anticlastic – 

Synclastic – 

Monoclastic 

Manual 

fabricated steel 

molds with bars 

Own weight Annealed Unknown Welded steel rods 

 

Unknown 

The flex-rod system 

[3] 

 

Vollers, K. 

Rietberger, D.  

Soda lime silicate 8.2.8.2 - cavity of 

15 mm - 5.2.5 

(Lakeside tower 

Almere) 

n.a. PVB with a 

sunprotective foil 

Unknown Anticlastic Adjustable mold  Own weight Unknown Unknown Flexible steel rods Unknown 

The Glass Umbrella 

[5] 

 

Owen Moss, E. Unknown 10-0.06-10 mm Expansion joint 

with overlap 

PVB-foil None, panels are separately hot-

bended  

Freeform 

Anticlastic – 

Synclastic – 

Monoclastic 

Manual 

fabricated steel 

molds 

Own weight, 

including pushing on 

the hot glass with 

long rods inserted 

through small 

openings in the 

furnace sides  

No tempering 

/strengthening, but 

lamination was 

preferenced due to later 

cut to exact size 

Unknown Welded steel rods Yes, 73 panels were 

produced to create 17 

panels of sufficient 

quality  

Stuttgarter Glass 

Dome [1] 

 

Blandini, L. Unknown 8 mm annealed 

float glass and 2 

mm chemically 

strengthened 

glass. [2] 

Epoxy DP 490, 
modified epoxy 

resin + modified 

polyamine 

hardener [2] 

Laminated [2] Unknown Synclastic Unknown Unknown Chemically strengthened 

[2] 

Unknown Unknown Yes, but no imprint from 

the mold 

Master 2 Vacuum 

injection 

 

Seifert, K. 

Persoon, T. 

Soda lime silicate 2 x 3 mm 

annealed float 

glass with an 

interlayer of 3 

layers glass fibre  

UV-resisting resin 

(sicomin) in 

combination with a 

fibreglass 

membrane 

UV-resisting 

resin (Sicomin) 

n.a. Segmented, no 

bending /forming 

MDF-mold, 

made 

waterproof with 

epoxy  

n.a. Sanded edges n.a. MDF full surface Yes, due to air bubbles 

during the VIP process 

some panes broke 

Schubert Club Band 

Shell 

 

JCDA Unknown, 

probably soda 

lime silicate 

6-1.52-6 Silicon structural 

joint, The glass 

panels themselves 

were not designed 

to be loadbearing 

SG 

 

n.a. Anticlastic shape 

with segmented 

panels 

n.a. n.a. Annealed glass, except for 

the cantilever side panels, 

1 of those is tempered  

n.a. n.a. In the panes, no, but 

segmentation makes the 

surface distorted 

Floriade Pavilion 

[8] 

 

Mick Eekhout Soda lime silicate 12.12.4 fully pre-

stressed glass 

Silicone profile, 

sealed with liquid 

acetic acid 

silicones. A second 

layer of silicone 

seams and a 

covering strip on 

top was applied. 

Probably PVB or 

SG 

n.a. Anticlastic, but 

segmented, not 

bended, intention 

was to hot-bend 

the panels but 

aborted due to 

high costs. 

n.a. n.a. Fully pre-stressed glass n.a. n.a.  In the panes, no, but 

segmentation makes the 

surface distorted 

Structural Glass 

Dome (TU-Delft) [7] 

 

Veer, F. 

Wurm, J. 

Hobbelman, G.J. 

Soda lime silicate 4-10 mm with 

proper edge 

finish 

Aluminium strips 

glued to the glass 

using a thick 

flexible adhesive 

n.a. n.a. Synclastic shape 

with segmented 

panels 

n.a. n.a. Tempered n.a. n.a. In the panes, no, but 

segmentation makes the 

surface distorted 

Sources:  [1] Wurm, J., Glass Structures: design and construction of self-supported skins, Basel: Birkhäuser, 2007, p.57 

[2] Blandini, L., Prototype of a Frameless Structural Glass Shell, Structural Engineering International, 2008 

[3] Vollers, K., Rietberger, D., Adjustable mould for annealing freely curved glass panes, Glass Performance Days 2007, 2007 

[4] Techen, H., Hofmann, A., New Approach of Bended Glass Panels at the Nordkettenbahn in Innsbruck, Challanging Glass 

[5] s.n., ‘The Glass Umbrella: Culver City CA, in: Façade TenNotes Series: Skylight, nr. 1, 2009, p. 46-53 

[6] Belis, J., Pronk, A., Schuurmans, W., Blancke, T. All-glass shell scale models made with an adjustable mould, 2011 

[7] Veer, F.A., Wurm, J., Hobbelman, G.J. The Design, Construction and Validation of a Structural Glass Dome, Glass Processing Days 2003, 2003 

[8] Eekhout, M., ZAPPI Glass Structures and BLOB Building Designs, Glass Processing Days 2003, 2003, p. 279-285 
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APPENDIX C. THERMAL PERFORMANCE 

      

Left; Aluminium spacer 
Right; Thermoplastic spacer 
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APPENDIX D. MATERIALS USED DURING PYRAMID PRODUCTION 

To give an overview of what is used during the fabrication of the roof model pyramid and clarify the 
origin, in table 9.1 all used materials are summarized.  
 
Table 9.1 

Material Notes 

DELOlux 20 LED UV-lamp Rented from SIKO BV, Hengelo 

DELO-unipro operation unit Rented from SIKO BV, Hengelo 

DELOLUXcontrol light intensity meter Rented from SIKO BV, Hengelo 

UV protection safety glasses  Dark sunglasses self-provided 

Delo Photobond® 4468 Ordered from SIKO BV, Hengelo 

3x 6-15-4(2)4 triangular glass pane Supplied by AGC Glass Maasdijk 

Wooden molds Constructed from 18 mm plywood   

Transparent PMMA tube 12/10 Ordered from Vink Kunststoffen 

Stokvis double-sided tape  

Nitto transparent UV-transmitting tape Tested during experiment 5.1 No.2 

Glass cleaner Loctite 7063  

Cleaning paper  

Tool trolley GISS Various standard tools 

Transparent silicon sealant Dow Corning 791 Further referred DC 791 

Transparent silicon sealant Momentive Silglaze*N Further referred MS*N 

Crystal clear MS-Polymer® sealant Hercuseal Sealer 305 Further referred HS 305 

Mastic gun  

LED-strip  Ordered from Conrad 

Terostat IX   Permanently plastic and kneadable 

Compriband 3 × 50 mm 
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APPENDIX E. DELO PHOTOBOND® PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS TABLE 

  



Product description

DELO®-PHOTOBOND® are one-component, solvent-free adhesives 
based on acrylates which can be cured to their final strength in 
seconds by irradiating them with UVA or visible light (VIS). They 
have a good resistance to aging and humidity and adhere well to 
miscellaneous surfaces. Tough-hard to tension-equalizing product 
types are available. The flow behavior can be adjusted over a 
wide range of viscosities. We recommend not to use DELO®-
PHOTOBOND® glass adhesives for structural outdoor bonding.

Standard temperature range

DELO®-PHOTOBOND® acrylates are normally used in a temperature 
range of – 40 °F to +248 °F (– 40 °C to +120 °C). Many product 
properties depend on the temperature and can permanently 
change, especially at high temperatures. Therefore, the suitability 
of the respective adhesive for the intended temperature range of 
use must be tested according to the application before use. You 
can find details on the behavior of the products under the influence 
of elevated temperatures in the respective technical data sheet.

Processing

The products are supplied ready for use and can be processed 
well from the original container or with dispensing units. You can 
find more details in the DELO® equipment brochure.

Curing

All DELO®-PHOTOBOND® acrylates immediately achieve complete 
curing by irradiation with light of the suitable wavelength. 
Therefore, to bond two components, one has to be permeable to 
light of the wavelength used for curing.

DELO®-PHOTOBOND® products are also used for casting and 
coating. After curing, the adhesive surface can remain slightly sticky.

The DELO®-PHOTOBOND® adhesives GB368 and 4497 have a 
dry surface after curing with proper irradiation parameters.

Surface pretreatment

For optimal adhesion, the surfaces to be bonded must be free 
of oil, grease, separating agents and other contaminations.

Adhesion can be improved by suitable pretreatment methods, 
such as sand blasting, flaming and plasma or corona treatment. 
For the cleaning of glass DELOTHEN EP cleaner has proven to 
be efficient.

Storage life

Most DELO®-PHOTOBOND® products are durable for 6 months if 
stored in unopened original container at room temperature. Some 
products are stored at temperatures of approx. +41 °F (+5 °C). 
You can find detailed information in the technical data sheet.

Further information

You can find more details on type-specific properties in the 
technical data sheets and material safety data sheets.

Our Engineering Department will be pleased to support you in 
technical application tests and questions resulting from 
processing DELO® products.

Please also refer to the DELO®-KATIOBOND® selection chart.

DELO®-KATIOBOND® are also photoinitiated, one-component 
and solvent-free adhesives. Contrary to the radical-curing 
acrylates DELO®-PHOTOBOND®, DELO®-KATIOBOND® are 
based on cationic-polymerizing epoxy resins curing completely 
after a minimum irradiation time even after irradiation is stopped. 
As a result, 
the light-activated types offer the possibility of preactivation. 
With this procedure two opaque components can be bonded. 
UV-curing DELO®-KATIOBOND® can be used as Dam&Fill® 
products for chip encapsulation. All DELO®-KATIOBOND® 
products have a completely dry surface after curing.

Photoinitiated-curing acrylates
Product group/curing class DELO®- PHOTOBOND®

UV-curing

DELO®- PHOTOBOND®

UV- and light-curing

Product code number 4302 GB310 GB345 4436 4442 GB368 4468 PB437 4496 4494 4497 AD414 AD494

Application area (B = bonding, S = sealing, C = coating) B B B B B/S B B B B/S B B/S/C B/S B

Color cured product 
in 0.004 n (0.1 mm) layer thickness colorless clear colorless clear colorless clear colorless clear colorless clear colorless clear colorless clear colorless clear colorless clear colorless clear milky

blue 
fluorescent

colorless clear

in 0.04 in (1.0 mm) layer thickness colorless clear colorless clear colorless clear colorless clear colorless clear colorless clear colorless clear colorless clear yellowish clear colorless clear milky
blue 

fluorescent
yellowish clear

Viscosity  +73 °F (+23 °C) Brookfield DIN EN 12092 100 cP 
(=mPas)

100 cP 
(=mPas)

1,500 cP 
(=mPas)

350 cP 
(=mPas)

650 cP 
(=mPas)

5,700 cP 
(=mPas)

7,000 thix cP 
(=mPas)

8,000 thix cP 
(=mPas)

17,000 thix cP 
(=mPas)

20,000 thix cP 
(=mPas)

30,000 thix cP 
(=mPas)

1,300 cP 
(=mPas)

50,000 thix cP 
(=mPas)

Wavelength range for curing 320 – 400 nm 320 – 400 nm 320 – 400 nm 320 – 450 nm 320 – 450 nm 320 – 420 nm 320 – 450 nm 320 – 420 nm 320 – 450 nm 320 – 420 nm 320 – 450 nm 320 – 450 nm 320 – 450 nm

Minimum irradiation time
DELOLUX® 04, DELO® Standard 23

at 55 – 60 mW/cm2

UVA intensity 3) 40 s 20 s 17 s 8 s 60 s 15 s 40 s 6 s 50 s 7 s 15 s 17 s 14 s

Compression shear strength
DELO® Standard 5
Irradiation and curing conditions:
DELOLUX® 03 S, layer thickness 0.1 mm;
lamp distance approx. 70 mm;
UVA intensity 3) 55 – 60 mW/cm2

irradiation time 60 s

glass/glass
4,496 psi 
(31 MPa)

4,931 psi 
(34 MPa)

4,206 psi 
(29 MPa)

2,611 psi 
(18 MPa)

580 psi 
(4 MPa)

3,336 psi 
(23 MPa)

3,191 psi 
(22 MPa)

4,496 psi 
(31 MPa)

870 psi 
(6 MPa)

4,061 psi 
(28 MPa)

2,756 psi 
(19 MPa)

1,015 psi 
(7 MPa)

1,885 psi 
(13 MPa)

glass/Al
psi 

(29 MPa)
5,801 psi 
(40 MPa)

3,916 psi 
(27 MPa)

2,466 psi 
(17 MPa)

580 psi 
(4 MPa)

3,336 psi 
(23 MPa)

3,481 psi 
(24 MPa)

4,351 psi 
(30 MPa)

580 psi 
(4 MPa)

3,626 psi 
(25 MPa)

2,756 psi 
(19 MPa)

1,160 psi 
(8 MPa)

1,740 psi 
(12 MPa)

glass/PC
725 psi 
(5 MPa)

580 psi 
(4 MPa)

1,015 psi 
(7 MPa)

1,015 psi 
(7 MPa)

725 psi 
(5 MPa)

1,015 psi 
(7 MPa)

435 psi 
(3 MPa)

2,030 psi 
(14 MPa)

725 psi 
(5 MPa)

2,176 psi 
(15 MPa)

1,450 psi 
(10 MPa)

–
1,885 psi 
(13 MPa)

glass/PMMA
870 psi 
(6 MPa)

580 psi 
(4 MPa)

–
580 psi 
(4 MPa)

435 psi 
(3 MPa)

2,321 psi 
(16 MPa)

435 psi 
(3 MPa)

1,160 psi 
(8 MPa)

580 psi 
(4 MPa)

580 psi 
(4 MPa)

435 psi 
(3 MPa)

–
1,305 psi 
(9 MPa)

PC/Al – 1) – 1) – 1) 290 psi 
(2 MPa)

290 psi 
(2 MPa)

725 psi 
(5 MPa)

435 psi 
(3 MPa)

1,305 psi 
(9 MPa)

725 psi 
(5 MPa)

725 psi 
(5 MPa)

580 psi 
(4 MPa)

–
1,450 psi 
(10 MPa)

PC/PC – 1) – 1) – 1) 1,450 psi 
(10 MPa)

870 psi 
(6 MPa)

870 psi 
(6 MPa)

145 psi 
(1 MPa)

3,191 psi 
(22 MPa)

1,450 psi 
(10 MPa)

2,611 psi 
(18 MPa)

1,740 psi 
(12 MPa)

870 psi 
(6 MPa)

2,611 psi 
(18 MPa)

PMMA/PMMA – 1) – 1) – 1) 580 psi 
(4 MPa)

290 psi 
(2 MPa)

2,176 psi 
(15 MPa)

435 psi 
(3 MPa)

1,305 psi 
(9 MPa)

435 psi 
(3 MPa)

1,450 psi 
(10 MPa)

1,015 psi 
(7 MPa)

– –

Tensile strength DIN EN ISO 527
2,321 psi 
(16 MPa)

4,786 psi 
(33 MPa)

3,771 psi 
(26 MPa)

1,740 psi 
(12 MPa)

435 psi 
(3 MPa)

2,901 psi 
(20 MPa)

2,030 psi 
(14 MPa)

3,046 psi 
(21 MPa)

870 psi 
(6 MPa)

2,901 psi 
(20 MPa)

1,595 psi 
(11 MPa)

1,160 psi 
(8 MPa)

1,885 psi 
(13 MPa)

Elongation at tear DIN EN ISO 527 90 % 4 % 40 % 250 % 300 % 17 % 200 % 110 % 300 % 160 % 200 % 540 % 310 %

Young‘s modulus DIN EN ISO 527
37.71 ksi 
(260 MPa)

232.06 ksi 
(1,600 MPa)

174.05 ksi 
(1,200 MPa)

5.08 ksi 
(35 MPa)

– 2) 130.53 ksi 
(900 MPa)

36.26 ksi 
(250 MPa)

75.42 ksi 
(520 MPa)

– 2) 58.01 ksi 
(400 MPa)

12.18 ksi 
(84 MPa)

–
2.90 ksi 
(20 MPa)

Shore hardness DIN EN ISO 868 D 45 D 77 D 70 D 38 A 30 D 67 D 45 D 65 A 35 D 62 D 40 D 44 D 25

Glass transition temperature
Rheometer

232 °F (111 °C) 248 °F (120 °C) 171 °F (77 °C) 135 °F (57 °C) 64 °F (18 °C) 216 °F (102 °C) 165 °F (74 °C) 237 °F (114 °C) 70 °F (21 °C) 248 °F (120 °C) 126 °F (52 °C) 82 °F (28 °C) 118 °F (48 °C)

Coefficient of linear expansion in temperature range:
+77 °F to +284 °F (+ 25 °C to + 140 °C) 207 ppm/K 168 ppm/K 214 ppm/K 247 ppm/K 254 ppm/K 236 ppm/K 216 ppm/K 184 ppm/K 239 ppm/K 211 ppm/K 208 ppm/K 260 ppm/K 200 ppm/K

Shrinkage DELO® Standard 13 10 vol. % 10 vol. % 7 vol. % 10 vol. % 6 vol. % 7 vol. % 9 vol. % 9 vol. % 6 vol. % 9 vol. % 9 vol. % 6.3 vol. % 7 vol. %

Water absorption cured product
DIN EN ISO 62, 24 h at rt 1.3 weight % 0.4 weight % 0.9 weight % 0.9 weight % 0.6 weight % 0.5 weight % 0.9 weight % 1.0 weight % 0.7 weight % 1.3 weight % 0.9 weight % 0.7 weight % 3 weight %

Special features of product glass adhesive

capillary

tough adhesive 
layer

equalizes 
tensions well

glass adhesive

capillary

high-strength

glass-to-metal 
connections

multi-purpose
adhesive

also for bonding 
dissimilar materials

flexible

sealing

very high 
elongation at tear

USP XXIII Class 
VI approval

glass adhesive

also for 
glass-to-plastic 

connections

dry surface

glass and 
glass-to-metal
connections

tension-equalizing

USP XXIII Class 
VI approval

plastic adhesive

good adhesion to 
glass and metal

very fast curing

tough-hard

flexible

sealing

run-resistant

very high 
elongation 

at tear

plastic adhesive

good adhesion to 
glass and metal

tough-hard

fast curing

multi-purpose
adhesive

dry surface

multi-purpose
adhesive

equalizes 
tensions very well

good flow 
properties

very good sealing 
properties

multi-purpose
adhesive

also for bonding 
dissimilar  materials

equalizes  tensions 
very well

steady

1) No component permeable to UVA light
2) Young‘s modulus not measurable

3) Intensity meter: DELOLUXcontrol
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Wavelength [nm]

Absorption spectrum of the photoinitiator (wavelength range from 320 
to 400 nm) of the UV-curing DELO®-PHOTOBOND® in an acrylate matrix
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Wavelength [nm]

Absorption spectrum of the photoinitiator (wavelength range from 320 
to 420 nm) of the UV- and light-curing DELO®-PHOTOBOND® in an 
acrylate matrix
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Wavelength [nm]

Absorption spectrum of the photoinitiator (wavelength range from 320 
to  450 nm) of the UV- and light-curing DELO®-PHOTOBOND® in an 
acrylate matrix
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Our selection charts are a technical selection aid giving an overview of various product 
variants. We will be pleased to provide you with sales details, such as available container 
sizes, stock availability and minimum order quantities, on request.

The data and information provided are based on tests performed under laboratory 
conditions. Reliable information about the behavior of the product under practical 
conditions and its suitability for a specific purpose cannot be concluded from this. Many 
product properties are dependent on the temperature and can permanently change 
especially at increased temperatures. It is the user‘s responsibility to test the suitability of 
the product for the intended purpose and temperature range by considering all specific 
requirements. Type and physical and chemical properties of the materials to be processed 
with the product, as well as all actual influences occurring during transport, storage, 
processing and use, may cause deviations in the behavior of the product compared to its 
behavior under laboratory conditions. All data provided are typical average values or 
uniquely determined parameters measured under laboratory conditions. The data and 
information provided are therefore no guarantee for specific product properties or the 
suitability of the product for a specific purpose.

© 2011 DELO®

This brochure including any and all parts is protected by copyright. Any exploitation not 
expressly permitted by the Urheberrechtsgesetz (German Copyright Act) shall 
require DELO®’s consent. This shall apply without limitation to reproductions, duplications, 
disseminations, adaptations, translations and microfilms as well as the recording, 
processing, duplication and/or dissemination by means of electronic systems.

DELO Industrial Adhesives LLC
144 North Road Suite 2650
Sudbury, MA 01776
Phone 978 254 5275
Fax 978 610 6129
info@DELO.us · www.DELO.us

DELO®-PHOTOBOND® 1-component acrylates
UV-curing · light-curing

DELO®-KATIOBOND® 1-component epoxies
UV-curing · light-activated

DELO®-DUALBOND® 1-component epoxies
light-curing · heat-curing

DELOMONOPOX® 1-component epoxies
heat-curing

DELO®-DUOPOX 2-component epoxies
cold-curing

DELO®-ML 1-component methacrylates
anaerobic-curing

DELOTHEN Cleaners
CFC-free

DELOMAT Dispensing units
precise

DELOLUX® Curing lamps
intensive

Product selection
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Casting and
coating

Bonding of UVA- 
and VIS-permeable 
materials

Bonding of 
VIS-permeable 
materials

Bonding of
opaque materials

Bonding, casting 
and coating with 
reliable curing in 
shadowed areas

P
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ts

All DELO®- 
KATIOBOND®

and DELO®- 
PHOTOBOND®

products

All DELO®- 
KATIOBOND®

and DELO®- 
PHOTOBOND®

products

Light-activated  DELO®-
KATIOBOND®

and light-curing
DELO®- PHOTOBOND®

products

Light-activated 
DELO®-KATIOBOND®

products

DELO®-DUALBOND®

products
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Application



Irradiation

Application



Joining



Irradiation

Application



Preactivation



Joining

Application



Joining



Irradiation 

and/or heating

Curing of photoinitiated adhesives

Curing with UV light or visible light in the specific wavelength 
range. DELOLUX® LED curing lamps are especially suitable as 

Lamp type DELOLUX® 80, DELOLUX® 50, DELOLUX® 20

365 400 460

DELO®-PHOTOBOND® 4302 ++ – –

DELO®-PHOTOBOND® GB310 ++ – –

DELO®-PHOTOBOND® GB345 ++ – –

DELO®-PHOTOBOND® 4436 + ++ –

DELO®-PHOTOBOND® 4442 + ++ –

DELO®-PHOTOBOND ®GB368 ++ + –

DELO®-PHOTOBOND® 4468 + ++ –

DELO®-PHOTOBOND® PB437 + ++ –

DELO®-PHOTOBOND® 4496 + ++ –

DELO®-PHOTOBOND® 4494 + ++ –

DELO®-PHOTOBOND® 4497 + ++ –

DELO®-PHOTOBOND® AD414 ++ ++ –

DELO®-PHOTOBOND® AD494 + ++ –

per the chart below. All standard DELOLUX® HID lamps are also 
suitable.

++ especially suitable
+ suitable
– not suitable

Acrylates
one-component · UV-curing · light-curing

SELECTION CHART

DELO®-PHOTOBOND®
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DELO-PHOTOBOND
®
 4468 

UV- and light curing acrylate adhesive, medium viscosity 
 
Base 
- modified acrylate 
- one-component, solvent-free, thixotropic 
 

Use 
- optimized for high force transduction in interior glass/glass or glass/metal bonds, e. g., bonding 

of hinges to glass doors 
- long lifetime due to high humidity resistance, important for applications in the sanitary sector  
- tested for biocompatibility and meets the requirements according to USP 23, 1995, for Class VI 

Plastics -70 °C 
- the product is normally used in a temperature range of -40 °C to +120 °C; depending on the 

application, other limits may be more reasonable 
- compliant with RoHS directive 2011/65/EU 
 

Processing 
- the adhesive is supplied ready for use; in case of cool or refrigerated storage, it must be 

ensured that the container is conditioned to room temperature before use 
- the adhesive can be applied by dispensing 
- the surfaces to be bonded must be dry as well as free of dust, grease and other contaminations 
- dispensing valves and product-bearing elements must be carefully cleaned before use, 

residues of other products must totally be completely removed; DELOTHEN EP as well as 
acetone, isopropanol or a mixture of both are recommended to remove DELO-PHOTOBOND 
residues  

- for further information please refer to our instructions for use DELO-PHOTOBOND and the 
brochure “Light Curing” 

 

Curing 
- curing with UV light or visible light in a wavelength range from 320 to 450 nm. DELOLUX LED 

curing lamps are especially suitable as per the chart below. All standard DELOLUX HID 
discharge lamps are also suitable 

- increased intensities shorten the required irradiation time, lower intensities prolong it 
 

Lamp type DELOLUX 20 / 50 / 80 

Wavelength [nm] 365 400 460 

Suitability + ++ - 

- not suitable   + suitable   ++ especially suitable 
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Absorption spectrum 
photoinitiation system in acrylate matrix 
 

320 340 360 380 400 420 440

wave length [nm]
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Curing parameters 
- dependent on material thickness and absorption, adhesive layer thickness, lamp type and 

distance between lamp and adhesive layer 
 

Technical data 
 

Color 
cured in a layer thickness of approx. 0.1 mm 

colorless clear 

 

Light fastness 
after exposure to UV light in sunlight simulator 
DELO Standard 25 

 

 

duration of exposure in 
sunlight simulator 

cromaticity coordinate of 
the L,a,b-color-space 

0 h 2,7 

500h 2,6 

1000 h 2,7 
 
 

Density [g/cm³] 
at room temperature (approx. 23 °C) 

1.0 

 

Viscosity [mPas] 
at 23 °C, Brookfield rpm 4/5 

7000  

 

Minimal curing time [s] 
DELO Standard 23, UVA intensity: 60 mW/cm², DELOLUXcontrol 

40 

 

Surface tacky 
 

Compression shear strength glass/glass [MPa] 
DELO Standard 5 
UVA intensity: 55 - 60 mW/cm², DELOLUXcontrol, irradiation time: 60 s 

22 

 

Compression shear strength glass/Al [MPa] 
DELO Standard 5 
UVA intensity: 55 - 60 mW/cm², DELOLUXcontrol, irradiation time: 60 s 

24 

 

Compression shear strength glass/VA [MPa] 
DELO Standard 5 
UVA intensity: 55 - 60 mW/cm², DELOLUXcontrol, irradiation time: 60 s 

20 

 

Compression shear strength glass/PC [MPa] 
DELO Standard 5 
UVA intensity: 55 - 60 mW/cm², DELOLUXcontrol, irradiation time: 60 s 

3 

 

Compression shear strength glass/PMMA [MPa] 
DELO Standard 5 
UVA intensity: 55 - 60 mW/cm², DELOLUXcontrol, irradiation time: 60 s 

3 
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Compression shear strength PC/Al [MPa] 
DELO Standard 5 
UVA intensity: 55 - 60 mW/cm², DELOLUXcontrol, irradiation time: 60 s 

3 

 

Compression shear strength PC/PC [MPa] 
DELO Standard 5 
UVA intensity: 55 - 60 mW/cm², DELOLUXcontrol, irradiation time: 60 s 

1 

 

Compression shear strength PMMA/PMMA [MPa] 
DELO Standard 5 
UVA intensity: 55 - 60 mW/cm², DELOLUXcontrol, irradiation time: 60 s 

3 

 

Tensile strength [MPa] 
DIN EN ISO 527 

14 

 

Elongation at tear [%] 
DIN EN ISO 527 

200 

 

Young's modulus [MPa] 
DIN EN ISO 527 

250 

 

Material properties 
after exposure to UV light in a sunlight simulator 
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Shore hardness A 
according to DIN EN ISO 868 

83 

 

Shore hardness D 
according to DIN EN ISO 868 

45 

 

Decomposition temperature [°C] 
DELO Standard 36 

195 

 

Glass transition temperature [°C] 
rheometer 

74 

 

Coefficient of linear expansion [ppm/K] 
in a temperature range of +25 to +140 °C 

216 

 

Shrinkage [vol. %] 
DELO Standard 13 

9 

 

Water absorption [weight %] 
according to DIN EN ISO 62, 24 h at room temperature (approx. 23 °C) 

0.9 

 

Index of refraction 1.5 
 

Creep resistance CTI 
VDE 0303, part 1, IEC 112 

600 M 

 

Storage life at room temperature (max. 25 °C) 
in unopened original container 

6 months 
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Performance under temperature influence  
 
compression/shear strength glass/glass after temperature storage  compression/shear strength glass/glass at  temperature 
based on initial valve at room temperature  based on initial valve at room temperature 
measured at room temperature (approx. 23 °C) measured at determined temperature 
according to DELO standard 5 according to DELO standard  
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Young´s modulus after temperature storage  tensile strength after temperature storage 
based on initial valve at room temperature based on initial valve at room temperature 
measured at room temperature (approx. 23 °C) measured at room temperature (approx. 23 °C) 
according to DIN EN 527, test specimen type 5A thickness 2 mm according to DIN EN 527, test specimen type 5A, thickness 2 mm 
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elongation at tear after temperature storage 
based on absolute initial valve at room temperature  
measured at room temperature (approx. 23 °C) 
according to DIN EN 527, test specimen type 5A, thickness 2 mm 
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Performance under chemical influence 
compression shear strength after storage for 1,000 h 
based on initial valve at room temperature  
measured at room temperature (approx. 23 °C) 
according to DELO Standard 5 

 

 

Chemical medium 
Compression/shear 
strength glass/Al [%] 

ATF gear oil 80 

Demineralised water/ 
glykol mixture 50:50 

76 

engine oill 10W40 85 
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Instructions and advice 
 

General 
The data and information provided are based on tests performed under laboratory conditions. Reliable information about the behavior 
of the product under practical conditions and its suitability for a specific purpose cannot be concluded from this. 
Many product properties are subject to temperature and may change permanently, especially at high temperatures.  
It is the user’s responsibility to test the suitability of the product for the intended purpose and temperature range of use by considering 
all specific requirements. Type and physical and chemical properties of the materials to be processed with the product, as well as all 
actual influences occurring during transport, storage, processing and use, may cause deviations in the behavior of the product 
compared to its behavior under laboratory conditions. All data provided are typical average values or uniquely determined parameters 
measured under laboratory conditions. 
The data and information provided are, therefore, no guarantee for specific product properties or the suitability of the product for a 
specific purpose. 
 
 

Instructions for use 
The instructions for use of DELO-PHOTOBOND are available on: www.DELO.de. We will be pleased to send them to you on demand. 
 

Occupational health and safety 
see material safety data sheet 
 

Specification 
The properties in italics are part of the specification. Ranges with clear limits are defined for them and others, where applicable. In the 
course of the QA test, each batch is tested for these properties and the maintenance of the limits is ensured. The measuring methods 
used can deviate from those specified in the data sheet. Details can be found in the QA test report. 
 
 


